LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Lewis & Clark Elementary – Gymnasium
212 Crystal Drive
Lewistown MT 59457
MONDAY, December 12, 2011
BOARD ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION – LEWIS & CLARK STAFF
6:00 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
REGULAR BOARD MEETING

CALL TO ORDER (7:00 p.m.)
1.
Roll Call
2.
Pledge of Allegiance
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
3.
Recognition—Fergus High School Volleyball Team
4.
Report—Student Representative
5.
Report—Committees of the Board
6.
Discussion—District Safety Policies and Procedures
7.
Presentation—Scott Dubbs, Curriculum Director
8.
Discussion—Changes to Fergus High School Renaissance Handbook
9.
Discussion—Review District Goals
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Discussion—Facilities
11.
Discussion—2012-2013 Budgets
12.
Calendar Items, Concerns, Correspondence, Etc.
SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT
13.
Report—Election Update
14.
Report—Investment
15.
Other Items
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
16.
Recognition of Parents, Patrons, and Others Who Wish to Address the Board
ACTION ITEMS
MINUTES
17.
Minutes of the November 14, 2011, Regular Board Meeting
APPROVAL OF CLAIMS
18.
Claims
CONSENT GROUP ITEMS
19.
Approve Additions to Substitute List for the 2011-2012 School Year
INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
20.
Approve Request to Apply for the Safe Routes to School Grant
21.
Approve Personnel Report
ADJOURNMENT

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The Board of Education encourages participation at public school board
meetings.

Under normal circumstances it is desirable to allow everyone to

address the Board. However, when there are many persons who wish to address
the Board, the following rules shall apply to protect the public’s right to be heard:
•

Each speaker shall be allowed a presentation not to
exceed three (3) minutes at the appropriate time on the
Agenda.

•

There will be a limit of one presentation per person.

•

The Board requests that organizations and groups be
represented by a single spokesperson. The spokesperson
for each group shall be limited .to a presentation of three
(3) minutes. To save repetition and time, the Board also
requests that persons not speak if a previous speaker has
expressed a similar position on the same issue.

•

The Board will accept comments from the public on each
agenda item as it is discussed.

By a majority vote of the Board, these rules may be suspended for special
reasons at any particular meeting. Further, the Board may reserve the right to
adjust the length of time.

CONSENT GROUP ITEMS
The action of adoption of the “Consent Group” as an official item on the agenda
means that all items appearing under the title “Consent Group” shall be adopted
by majority approval of a single motion, unless a member of the Board or the
Superintendent requests that any particular item be removed from the “Consent
Group” and voted on separately.
Generally “Consent Group” items are matters which members of the Board and
Superintendent agree are routine in nature and should be acted upon in one
motion to conserve time and permit focus on other than routine matters on the
agenda.

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.

12/12/2011
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action – Consent
Action – Indiv.

RECOGNITION—FERGUS HIGH SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Tara Taylor

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
The Board of Trustees would like to recognize and congratulate the Fergus High School
volleyball team and coaches for their first place finish at the State A Volleyball Tournament
held in Bozeman on November 10-12, 2011.
Coaches: Tara Taylor, Deena Ross, Josie Krause, and Ashley Jenness
Team Members: Allie Adams, Kiera Bulluck, Maddie Comes, McCalle Feller, Erin Jensen,
Taylor Jensen, Mikaela Olson, Kelsey Phillips, Lissa Quinlan, Jada Scheffelmaer, Amanda
Stenseth, Sydney Stivers, Alyssa Yaeger and Paige Zibell
Managers: Taylor Scott and Jessica Seal

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:
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Meeting Date
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12/12/2011
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action – Consent
Action – Indiv.

REPORT—STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Sydney Stivers

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Fergus High School Student Representative to the Board of Trustees will provide a report on
upcoming activities at Fergus High School.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

FHS SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
Monday, December 12, 2011

KEY CLUB:
o Raising Money for the community by having free throw competitions at the
basketball games.
ART CLUB:
o Painting a mural in the FHS Spanish Room
o Selling painted bells around Christmas – half of the proceeds will go to the
Salvation Army
STUCO:
o Raised $280.00 for the Ken Martin Fundraiser ~ Presented Ken with a check
and a card from the student body
SPANISH CLUB:
o Raised over $1,000 selling chocolates
o Next Friday, they are hosting a movie night with a taco bar
o Working concessions at basketball games
SCIENCE CLUBS:
o 23 students participated in the Science Olympiad ~ team took 3rd in the state
o AP Physics students are entering a robotics competition
FCCLA:
o Make-a-Wish Fundraiser ~ bake sale at basketball games, collecting
donations from businesses, and selling stars at the high school
BPA:
o Doing a food drive
o Selling candy canes
o Practicing for events
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REPORT—COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Committee

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
The Board of Trustees has the opportunity to provide updates on their various committees.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational Report

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:
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Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.

12/12/2011
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action – Consent
Action – Indiv.

DISCUSSION—DISTRICT SAFETY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Jason Butcher

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Jason Butcher, Superintendent, will outline for the Board of Trustees some of the current
policies and procedures that are in place to ensure the safety of the staff and students in the
Lewistown Public Schools.
Justin Jenness, Student Resource Officer, will also give a short presentation regarding his role
with the school district.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

Lewistown Public Schools
Current Safety Policies and Procedures
December 5, 2011

• Training and instruction on recognizing sexual harassment for new
employees
• Bullying Committee – Meets regularly and provides training to staff
• Emergency Plans are currently in place
• Policies are currently in place to address safety concerns
• In the event of child abuse staff is required to report as per statute
• Disaster drills are performed as per statute
• Canine searches are conducted regularly
• Bus evacuations are practiced regularly
• Improve communication – We are currently working to improve our
communication between buildings and with transportation by adding a
“base” radio in each building
• We are committed to continuing to improve our safety policies and
procedures and have sent safety teams to additional training with
emergency personnel from the community
• Introduction of Justin Jenness‐School Resource Officer – In my opinion, this
program has value beyond words.
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action – Consent
Action – Indiv.

PRESENTATION—SCOTT DUBBS, CURRICULUM DIRECTOR
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Scott Dubbs

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Scott Dubbs, Curriculum Director, would like to present to the Board of Trustees a report on
the suggested curriculum selected by the Science Curriculum Committee.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA

SCIENCE CURRICULUM PROJECT
2008‐2011
GRADES K‐12

BOARD MEMBERS
Jeremy Bristol
Tara Cutler *
Joe Irish
Stan Monger
Mary Schelle
Monte Weeden

Dave Byerly *
Jennifer Granot *
Becky Jackson *
Lisa Pierce
Barb Thomas

* Former Member during project review or curricular adoption
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
Jason Butcher, Superintendent
SCIENCE CURRICULUM TEAM MEMBERS
Gina Armstrong
Highland Park
Suzie Flentie� � � � � � � � � � �Lewistown Junior High
Gary Gebert
Fergus High
Laura Gilskey
Highland Park
Justin Guyer **
Fergus High
Charley Karinen
Garfield
Mike Mangold
Fergus High
Steve Paulson **
Lewistown Junior High
Jill Reed
Lewis & Clark
Linda Rinaldi
Fergus High
Jeff Russell
Lewis & Clark
Polly Weichel
Highland Park
Kerry Vaughn
Garfield
Mary Schelle
Board Member
Scott Dubbs
Curriculum Director
Carolyn Shields
Chad Armstrong
Dick Brosseau
John Moffatt
** Co‐Chairperson

Mike Waterman, Business Manager
1st Grade
Physical Science
Biology
Kindergarten
Physics/Chemistry
3rd Grade
Earth Science
Life Science
5th Grade
Resource
6th Grade
2nd Grade
4th Grade

Former Member
Garfield ‐ 4th Grade
Former Member
L & C ‐ 6th Grade
Former Member
FHS ‐ Earth Science
Former Curriculum Director
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Introduction
The Lewistown Public Schools science curriculum standards are composed of two types, process
standards and content standards. Students are engaged in the processes described in the process
standards as they engage in learning the science content described in the content standards. The
purposes of this document are to create a set of standards that align with the District Mission, are
articulated in grades kindergarten through high school, and lay a foundation of proficiency for all
students in Lewistown Public Schools.

District Core Purpose
Lewistown Public Schools, as entrusted by the Lewistown Community, provides children with an
accountable, high quality, rigorous education in a safe, nurturing environment; developing the full
potential of each child and preparing them for lifelong success in their personal lives and careers,
wherever they may be in the world.

Science Curriculum Goals
Science is a method of understanding how nature works in earth, space, life, and physical systems
through the utilization of tools of inquiry and by employing the process skills of questioning,
hypothesizing, predicting, testing and drawing conclusions.
The purpose of science education is to develop lifelong learners who can understand how science,
technology, and society are interconnected and who can then use this knowledge in everyday
decision-making. Learners should have a substantial knowledge of basic facts, concepts,
environmental responsibility, and process skills, which enable him/her to continue to learn and think
logically.
Students should be allowed to “act like scientists” as they study science. Students need to learn in
ways that encourage them to build on their natural curiosity; to explore science in depth; use
inquiry; conduct investigations and explorations; identify and solve problems; ask questions; make
predictions; offer explanations; and discuss and write about their findings and apply their
knowledge like scientists do. Students should have opportunities to use the strategies and tools,
including technology, which scientists use.
Learning science is something that students do, not something that is done to them. “Hands-on”
activities, while essential, are not enough. Students must have “minds-on” experiences as well.
The importance of inquiry does not imply that all teachers should pursue a single approach to
teaching science. Just as inquiry has many different facets, so teachers need to use many different
strategies to develop the under- standings and abilities described in the Montana and National
Standards.
The teacher’s role should be one who encourages the flow of ideas, facilitates learning, and
motivates students by modeling the skills of scientific inquiry. Teachers should have a rich variety
of instructional materials and tools that will motivate, excite, and interest all students in science.
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Teachers need to focus their assessment on student understanding and the process students must
learn to apply science knowledge and processes to solve real problems and make decisions. The
curriculum is designed to be integrated, where appropriate, and includes a variety of assessment
techniques that include traditional, performance, and standardized assessments.

Essential Questions
Essential questions are big ideas stated in question form. They are designed to guide the inquiry
process and provide a foundation for students and teachers to tie the curriculum standards.

Essential Understandings and Skills
This section of the standards document outlines the core concepts and skills that make up the core
of instruction in a particular grade level/course. These concepts and skills are the focus of
instruction, with the goal of developing deep understanding and transfer or meaning making.

Process Standards
The process standards for science include observing, measuring, describing, predicting, inferring,
experimenting (collecting evidence), recording and reporting. Inquiry, the focus of Lewistown
process standards, is embedded within every content standard. Inquiry processes should be used as
tools for exploring and promoting understanding of scientific principles and phenomena. In the
grade level/course standards documents, their presence is illustrated through the use of action verbs
that indicate the degree of knowing and understanding expected.
Connections
Science is not a collection of separate strands or standards, even though its content can be
presented this way. It is an integrated field of study, and understanding scientific concepts
involves making connections. Students continually apply the skills they have learned to process
new ideas and construct logical, well-supported conclusions.
Applications/Manipulatives
The study of science is necessarily an active, experiential, constructivist field. “From the
earliest grades students should experience science in a form that engages them in the active
construction of ideas and explanations and enhances their opportunities to develop the abilities
of doing science” (National Research Council, 1999). Students should ask questions about
objects, organisms, and events in the environment, plan and conduct investigations, employ
equipment and tools to gather data, use data to construct a reasonable explanation and
communicate investigations and explanations to others through writing, oral presentation,
charts, graphs and other media appropriate for their developmental level.

Content Standards
The science content standards for Kindergarten through Grade 5 are organized by grade level and
are arranged into four strands with essential learning expectations identified below each strand. The
content standards for Grades 6 through 12 are organized according to course instead of by grade
level, with the same four strands identified.

Physical Science (P)


Matter (M)
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Force, Motion and Energy (F)

Life Science (L)



Living Systems (S)
Life Process (P)

Earth and Space Science (E)



Earth and Space Structures (S)
Earth and Space Interrelationships – Patterns, Cycles and Change (I)

Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment) (H)




Technology (T)
Resources (R)
Culture (I)

In the standards document each strand is identified by a colored box and is supported by an
“Essential Learning Expectation” indicating the focus of the content standard in each grade level.
Within each strand are Learning Goals denoted with an alphanumeric code. Within each learning
goal is one or more specific proficiency describing the specific concept in which all students should
attain proficiency, along with an example designed to guide instruction. Example: PM.1.1 =
Physical Science (strand), Matter (essential learning expectation), Structure (learning goal), Specific
Proficiency 1. In many cases an example is included to provide further clarification for teachers.

Essential Learning Expectations
Essential Learning Expectations (ELE) are key ideas and understandings that represent
focal points within each grade level/course in science in which all students should
become proficient. This is a broad statement that encompasses the specific proficiencies
for the target population. ELEs are described in the gray boxes beneath the content
strand to which they are tied.

Learning Goals
Learning goals target a portion of the essential learning expectations and describe what
students will know and be able to do as a result of instructional experiences. Learning
goals are denoted by a bold alpha numeric code such as PM.1.0 followed by a single
word underlined and bold such as Structure.

Specific Proficiencies
Specific Proficiencies describe very specific topics/concepts within the learning goals
and include an action verb that indicates the degree and depth of learning on a
continuum from rote knowledge to applied understanding. Specific proficiencies are
denoted by an alpha numeric code that ties each to the learning goal and essential
learning expectations. Ex: PM.1.2.

Examples
Each specific proficiency has one or more examples designed to provide teachers and
school administrators with ideas about how the proficiency looks in a classroom setting.
The examples are suggestions for implementation.
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Technology
All courses and grade levels should integrate technology into instruction on a regular basis as a tool
for enhancing and applying understanding of scientific concepts. It is the goal of Lewistown Public
Schools to increase student and teacher use of technology in every course and in every grade level
throughout the district. Technology includes calculator use, virtual manipulatives, computer
modeling, smart boards, projection devices, internet research and software applications that enhance
learning of scientific concepts and their practical application. Technology is discussed explicitly in
the "Place-based Issues" strand as well as embedded throughout the specific proficiencies and
examples in this document.

Professional Development
Professional development is key to ensuring that all students receive the same degree of high level
instruction regardless of the background and/or experience of the teacher. Focused professional
development will be provided to all teachers and administrators and will target key concepts and
instructional strategies necessary to provide quality instruction for all Lewistown Public School
students.

Assessment
Assessment is the manner in which teachers and administrators collect data from state and district
level evaluation tools to inform instruction. The Criterion Referenced Test from the OPI represents
state level standardized assessment and is administered in grades 4, 8 and 10. District level
assessments will be revised to align with the content and process standards and administered and
evaluated annually as a means of guiding instructional practices.
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Science Essential Questions
Overarching EQs




What is science and why is it important?
How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the
world in which you live?

Physical Science EQs







How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among
matter, time, space & energy?
What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
What gives matter its unique qualities?
How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
What makes “it” “it” and why/how is it doing that?
How do things work?

Life Science EQs





What is life?
How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable
them to survive and interact with their environment?
How did life begin, how has it changed and how might it change in the future?
How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?

Earth Science EQs






What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
How do we explain where we are in space and time?
Why does the Earth shake, rattle and roll?

Place Based EQs





How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and
how does this place impact me?
Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
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Science Curriculum Philosophy Statement
Science is a method of understanding how nature works in earth, space, life, and
physical systems through the utilization of tools of inquiry and by employing the
process skills of questioning, hypothesizing, predicting, testing and drawing
conclusions.
The purpose of science education is to develop lifelong learners who can understand
how science, technology, and society are interconnected and who can then use this
knowledge in everyday decision-making. Learners should have a substantial
knowledge of basic facts, concepts, environmental responsibility, and process skills,
which enable him/her to continue to learn and think logically.
Students should be allowed to “act like scientists” as they study science. Students
need to learn in ways that encourage them to build on their natural curiosity; to
explore science in depth; use inquiry; conduct investigations and explorations;
identify and solve problems; ask questions; make predictions; offer explanations;
and discuss and write about their findings and apply their knowledge like scientists
do. Students should have opportunities to use the strategies and tools, including
technology, which scientists use.
Learning science is something that students do, not something that is done to them.
“Hands-on” activities, while essential, are not enough. Students must have “mindson” experiences as well.
The importance of inquiry does not imply that all teachers should pursue a single
approach to teaching science. Just as inquiry has many different facets, so teachers
need to use many different strategies to develop the under- standings and abilities
described in the Montana and National Standards.
The teacher’s role should be one who encourages the flow of ideas, facilitates
learning, and motivates students by modeling the skills of scientific inquiry.
Teachers should have a rich variety of instructional materials and tools that will
motivate, excite, and interest all students in science.
Teachers need to focus their assessment on student understanding and the process
students must learn to apply science knowledge and processes to solve real
problems and make decisions. The curriculum is designed to be integrated, where
appropriate, and includes a variety of assessment techniques that include
traditional, performance, and standardized assessments.
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Science Curriculum Scope and Sequence
The standards that follow later in this document provide an integrated and sequential
development of the goals of this curriculum. Specific learning activities or examples are
included in these standards, but they are intended to be illustrative. Imaginative teachers
will create their own curricular activities to engage student participation.
We see this scope and sequence as a starting point for developing inquiry based lesson
plans. In working with the learning expectations that follow, we sought a way to make sure
that students were exposed to information that would help them meet the our local and
state standards. Implementation of these standards requires collaborative planning
among grade level teachers, science teachers and administrators. As part of these
curricular standards, we have developed this topical "scope and sequence" outlining the
most general of topics that are to be taught at each grade level or within each course.
Additionally, It should also be noted that in the scope and sequence, topics addressed at
one grade level grouping reemerge at subsequent levels. For example, a unit on the
properties of matter is first presented - in a very basic way in kindergarten. The topic
comes up again in in several more grade levels. That is not to say that those are the only
grades at which students encounter the properties of matter.
The scope and sequence topics for kindergarten through grade twelve are as follows:
Kindergarten

General Science

Grade One

General Science

Grade Two

General Science

Grade Three

Life, Earth & Physical Science

Grade Four

Life, Earth & Physical Science

Grade Five

Physical Science

Grade Six

Earth Science

Grade Seven

Life Science

Grade Eight

Physical Science

Grade Nine

Earth Science

Grade Ten

Biology

Grades Ten-Twelve

Chemistry
Physics

Grades Eleven-Twelve

Applied Bio-Chemistry & Forensics
Advanced Placement Biology
Advanced Placement Chemistry
Advanced Placement Physics
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Kindergarten
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
you live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of kindergarten, all students recognize that matter can be
classified as magnetic or nonmagnetic and that magnets repel and attract certain materials, that
objects are either living or non-living, and that changes in weather and times of day affect human
behavior. Students will describe and explain examples of Montana American Indian contributions
to our scientific and technological knowledge of the natural world.
Essential Skills: Throughout kindergarten, students begin to learn about scientific inquiry through
use of the five senses to explore their surroundings. Students use a variety of tools, including
technology, to measure, represent data and communicate with others.

Content Standards: Kindergarten content standards include investigations in Physical Science,
Life Science, and Earth and Space Science and incorporate an emphasis on natural cycles and
human relationships with the environment. In kindergarten, the unifying themes are explorations of
Magnets, Living and Non-Living Objects, and the Effects of Weather on People.

Process Standards: Using inquiry processes, students conduct, evaluate, and communicate
scientific investigations. Kindergarten process standards stress the use of the five senses to explore
common materials, objects, and living things. Emphasis is placed upon gathering information,
asking questions, measuring, sorting, classifying, and communicating information about the natural
world. Students will use appropriate tools, including technology, to measure and represent data
(e.g., graphs, charts, pictures).

(P) Physical Sciences: As a result of inquiry based curricular activities, all students will investigate
properties of matter.
Essential Question: What gives matter its unique qualities?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and can
be classified by physical properties. Matter can be classified as magnetic or nonmagnetic.
8

PM.1.0 Structure: Students will identify liquids, solids and gases.
PM.2.0 Properties: Students will observe and classify objects as magnetic or nonmagnetic.
PM.2.1 Kindergarteners ask questions, make predictions, and investigate whether objects
are magnetic or non-magnetic.
Example: Students construct background knowledge by freely exploring a variety
of objects and magnets (e.g., plastic, wood, rocks, paper, different metals,
marbles, etc.).
Example: Students explore the question, “Is an object magnetic or not?”
Teacher records responses and questions as students raise them.
Example: Given a set of objects, students will predict whether objects are
magnetic by sorting them (without magnets) into three groups: magnetic,
non-magnetic, and other.
Example: Given a set of objects, students will use magnets to sort objects into
groups of magnetic and non-magnetic items and then record results.
PM.3.0 Changes: This learning goal is not addressed.
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Forces act upon objects
and influence motion. Magnets repel and attract certain materials.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: Students observe that magnets repel and attract each other.

PF.1.1

Kindergarteners construct background knowledge by freely exploring only with
magnets.
Example: Students explore the forces of “pushing” and “pulling” by conducting
magnet races.

PF.1.2

Students explore the question, “Do magnets work through other materials?”
Example: Students test whether magnets still push or pull through a variety of
objects and materials.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students identify the basic characteristics of light,
heat,motion, electricity and sound.

PF.2.1

Students will identify light vs. dark.

PF.2.2

Students explore the different ways objects move such as; zigzag, round and round,
back and forth, fast and slow.

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Life Science: As a result of inquiry based curricular activities, all students will develop an
understanding of the attributes of living and non-living objects.
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Essential Question: What is life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: Living systems encompass a
variety of living and non-living objects.
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students observe and classify objects as
living or non-living.

LS.1.1

Kindergarteners ask questions, make predictions, and investigate whether objects
are living or non-living.
Example: Students construct background knowledge by freely exploring a variety
of objects (e.g., plastic, plant, seeds, apple, carrot, wood, rocks, toys, fake
flowers, stuffed animals, etc.).
Example: Students explore the question, “Is an object alive or not?” Teacher
records responses and questions as students raise them.
Example: Given a set of objects, students will predict whether objects are living
by sorting them into three groups: Living, Non-living, and shares
characteristics of both.
Example: Given a set of objects, students will use graphic organizers (e.g.
Venn Diagram, graphs, etc.) to sort and record objects into groups of
Living, Non-Living, and shares characteristics of both.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: This learning goal is not addressed.

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: All organisms have certain basic needs
and life cycles.
LP.1.0 Growth: Students observe and record basic requirements that allow living
things to grow.
LP.1.1

Students explore the question, “What does my body need to grow?”
Example: Students discuss and communicate daily activities that help them grow
and stay healthy (e.g. eating, sleeping, playing).

LP.2.0 Cycles: Students observe and recognize their own physical changes as part of
their life cycle.
LP.2.1

Students research and represent their own physical changes from birth to present.
Example: Students construct a record of their physical changes using
storyboards, timelines, growth charts, and/or family pictures, pieces of art.

LP.3.0 Reproduction: This learning goal is not addressed.
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(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the inquiry based curricular activities all students will
develop an understanding of properties of earth materials, objects in the sky and changes in earth
and sky.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: Space objects include
the Sun, Earth, Moon and stars.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students recognize that the Earth is made up
of rock, soil, and water, and that it is surrounded by air (atmosphere).

ES.1.1

Students identify water in three forms: liquid, ice, steam.
Example: Students observe and record changes in an ice cube as it melts and
evaporates. Students observe and record that heated water can produce
steam.

ES.1.2

Students use magnifying glasses to explore the question, “What is in soil?”
Example: Students predict what they will find in soil, then explore soil, and
communicate their observations.

ES.1.3

Students observe that Earth is surrounded by an invisible layer of air called the
atmosphere.
Example: Students identify examples of moving air (e.g. flags, clouds moving,
trees blowing, quaking aspens, candy wrappers, hands out car windows…).

ES.2.0

Landforms (geomorphology): Students recognize and identify major
planetary features and landforms such as mountains, lakes, valleys, rivers,
and oceans.

ES.2.1

Students explore the question, “Is the Earth flat?”
Example: Students use the playground as a model to compare playground
features with actual landforms.

ES.2.2

Students explore the question, “Where on Earth do we find water?”
Example: Students use the playground as a model to compare playground
features with major water features.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships – Patterns,
Cycles and Change: The sun and Earth work together to create night and day. We can see
the sun in the sky during the day and the moon and stars in the sky at night. The change of
seasons, the weather, and time of day affect what people do.
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EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students observe and record weather over
time (phenology) to become aware of long term changes.

EI.1.1

Students predict, observe, and record daily weather conditions.
Example: Students update a class data chart daily that records temperature,
windy/calm, sunny/cloudy, form of precipitation.

EI.1.2

Students will show how weather can affect our choice of clothing and activities.
Example: Students explore the question, “How would an informed person dress
for the weather today?”
Example: Students explore the question, “How will today’s weather affect
my
plans?”

EI.1.2

Students will represent how the seasons can affect our choice of clothing and
activities.
Example: Students make collages that represent what people wear and do in
summer and what they wear and do in winter.

EI.2.0

Living Organisms: Students recognize that day and night affect what people
do.

EI.2.1

Students address the question, “What do people do during the day?”
Example: Students represent their thinking (through pictures, role-playing, etc.).

EI.2.2

Students address the question, “What do people do during the night?”
Example: Students represent their thinking (through pictures, role-playing, etc.).

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: Students will be introduced to the concept that night and
day are a function of the Earth’s rotation.

EI.5.1

Students explore the question, “Why is there day and night?”
Example: Partners take turns role-playing the stationary Sun and rotating
Earth as it revolves around the Sun.

EI.5.2

Students explore the questions, “What do we see in the sky during the day?” and
“What do we see in the sky at night?”

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): As a result of inquiry
based curricular activities, all students will develop an understanding of their school building and
schoolyard environment.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
12




How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are
shaped in many ways by the advances in science and technology.
HT.1.0 Technology: Students are introduced to the concepts of simple machines as
forms of technology used in everyday life.
HT.1.1 Students identify and classify examples of familiar technology.
Example: Students find examples of technology and demonstrate their uses
(tools, playground equipment, buttons, zippers, scissors).
Example: Students classify some examples into the categories of levers, wedges,
and screws.
HT.1.2 Students will identify examples of tools that have been developed or are being
developed by Montana American Indians.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: We use natural resources, some of
which are renewable and some of which are not. We can relate observations of nature to the
traditional practices of Montana American Indians.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students classify natural resources as renewable or nonrenewable.
HR1.1

Students identify natural resources.
Example: Students tour the playground finding examples of natural resources.

HR1.2

Students explore the concept of natural resources as either renewable or nonrenewable (grown or mined).
Example: Over time, students build a class chart of natural resources that
classifies items into renewable and non-renewable categories.
Example: Role-play the categories. One group of students is renewable; one
group isn’t. Over the course of the game, the renewables keep growing back
while the non-renewable group gets smaller and smaller.
Example: Students classify American Indian projectile points (arrow heads) as
examples of wedges.

HR1.3

Students listen to stories about Montana American Indians interacting with the
physical environment.

HR 1.4 Students identify examples of Montana American Indians making use of natural
resources.
(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: A variety of different cultures make
contributions to the diversity of our community.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students recognize that people come from many different places.
13

HI.1.1

Students identify where they were born and observe the variety of birth places of
their classmates.
Example: Students stick their photos on a map to indicate where they were born.
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
First Grade
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
you live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of first grade, all students recognize that matter exists in
three basic forms (i.e., solids, liquids, and gases), that plants and animals have life needs, functional
parts, and stages of growth and development, that people use their body parts to live and learn, that
people grow and change, and that features of the Earth (mountains, rivers, deserts, etc.) and the sky
(constellations, moon phases, and weather) can change. Students will describe and explain multiple
examples of Montana American Indian contributions to our scientific and technological knowledge
of the natural world.
Essential Skills: Throughout first grade students explore scientific concepts through direct
observation. As a result, students develop questions and make predictions with guidance and use a
variety of tools, including technology, throughout their exploration.

Content Standards: First grade content standards include investigations in Physical Science, Life
Science, and Earth and Space Science and incorporate an emphasis on natural cycles and human
relationships with the environment. In first grade, the unifying themes are explorations of Plants,
Animals, & People; Living Things & Where They Live; Earth Our Home; Weather & the Sky;
States of Matter; Energy Sources & Motion.

Process Standards: Using the inquiry process, students will conduct, evaluate, and communicate
scientific investigations. First grade process standards stress the importance of making observations,
developing simple questions, making predictions, and drawing conclusions in directed
experimentation. Students will select and use appropriate tools, including technology, to measure,
analyze, and represent data (e.g., graphs, models, pictures).

(P) Physical Sciences: Students demonstrate knowledge of types of force, forms of energy,
mechanical systems, as well as physical properties of matter and changes in states of matter.
Essential Questions:
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
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What makes “it” “it,” and why/how is it doing that?
How do things work?
What floats and what sinks?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists and can be classified in three
forms (i.e., solids, liquids, and gases).
PM.1.0 Structure: Students demonstrate understanding that matter exists in three
forms – solid, liquid and gas.
PM.1.1 Students classify a variety of materials into the categories of solid, liquid, and
gas.
PM.2.0 Properties: Students demonstrate that the characteristics of matter can be
observed.
PM.2.1 Students explore the question: “How do we know if something is a solid?”
PM.2.2 Students explore the question: “How do we know if something is a liquid?”
PM.2.3 Students explore the question: “How do we know if something is a gas?”
PM.3.0 Changes: Students observe that matter can change form when temperature
changes.
PM.3.1 Students use a variety of representation to changes in matter corresponding
temperature changes.
Example: Record/draw/ role-play, mixture and water phase changes.
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Energy is something
that can cause change or do work.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: This learning goal is addressed through vocabulary and
investigates. (Unit F: Chapter 13: lessons 1-3)
Example:.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students recognize that light is a form of energy that can be
seen and manipulated.

PF.2.1

Students explore the question, “What makes light?”
Example: examples, show and tell, class chart, picture collage, school field trip.

PF.2.2 Students explore the question, “Can we change the direction that light travels?”
Example: bends, diffuses, bounces or reflects/mirror, prism, water.
PF.3.0

Forms of Energy: Heat is a form of energy that can make things warm.

PF.3.1

Students explore where heat comes from.
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Example: sun, fire, light bulbs, friction; and their effect on different materials.
PF.4.0

Forms of Energy: Sound is a form of energy that you can hear.

PF.4.1

Students explore that sound can be produced when an object vibrates.
Example: rubberband/can

PF.4.2

Students explore how sounds are different and that many things vibrate and make
sound. Students will classify sounds by pitch and volume.
Example: musical instruments, people, animals, space shuttle

PF.4.0

Motion: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an
understanding of the characteristics of organisms, life cycles and environments of organisms.
Essential Questions:
 What is life?
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them
to survive and interact with their environment?
 How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: Plants, animals, and people have
life needs and those needs create a food chain.
LS1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students recognize that plants, animals, and
people have basic needs for survival.

LS.1.1

Students explore the question, “What do plants need to survive?”

LS.1.2

Students demonstrate knowledge that plants need soil, water, air, and light to
survive.

LS.1.3

Students explore the question, “What do animals need to survive?”

LS.1. 4 Students demonstrate knowledge that animals need food, water, homes, and
oxygen.
Example: bring back to connecting students as animals with needs
LS.1.5

Students explore the question “How do people use their body parts to move and
live.
Examples: 5 senses (sight, hearing, touch, smell, taste)

LS.1.6

Students demonstrate knowledge that people change as they grow older.
Examples: life stages pictures, classification collages on healthy choices
(exercise, eating, sleep)
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LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students recognize that plants and
animals exist within interdependent relationships.

LS.2.1

Students identify examples of interdependent relationships.
Example: bird nests, nibbled leaves, seed dispersal through scat and hitchhiking

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: Students know that plants and animals have distinct
parts and each part is important to the survival of the organism.

LS.3.1

Students recognize that the principle parts of a plant are the roots, stem, and leaves.
Students draw and label the roots, stem, and leaves of plants.

LS.3.2 Students communicate the function of each of the principle parts of a plant.
LS.3.3

Students recognize that familiar animals have specific physical characteristics (i.e.,
legs, wings, tails, fur, feathers, scales, skin, skeletons, feelers, ears).

LS.3.2

Students explain the function of animals’ physical characteristics.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: Students realize that plants, animals, and people
are different from one another. Plants can be classified into groups. Animals
can be classified into groups. People can be classified into groups.

LS.4.1

Students sort examples of organisms into their respective categories of plants or
animals or people.

LS.4.2

Students sort examples of plants by looking at their parts.

LS.4.3

Students sort examples of animals into five categories: insects, birds, fish,
mammals, and reptiles/amphibians.

LS.4.4

Students sort examples of people based on their life stages: infant, toddler,
school-aged child, teen, adult, and senior adult.

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: Plants, animals, and people have basic
needs and life processes including growth, survival needs, cycles and similarities among
offspring and their parents.
LP.1.0 Growth: Students know that all plants, animals, and people grow and change.
LP.1.1

Students observe and record the growth of a plant from seed to maturity.

LP.1.2

Students match the baby and parent forms of various animals/people
Example: pictures of selves/parents

LP.2.0 Cycles: Students know that all plants, animals, and people have a life span
(cycle) with an identifiable beginning, middle, and end.
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LP.2.1

Students record the growth of a plant from seed to seed.

LP.2.2

Students recognize that animals have predictable but varied life cycles.
Examples: cat’s life cycle vs. salamander’s life cycle

LP.2.3

Students recognize that people have an identifiable life cycle that includes infancy,
childhood, teenage, adult, and old age.

LP.3.0 Reproduction: Students know that all plants and animals reproduce.
LP.3.1

Students collect, display, and name examples of seeds and then represent the parent
plant (e.g. through pictures or drawings).

LP.3.1

Students sort examples of animals into two categories: hatched from an egg or born
alive and well.

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students should develop
an understanding of properties of earth materials, objects in the sky and changes in earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What covers Earth? How do people use rocks and minerals? What is soil?
 What is weather and how can we measure it?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets? And how does the movement of
the Earth affect the changing of the seasons?
(S) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Structures: Earth’s physical features can be
identified as land, water, and air (ex. mountains, rivers, deserts, ponds and lakes). The stars
in the sky form identifiable constellations. The Sun, one of the stars in the sky, provides
heat and light.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students can describe the materials that cover
Earth.

ES.1.1

When shown a model of the Earth, students will identify land formations (such as
mountains, deserts), water formations ( such as rivers, oceans, lakes, streams), and
the atmosphere.

ES.1.2

Students explore the characteristics of natural resources and the importance of
protecting Earth’s resources.
Example: persuasive writing on clean water/air; list of classroom things that
come from a land resource

ES.1.3

Students explore how rocks/minerals are different and how people use rocks and
minerals.
Example: compare/classify rocks by sorting them based on characteristics, list
four ways people use rocks/minerals.
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ES.1.4

Students will explore the composition of soil and its importance.
Example: soil sift

ES.2.0

Planetary Systems: Students identify prominent features that can be seen in
our sky, including the moon, the sun, stars, and planets.

ES.2.1

Students identify and describe objects in the day sky and night sky.

ES.2.2

Students explore what causes day and night and describe how Earth’s rotation
causes day and night.
Examples: set up a single central light source (i.e. flashlight). Students will roleplay the Earth. When they face the light, its daytime. When they face away,
it’s night. Students rotate through the cycle. Extend by having students place
hand on chest and call the spot Lewistown. Tell them to make it daytime in
Lewistown. Now make it night.

ES.2.3

Students understand that the moon seems to change shape.
Example: compare shape of moon during 1 month period

ES.2.4

Students explore ways that the sun seems to move.
Example: sundial shadows, sun charts

(I) Essential Learning – Weather and the Sky: Weather is what the air outside is like.
It can be measured with various tools.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students investigate that weather changes
from day to day and over the seasons. Students will explore weather by
measurable quantities, such as temperature, wind direction/speed, and
precipitation.

EI.1.1

Students observe, record, and discuss changes in sunrise and sunset times, weather
conditions, and season of the year.
Example: stellarium, Google Sky, dressing bears

EI.1.2

Students will explore what weather is and how it can be measured.
Example: Observe the weather for 5 days and record observations, measure
weather using thermometer

EI.1.3

Students will investigate clouds and rain by comparing water changes.
Example: water cycle bracelets and/or diagrams

EI.2.0

Living Organisms: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed.
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EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: Students review and extend the concept that day and night
are a function of the Earth’s rotation.

EI.5.1

Students role-play the cycle of day and night using a central light source.
Examples: set up a single central light source (i.e. flashlight). Students will roleplay the Earth. When they face the light, its daytime. When they face away,
it’s night. Students rotate through the cycle. Extend by having students place
hand on chest and call the spot Lewistown. Tell them to make it daytime in
Lewistown. Now make it night.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): As a result of inquirybased curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local scientific issues
with an emphasis on local neighborhoods.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?

(T) Essential Learning – Technology: Our lives and community are shaped in many ways
by the advances in science and technology.
HT.1.0 Technology: Students learn about current innovations and uses of technology
that are directly tied to the science studied.
HT.1.1 Students explore technology through the unit Focus on Technology pages, DVDs,
and internet resources (www.eduplace.com/sct/).
Examples: Focus on Technology pages- Unit A(A18); Unit E(E24); Unit F(F23)
Discover! Simulations from eduplace.com/sct/ National Geographic DVDs
(R) Essential Learning – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each region.
Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The search for,
processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on local
systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students will identify that a natural resource is something from
Earth that people use.
HR1.1

Students recognize that people use rocks to make statues/buildings; you need fresh
water to live and grow; and that soil is an important natural resource.
Examples: compare/contrast Earth’s natural resources, compare/classify rocks,
describe composition of soil

HR.1.2 Students will identify that air and water help keep living things alive.
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Examples: Activities to show that reusing, reducing, and recycling trash saves
natural resources (ex. keeping playground clean, recycling paper in the
classroom)
(I) Essential Learning – Culture: Many cultures make contributions to science and
technology affecting societies in different ways. Science, technology and human activity are
interrelated.
Essential Question
 What are the four seasons?
 What are different ways that we determine when each season starts and ends?
 How do some Salish people determine when each season starts?
 What activities take place during the Salish seasonal round?
HI.1.0

Culture: Students observe and note the changes in their environment.
Students recognize the historical significance of seasonal changes on nomadic
Native American cultures.

HI1.1

Students will understand the differences in weather of the four seasons; in what
month each season begins; and Seasonal Rounds of the Salish of Montana.
Example: Utilizing the book, Challenge to Survive: History of the Salish Tribes
of the Flathead Indian Reservation to access information about specific
activities the Salish did during each season, students will create their own
Seasonal Round calendar. Their calendar will depict activities that take
place during the different times of the year. These activities will come from
their own experiences and from the seasonal rounds of the Salish. Each
student will compare their “ seasonal round” calendars to the calendars they
are used to seeing and using. (seasonal vs. monthly activities)
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Second Grade
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
you live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of second grade, all students recognize that sounds are
vibrations that can be manipulated to create different pitches and volumes, that plants and animals
have similarities and differences, and that the Earth has a fixed amount of water that re-circulates
through evaporation, precipitation, and condensation (i.e., the water cycle). Students know that
Montana American Indians have made numerous contributions to our scientific and technological
understanding of the natural world. An enviroment (habitat) is made up of plants and animals and
non-living things. Such habitats consist of stream,woodland, desert, tundra, ocean, and pond. Living
things get energy from food. Food chains and food webs show howenergy is passed from one living
thing to another.
Essential Skills: Throughout second grade students explore the natural world using scientific
process focusing upon recording observations in detail and forming conclusions with guidance.
Students report their observations, data and conclusions using a variety of tools, including
technology.

Content Standards: Second grade content standards include investigations in Physical Science,
Life Science, and Earth and Space Science and incorporate an emphasis on natural cycles and
human relationships with the environment. In second grade, the unifying themes are explorations of
sound, plants and animals, and the water cycle. These themes consist of the following units:
1.Enviroments, 2. Food Chains, 3. Natural Resources, 4.Weather Patterns, 5. Patterns in the Sky, 6.
Matter and Energy, 7. Motion and Forces

Process Standards: Using the inquiry process, students conduct, evaluate, and communicate
scientific investigations. Second-grade process standards stress the importance of making detailed
observations, recognizing unusual or unexpected data, developing simple questions, making
predictions, drawing conclusions in guided experimentation. Students select and use appropriate
tools, including technology, to measure, analyze, and represent data (e.g., graphs, models, pictures).
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(P) Physical Sciences: Students demonstrate knowledge of types of force, forms of energy,
mechanical systems, as well as physical properties of matter and changes in states of matter.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter,
time, space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 How are the three types of matter classified?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and can be
classified by physical properties. Sound behaves in predictable ways (pitch, volume) and
exhibits characteristics that have practical applications for humans (ultrasounds, radio waves,
and sonar).
PM.1.0 Structure: Students know that sound is a form of energy that results from
vibrations and travels in waves.
PM.1.1 Students explore the question, “What is sound?”
Example: variety of vibrating and non-vibrating materials
PM.1.2 Students know that there are 3 states of matter. Solids, liquids, and gases.
PM.2.0 Properties: Students know that sound travels as a wave and may be observed
through its effect on matter.
PM.2.1 Students observe and record the effects of sound on a material that sensitive to
vibration, such as the surface of a drum.
Example: rice on drumhead w/speaker beneath
PM. 2.2 Students know that all living things are made of matter.
Example: compare matter and classify according to their properties,by tools to
measure volume, length, and mass
PM.3.0 Changes: Students recognize that the pitch and volume of a sound can be
changed.
PM.3.1 Students invent a musical instrument and then demonstrate how the pitch and
volume can be changed.
Example: cookie tin mandolin, soda can banjo, rubber band guitar, percussion
PM.3.2 Students recognize that all matter changes.
Example: students investigate ways in which matter can change, by heating and cooling
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Forces act upon
objects and impact their motion.
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PF.1.0

Types of Force: Sound is a form of energy that travels in waves and acts upon
various materials. (This learning goal is addressed under PM.1.0 and PM.2.0.)

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students know that sound waves are a form of energy. (This
learning goal is addressed in PM.1.0 and PM.2.0)

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: Students design and construct instruments that
demonstrate fundamental principles of sound. (This learning goal is addressed
under PM.3.0.)

PF.4.0

Objects in Motion: The position of an object can be described by locating it in
relation to another object.

PF.4.1

Pushes and pulls are forces that change position of objects

PF.4.2

Distance and speed are measures of motion

PF.4.3

Ramps, levers, and pulleys are simple machines

PF. 5.0 Magnets: Magnets attract and repel each other.
PF.5.1

Objects that contain iron are magnetic, objects made from glass, paper, wood, or
plastic are non-magnetic.

PF.5.2

Magnets can attract or repel only those objects that are in it’s “magnetic field”

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an
understanding of the characteristics of organisms, life cycle and environments of organisms.
Essential Questions:
 What is life?
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them
to survive and interact with their environment?
 How has life changed, and how might it change in the future?
 How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems Living Systems encompass a
diversity of organisms. Animals can be classified according to physical similarities and
differences as well as differences in their life cycles.
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students identify similarities and differences
among living things and classify (group) organisms according to those
similarities and differences.

LS.1.1

Students learn to classify living things into groups whose members share
characteristics.
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LS.1.2 Students investigate the needs of animals and explore how living things meet their
needs.
LS. 1.3 Students compare and contrast the life cycles of living things.
LS.1.4

Students observe and collect specimens (or possible photos) of animals.

LS.1.5

Students formulate and share theories for classifying animals.

LS.1.6

Students reclassify the collection of animals according to the recognized rules of
zoology. Classifications will include insects, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish,
birds, and other.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students know that certain animals
have specific environments in which they live and can match those specific
environments to selected animals.

LS.2.1

Students identify animals that live in desert, mountain, prairie, and aquatic
environments.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: Students identify differences in the structures of a
variety of living organisms and understand that differences make the
organisms unique.

LS.3.1

Students compare and contrast the different structures of plants and animals that
live in desert, mountain, prairie, and aquatic environments.
Example: Venn Diagram

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: Students know that diversity is a result of
differences in organisms' structures.

LS.4.1

Students demonstrate understanding of how specific structures of animals help
those organisms live within their respective environments. Different animals have
different body parts to help them live on land, water, and air.
Example: bird bones are hollow

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process Plants and animals have basic needs
and life processes including growth, survival needs, cycles and similarities among offspring
and their parents.
LP.1.0 Growth: Students understand that as animals grow and change, their needs
change.
LP.1.1

Students observe and record specific needs that change as animals grow.
Example: crabs, insect, millipedes, butterflies, guppies

LP.2.0 Lifecycles: Life cycle stages are different for different animals
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LP.2.1

Students observe that living things produce offspring that resemble their parents
but have individual differences.

LP.2.2

Students observe that some animals change form as they grow from baby to adult.
Changing structures help them function in different environments.

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students should develop
an understanding of properties of earth materials, objects in the sky and changes in earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar System and planets?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures -There is a fixed
amount of water on Earth that re-circulates through evaporation, condensation, and
precipitation (i.e., the water cycle).
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students know that water is one of the
primary materials of which the earth is composed.

ES.1.1

Students identify and provide specific examples of water in its various forms: fresh
water (lakes and streams), salt water (oceans and seas), ice (glaciers, icebergs), and
vapor (geysers, fog, clouds).

ES.1.2

Students recognize that most of the Earth’s surface is covered by water.

ES.1.3

Students recognize that water exists above, below, and within the ground.

ES.2.0

Weather Patterns: Weather changes in patterns over time

ES.2.1

Students recognize that water moving from earth to the air and back again is called
the Water Cycle.

ES.2.2

Weather conditions include precipitation and wind.

ES.2.3

The number of daylight hours changes with the seasons.

ES.2.4

People and other living things adjust to seasonal changes in weather.

ES.3.0

Motions in the Sky: Students know that objects in our Solar System such as
the Sun, the planets, and the Moon, have properties, locations and movements
that can be observed and described.

ES.3.1

Earth’s rotation causes day and night; Earth’s revolution around the Sun causes the
seasons.

ES.3.2

The reflection of the Sun’s light on the Moon and the Moon’s orbit around Earth
Change how the Moon looks throughout a month.
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ES.3.3

A star is a ball of hot gases.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation –Land, Water, and Air
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students explain that water moves throughout
the planet by means of a cycle that includes evaporation, condensation, and
precipitation.

EI.1.1

Students record daily observations of precipitation and temperature and discuss
how changes in those measurements affect their environment and their daily life
Example: using weather instruments such as rain gauges and thermometers

EI.1.2 Students create a visual representation of the water cycle.
Example: poster, model, diagram
EI.2.0

Living Organisms: Students know that living organisms require water in
order to survive and are affected by the water cycle.

EI.2.1

Students explore the questions of where do we find water and how did it get there?
Example: deserts, forests, wetlands, rivers, lakes, oceans, etc.

EI.2.2

Students explore the question, “What would happen to life if the water cycle
stopped?”

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): As a result of inquirybased curriculum activities all students use scientific evidence to analyze local and regional
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds and
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belts and Moccasin mountains.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and community are shaped
in many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are
reciprocal; science drives technological advances which in turn, drive future scientific
endeavors.
HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify how the production of music has evolved and
changed through technological advances.
HT.1.1 Students know that people have used music for many purposes and used a variety
of materials to make music instruments.
Example: wood/metal flutes
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HT.2.1 Students observe a variety of objects used to store music and discuss changes due
to technological advancement.
Example: gramophone, phonographs/vinyl record, cassette tapes, CD’s, iPod’s
etc.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources Natural resources are unique to each
region. Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The
search for, processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on
local systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students identify water as a resource and discuss its importance
in their daily lives by listing the uses of water in our homes, school, and
neighborhoods.
(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture Many cultures make contributions to science
and technology affecting societies in different ways. Science, technology and human
activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify plants and animals in their neighborhood and
discuss how human activities affect them.
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Third Grade
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
in which you live?
Essential Understandings: By the end of third grade, all students recognize that simple machines
make work easier, that animals can be classified as vertebrates or invertebrates, and that the
properties of rocks, minerals, and soils reflect the processes that formed them. Students know that
Montana American Indians have made numerous contributions to our scientific and technological
understanding of the natural world.
Essential Skills: Throughout third grade students explore the natural world through scientific
inquiry with an emphasis on formation of hypotheses, inferences and conclusions based upon direct
and indirect observation. Students use a variety of tools, including technology, to gather information
and report results.

Content Standards: Third grade content standards include investigations in Physical Science, Life
Science, and Earth and Space Science and incorporate an emphasis on human relationships with the
environment. In third grade, the unifying themes are explorations in simple machines vertebrates
and invertebrates, and Earth materials (including rocks, minerals, soil, and fossils).

Process Standards: Using the inquiry process, students conduct, evaluate, and communicate
scientific investigations. Third grade process standards stress the importance of gathering data,
making inferences, and drawing conclusions. Developing simple questions, formulating simple
hypotheses, and making predictions in experimentation are emphasized. Students select and use
appropriate tools, including technology, to measure, analyze, and represent data (e.g., graphs,
models, pictures).

(P) Physical Sciences: Students demonstrate knowledge of types of force, forms of energy,
mechanical systems, as well as physical properties of matter and changes in states of matter.
Essential Question:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter,
time, space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
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What gives matter its unique qualities?
How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that?
How do things work?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and can
be classified by physical properties. Matter can be mixed and separated.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students know that matter exists in the three states (solid, liquid,
and gas) and extend their thinking by recognizing that states of matter depend
on molecular structure and that matter is classified by structure - how close or
far apart the components (molecules) are from each other.
PM.1.1 Students sort various substances into the categories solid, liquid, and gas.
Example: word bank w/categories
PM.1.2 Students are introduced to the concept that states of matter depend on the distance
between molecules.
Example: mini-kit, good literature connection
PM.2.0 Properties: This learning goal is not addressed.
PM.3.0 Changes: Students know that matter changes form when exposed to a change
of temperature.
PM.3.1

Students collect examples of matter that changes form when exposed to a change
in temperature.
Example: eggs, ice cream, cookie batter, wool, Cherry’s knitted potholders, clay,
plastic, etc.

(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Simple machines help
to make work easier. Simple machines can be classified into specific groups.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: Students know that force can be a push or a pull, that force
changes motion, and that forces act in pairs (action/reaction, Newton’s 3rd
Law).

PF.1.1

Students classify various types of common forces as pulls or pushes (e.g. drop
things, twists, open a door, close a door, tug-o-war, crack the whip, magnets, etc.).

PF.1.2

Students demonstrate that force changes motion.
Examples: marble games, pendulum demonstration, water splashes, examples
in writing or picture, pool games at the SUB, hockey puck/stick,
quarterback/linebacker collisions. Friction is a force that changes motion:
brakes.
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PF.1.3

Students are introduced to the concept that forces act in pairs—that for every
action, there is an opposite reaction.
Example: Jellyfish squeezes water out in one direction, and the jellyfish goes in
the opposite direction. Action: Pushing off the wall of a swimming pool.
Reaction: Your body travels in the opposite direction. Balloon: action is air
pushing in one direction and the balloon traveling in the opposite direction.
Blast-off.

PF.1.4

When shown examples of the uses of simple machines, students will identify the
action forces and reaction forces involved.
Example: Lever—when you push down on one side of a teeter-totter, the other
side goes up.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students are introduced to the concept that energy exists in
different forms and that one type of energy can change into other types of
energy.

PF.2.1

Students collect and sort examples of energy forms, including electrical,
mechanical, sound, light, thermal, and chemical energy.
Example:

PF.2.2 Students recognize the difference between potential and kinetic energy.
PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: Students observe simple machines (tools that have few
parts and that make work easier) as basic mechanical systems.

PF.3.1 Students identify and collect six fundamental types of simple machines: inclined
plane, lever, pulley, wedge, screw, wheel and axle.
Example: collect and sort; kitchen tool or device dissection
PF.3.2

Students explore how combinations of simple machines can form compound
machines by designing, building, and demonstrating their own compound
machines that perform specific tasks.
Example: Rube Goldberg devices

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an
understanding of the characteristics of organisms, life cycle and environments of organisms.
Essential Questions:
 What is life?
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them
to survive and interact with their environment?
 How did life begin, how has it changed and how might it change in the future?
 How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems, Living systems encompass a
diversity of organisms that are classified according to similarities and differences in
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behavior, basic structure (vertebrates or invertebrates), function, life cycle and energy needs.
Vertebrates can be further classified as mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish, and birds.
LS1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students know that all living things,
including vertebrates and invertebrates, share common characteristics. They
are made of cells, obtain and use energy, respond to their environments, grow
and develop, and reproduce.

LS.1.1

Students review that all living things grow and develop, reproduce, and respond to
their environments.

LS.1.2

Students are introduced to the concept that all living things are made up of cells.

LS.1.3

Students are introduced to the concept that all living things obtain and use energy
to power their activities.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students recognize that lifesupporting environments must provide energy, nutrients, air, shelter, and
water.

LS.2.1

Students explore the question, “What traits do all life-supporting environments
have in common?”
Example: jigsaw traits of different major environments such as deserts, prairies,
rainforest, etc.; kids report back with an ear for common traits

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: Students identify and compare structures of
vertebrates and invertebrates.

LS.3.1

Students examine and sort multiple examples of vertebrates and invertebrates.
Example: (to include vocabulary exoskeletons, endoskeletons, annelids, others)

LS.3.2

Students explore the questions, “Are there any advantages to being a vertebrate;
are there any advantages to being an invertebrate?”
Example: food chain, language, movement, support, flexibility, protection

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: Students compare how the body parts and
behaviors of various types of animals help them adapt to their environments.

LS.4.1

Students explore how the body parts of different types of animals help them propel
themselves, obtain oxygen, protect themselves, and obtain food.
Example. Fish use tails to move through water; birds use wings to fly. Spiders
use webs to catch prey; wolves use long legs, sharp teeth to bring down elk…
Crabs protect themselves with shells; antelope speed, camouflage. Humans:
thumbs

LS.4.2

Students explore how the behaviors of different types of animals help them
survive.
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Example: Birds and other animals migrate with the seasons; fish school;
herbivores often herd; some predators hunt
cooperatively…nocturnal/diurnal; hibernators/cachers; symbiotic
relationships between animals.
(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: Plants and animals have basic needs,
inherit traits from their parents, and exhibit various life processes including growth and
reproduction.
LP.1.0 Growth: Students review their understanding that animals need energy from
their environment to grow and change.
LP.1.1

Students provide examples of how various types of animals obtain and conserve
energy from their environments.
Example: Food, of course, but also conserving warmth through behaviors like
hibernation/torpor and structures like fur and feathers and blubber, and
shelter.

LP2.0

Cycles: Students review that all plants and animals have a life cycle with an
identifiable beginning, middle, and end.

LP.3.0 Reproduction: Students review their knowledge that all animals reproduce to
perpetuate their species. They recognize that offspring inherit traits from
their parents and that animals can be classified as either viviparous (live
birth) or oviparous (egg-layers).
LP.3.1

Students explain how animals perpetuate their own species.

LP.3.2

Students observe and communicate that offspring inherit specific traits from their
parents (e.g., that offspring resemble their parents).

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the inquiry-based curricular activities all students will
develop an understanding of composition and structures of the Earth, objects in the sky and changes
in Earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
 Why does the Earth shake, rattle and roll?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: The Earth system is
classified into structures within the Earth, and the properties of rocks and minerals reflect
the processes that formed them. The Earth’s soil is composed of the weathered rocks,
minerals, and organic matter. Rocks and minerals can replace living organisms, creating a
fossil.
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ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students know that the earth is composed of
inorganic compounds such as rocks and minerals as well as organic matter
derived from living organisms.

ES.1.1

Students recognize that soil is composed of weathered rocks, minerals, and organic
matter.

ES.2.0

Landforms (geomorphology): Students know that the Earth’s surface
continually changes through weathering, erosion, deposition, volcanic action.

ES.2.1

Students explain that Earth’s surface features continually change as a result of
weathering, erosion and deposition, volcanic action.

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: Students identify the basic components of our Solar
System, including the sun, the planets, moons, asteroids, comets, and meteors.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships – Patterns,
Cycles and Change- The dynamic nature of the lithosphere (earth) has a profound effect on
the formation of landforms composed of rocks, minerals, soil, and fossils. Some of Earth’s
changes happen quickly and some happen slowly.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students recognize that weather and climate
cause changes in landforms both in the short and long term.

EI.1.1

Students explore the roles of weathering and erosion in changing landforms over
the short and long term.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised
of diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to
depend on science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. As a result
of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local,
regional and global scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River
watersheds, as well as the surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology Our lives and community are shaped in
many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are
reciprocal; science drives technological advances, which in turn drives future scientific
endeavors.
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HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify how simple machines influence daily life and
lead to new technological advances.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each
region. Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural
resources. The search for, processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or
detrimental impacts on local systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students will identify renewable and non-renewable resources.
HR1.1

Students will identify ways to conserve resources.
Example: recycling, using less electricity

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture Many cultures make contributions to science
and technology affecting societies in different ways. Science, technology and human
activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify the various uses of stones and minerals including
uses by Montana Native Americans and other indigenous people.

HI.1.1

Students identify the various uses of stones, including historic uses by Montana
Native Americans and other cultures.
Example: projectile points, knives, scrapers, tipi rings, mortar-pestle, cooking
stones, sweat lodges

HI.2.1

Students identify the various uses of minerals, including historic uses by Montana
Native Americans and other peoples.
Example: paints, dyes, medicines
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Fourth Grade
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
in which you live?
Essential Understandings: By the end of fourth grade, all students recognize that
electromagnetism is a fundamental force of nature, that movement within the solar system
profoundly influences life systems on Earth, that the human body is a unique living system
exhibiting characteristics that are both inherited and learned, and that human activities impact the
environment. Students understand that Montana American Indian have made a variety of
contributions to our scientific and technological knowledge of the natural world.
Essential Skills: Throughout fourth grade, students explore the natural world through scientific
inquiry and emphasizing the collection, analysis and verification of results. Students utilize a variety
of tools, including technology, to collect data, and create representations of data.
Content Standards: Fourth grade content standards include investigations in Physical Science, Life
Science, and Earth and Space Science and incorporate an emphasis on human relationships with the
environment. In fourth grade, the unifying themes are explorations in Electromagnetism, Human
Body, and the Solar System.
Process Standards: Using the inquiry process, students design, conduct, evaluate, and
communicate scientific investigations. Fourth grade process standards stress the importance of
using information, analyzing data, and validating experimental results. Defining variables and
making simple predictions in experimentation is emphasized along with refining skills in
questioning and creating hypotheses. Students will select and use appropriate tools, including
technology, to measure, analyze, and represent data (e.g., graphs, models, pictures).
(P) Physical Sciences: Students demonstrate knowledge of types of force, forms of energy,
mechanical systems, as well as physical properties of matter and changes in states of matter.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter,
time, space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that?
 How do things work?
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(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and can
beclassified by physical properties. All matter consists of atoms.

PM.1.0 Structure: Students are introduced to concept that electricity is produced by
the movement of electrons.
PM.1.1 Students demonstrate knowledge of basic atomic structure, including nucleus,
neutrons, protons, and electrons.
Example: Build a model, draw a diagram, etc. Resources: Magic School Bus
Electricity, Bill Nye, Powers of 10 films
PM.1.2 Students demonstrate knowledge that protons carry a positive charge, that electrons
carry a negative charge, and that electrons can move from atom to atom.
Example: Model, diagram, report, etc., based on a resource such as Magic
School Bus book. Balloon experiments (static electricity).
PM.2.0 Properties: Students recognize that there is a fundamental interrelationship
between electricity and magnetism, that magnetic fields have predictable
patterns, and that electromagnetism behaves in predictable ways.
PM.2.1 (Students explore the concept of how magnets can be used to produce electricity.
Example: generators, Faraday’s experiment
PM.2.2

Students explore the concept that electricity can be used to produce magnetic
force.
Example: electromagnet (Faraday), interactive Internet sites

PM.2.3 Students explore the concept that magnets have magnetic fields that have
predictable shapes and behave in predictable ways.
Examples: Shape of magnetic field depends on the shape of the magnet (check
with iron filings). North and south vs. positive and negative poles
PM.2.4 Students recognize that some magnets are stronger than others and explore the
concept of why magnetic force varies.
PM.2.5 Students demonstrate that magnets can be used to produce electricity and that
electricity can be used to produce magnetism.
Example: Student will build an electromagnet.
PM.3.0 Changes: Students recognize that objects can be positively or negatively
charged, that opposites attract, and that distance affects the forces of
attraction and repulsion.
PM.3.1 Students experiment with static electricity in order to discover how to charge
objects and use them to attract and repel.
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Examples: Rub balloon on sweater, then raise your neighbor’s hair or stick
balloon to wall. Charge two balloons and watch them repel one another
(static electricity).
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Electromagnetism is
one of the four fundamental forces of nature (the others are gravity, the strong nuclear force,
and the weak nuclear force). Electromagnetism acts upon objects, it impacts position,
direction, and speed, and it exhibits characteristics with practical applications for humans
(electrical, mechanical (motion), sound, light, thermal, and chemical).
PF.1.0

Types of Force: Students are introduced to the concept that electromagnetic
force is responsible for virtually all of the phenomena we experience in daily
life.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students are introduced to the concept that
electromagnetism can produce energy in various forms: electrical,
mechanical, sound, light, thermal, and chemical.

PF.2.1

Students collect and sort examples of how electromagnetism produces electricity,
motion, sound, light, heat, and chemical energy.

PF.2.2

Students explore how light energy and sound energy behave.
Example: Students do activities with mirrors. Students do activities with sound
traveling along solids and through the air.

PF.2.3

Students recognize that static electricity is a form of potential energy and that
current electricity is a form of kinetic energy.

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: Students know that electric devices employ
electromagnetism and involve specific parts including conductors, insulators,
switches, and circuits.

PF.3.1

Students design and build simple circuits, including parallel circuits, series circuits,
and switched circuits.

PF.3.2

Students deconstruct electrical devices and then analyze, diagram, and label the
key electrical parts
Example: Students manipulate switches, conductors, insulators, batteries,
magnets, coils in a lab setting

PF.4.0

Simple Machines: Students identify simple machines and how they can be
combined to form compound and complex machines.
Examples: Students build a wind boat with wheels to test best design. Students
explain the effects of friction and gravity.

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an
understanding of the characteristics of organisms, life cycle and environments of organisms.
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Essential Questions:
 What is life?
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them
to survive and interact with their environment?
 How did life begin, how has it changed and how might it change in the future?
 How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: The human body is a unique living
system with structures and functions that work together to sustain human life. Humans have
characteristics that are both inherited and learned.
LS1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students recognize that the human body is
composed of various systems that have specific functions and that are
interdependent.

LS.1.1

Students identify and describe the functions of the basic systems of the human
body, including, musculoskeletal system, respiratory system, circulatory system,
and digestive system.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students will identify the basic needs
of all living things.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: Students identify the major components of the
human musculoskeletal system and explain how they work together to provide
support and protection and to produce movement.

LS.3.1

Students observe movement of the human body; develop theories of how the body
moves, and communicate those theories verbally and in writing.

LS.3.2

Students demonstrate knowledge of the human skeleton’s three primary functions:
support, protection, and movement.

LS.3.3

Students demonstrate a working knowledge of vocabulary related to the human
musculoskeletal system.

LS.3.4

Students demonstrate knowledge of the components of a human joint.
Example: Students will construct a model arm.

LS.3.5

Students will name the three basic types of muscle (skeletal, cardiac, smooth) and
identify where each type is found.

LS.3.6

Students will compare and contrast the human skeleton to other skeletons.

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: Like all plants and animals, humans
have basic needs, inherit traits from their parents, and exhibit various life processes
including growth and reproduction.
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LP.1.0 Growth: Learning goal not addressed.
LP.2.0 Cycles: Students review the concept that all living things, including humans,
have a life span and various stages of growth and development.
LP.2.1

Students compare different types of life cycles.
Example: Record stages of mealworm’s life cycle.

LP.2.2

Students distinguish difference between life cycle and life span.

LP.3.0 Reproduction: Students review the concept that offspring exhibit specific
traits that are inherited from their parents.
LP.3.1

Students identify genetic traits of animals and their relationship to their offspring
Example: Students will sort cards of adult animals and their babies.

LP.4.0 Ecosystems: Students will review the role of food chains and food webs in
ecosystems.
LP. 4.1 Students identify parts of a food chain (producer, herbivore, carnivore, omnivoe,
decomposer)
LP. 4.2 Students recognize physical and behavioral adaptations of various animals to their
environment.
(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the inquiry based curricular activities all students will
develop an understanding of composition and structures of the Earth, objects in the sky and
changes in Earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
 Why does the Earth shake, rattle and roll?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: The universe is
composed of galaxies, stars and other astronomical bodies, including our own Milky Way
galaxy and solar system.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: This learning goal is not addressed.

ES.2.0

Landforms: This learning goal is not addressed.

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: Students identify the basic components of our Solar
System, including the sun, the planets, moons, asteroids, comets, and meteors.
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ES.3.1

Students recognize that the Sun is a star and that all the other objects in the Solar
System revolve around it.

ES.3.2

Students demonstrate knowledge of the relative positions and sizes of the Sun and
the planets of our solar system.

ES.3.3

Students explain the differences between the inner planets and the outer planets.

ES.3.4

Students explain the differences among asteroids, meteors, comets, and dwarf
planets.

ES.3.5

Students explore the question: “What makes a planet a planet?”

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships – Patterns,
Cycles and Change - The relative positions and motions of the Earth, Sun, and Moon create
climate, tides, and seasons which profoundly affect life on Earth. A planet’s distance from
its sun determines its potential for life.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students recognize that conditions on Earth
are influenced by the relative positions of the Earth, Sun, and Moon (i.e.
seasons, tides, day and night, climate and weather).

EI.1.1

Students demonstrate how the relative positions of the Earth and Sun account for
the changing seasons and the changing lengths of day and night (the four seasons,
the solstices and equinoxes).
Example: seasons are determined by the Earth’s orbit around the Sun and the tilt
of the Earth’s axis.

EI.1.2

Students demonstrate how the rotation of the Earth on its axis accounts for the
cycle of day and night.

EI.1.3

Students explore how the Earth’s rotation and its orbit around the Sun influence
weather and climate.

EI.1.4

Students explore how the Earth’s rotation and the planet’s proximity to the Moon
influence tides.

EI.1.5

Students identify the basic phases of the moon and explain how they are produced
by the relative positions of the Sun, Earth, and Moon.

EI.1.6

Students observe and record moon phase changes over the course of an entire lunar
cycle.
Example: Students make a flip book showing the moon phases.

EI.1.7

Students review the concept that weather reflects short-term changes in
temperature and precipitation and that climate reflects long term trends in
temperature and precipitation.
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EI.2.0

Living Organisms: Students understand that life exists within relatively
narrow parameters, including Earth’s distance from the Sun.

EI.2.1

Students review the basic needs of all living organisms and explore the question of
why there is life on Earth but not on the other planets in our solar system.

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: Students know that meteorites have had a considerable
impact on life on Earth.

EI.4.1

Students explore the question, “How have meteorites influenced life on Earth?”
Example: dinosaur extinction

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: Students recognize that our solar system is one of many
that make up our galaxy, the Milky Way, and that there are many other
galaxies in the universe.

EI.5.1

Students define what constitutes a galaxy.
Example: Internet search, Google Sky

EI.5.2

Students explain that constellations are groups of stars and planets that often reflect
differing cultural beliefs.

EI.5.3

Students identify astronomers and astrophysicists as scientists who study the
universe.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised
of diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to
depend on science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. As a result
of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local,
regional and global scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River
watersheds, as well as the surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology - Our lives and community are shaped
in many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are
reciprocal; science drives technological advances, which in turn drives future scientific
endeavors.
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HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify various types of technology used to explore outer
space and improve our lives on Earth. They recognize that space travel offers
opportunities for exploring scientific questions in ways that are impossible on
Earth.
HT.1.1 Students collect and classify examples of technology from the past and present
used to explore our universe, including telescopes, satellites, spacecraft, and
rovers.
HT.1.2 Students describe examples of technology developed for space exploration that
have benefits for everyday use.
Example: temporpedic mattress, electronic
calculator, satellite television
and phones, GPS, weather prediction, Earth science
HT.1.3 Students design a scientific investigation specifically tailored for the International
Space Station.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each
region. Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural
resources. The search for, processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or
detrimental impacts on both regional and global systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students describe energy as a finite source and explain how
electricity is produced in Montana.
HR.1.1 Students examine local forms of energy generation; discuss the materials needed
for each and compare their sustainability.
Example: Wind, coal, hydro, solar, geothermal
HR.2.0 Conserving Resources: Students will explore ways to conserve Earth’s natural
Resources.
HR.2.1 Students will examine local and regional efforts to recyle Earth’s resources.
Example: identify recycling sites in Lewistown.
(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many cultures make contributions to
science and technology affecting societies in different ways. Science, technology and
human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students recognize the importance of Native American and other
indigenous peoples discoveries and applications of medicinal plants.

HR.1.1 Students know that many of our current medicinal uses of plants originate with
Native American or other cultures’ discoveries and applications of indigenous
plants.
Example: chamomile
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Fifth Grade
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What do learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world in which
you live?
Essential Understandings: By the end of fifth grade, all students will develop beginning understandings
of the properties of matter and its structure, an objects motion, mass, forces and the transfer of energy.
Scientific advances have significant impacts on our society and Montana American Indians contributions
to scientific understanding.
Essential Skills: Throughout fifth grade science students explore the natural world through scientific
inquiry with an emphasis on the formation of conclusions based upon verified results. Students utilize a
variety of tools, including technology, to collect and represent data.

Content Standards: Fifth grade content standards include investigations in Physical Science and
incorporate an emphasis on human relationships with the working systems. In fifth grade, the unifying
themes are explorations in the structure, characteristics of matter, changes of state, forces, motion, and
work, energy and waves, temperature and heat, electrical energy.

Process Standards: Using the inquiry process, students design, conduct, evaluate, and communicate
scientific investigations. Fifth grade process standards stress the importance of using information,
analyzing data, validating experimental results, and drawing logical conclusions. Emphasis is placed upon
defining variables, forming hypotheses, and conducting fair tests during independent experimentation.
Students will select and use appropriate tools, including technology, to measure, analyze, record, and
represent data (e.g., graphs, models, pictures).

(P) Physical Sciences: Students demonstrate knowledge of types of force, forms of energy, mechanical
systems, as well as physical properties of matter and changes in states of matter.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter, time,
space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that? How do things work?
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(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and can be
classified by structure, characteristics/physical properties and changes of state
PM.1.0 Structure of Matter-The atom is the basic unit of matter
PM.1.1 Elements are matter made of one kind of atom and classified in the Periodic Table
according to their properties.
PM.1.2 Compounds are substances made of at least two elements that are chemically combined.
PM.2.0 Characteristics of Matter- A chemical change causes a change in the characteristics
of matter, while a physical change does not.
PM.2.1 Mixtures contain substances that are physically, but not chemically combined
PM.2.2 Solutions are mixtures in which particles combine at the molecular level.
PM.3.0 Changes of State – Matter exists in three states: solids, liquids, and gases.
PM 3.1 Matter can change from one state to another when energy is added or removed.
PM.3.2 Changes of state include melting, freezing, deposition, sublimation, vaporization, and
condensation.
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Forces act upon objects and
impact their motion. Motion can be described in terms of position, direction, and speed. Energy
is a property of many substances and is associated with heat, light, electricity, mechanical motion
and sound. Energy is transferred in many ways. Life depends on energy like light, sound, heat,
mechanical, and electrical. Light behaves in predictable ways (refraction, reflection, absorption),
and it exhibits characteristics that have practical applications for humans (lasers, cameras,
telescopes, etc.).
PF.1.0

Force Motion and Work: Students define force is a push or a pull that can change
an object’s motion.

PF.1.1

Work is done when force moves an object over a distance.

PF.1.2

Magnetism is a force that acts between magnets and certain objects.

PF.1.3

Simple machines make doing work easier.

PF.2.0

Energy and Waves- Energy can be changed into different forms but cannot be
created or destroyed.

PF.2.1

Sound waves are mechanical waves that carry energy through a medium.

PF.2.2

Light is a form of energy transferred by electromagnetic.
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PF.2.3

Visible light contains light of different wavelengths.

PF.2.4

Students define light as a form of energy and the Sun as a major source of light energy.
Students recognize that visible light is a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, can be
described by wavelength and frequency, and that colors are determined by their
wavelengths. (Light, consisting of visible light, infrared and ultraviolet radiation, is a
small part of a range of energy known as the electromagnetic spectrum.)

PF.2.5

Students review the concept that light is a form of energy and identify the Sun as a major
source of light energy.

PF. 2.6 Students observes light in a variety of ways and then develops theories about the physical
properties of light.
PF .2.7 Students explore the questions of what light is and where it comes from.
PF .2.8 Students explore the concept that different wavelengths of light determine different
colors.
PF.2.9

Through research, students discover that light is formally described in terms of frequency
and wavelength.

PF.2.10 Students describe how light travels in straight lines as waves.
PF.2.11 Students design an experiment to test the hypothesis that in order to see an object, light
from that object must enter the eye.
PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: Students examine optical devices and identify their important
components.

PF.3.1

Students deconstruct optical devices, label and diagram their components, and explain
how the devices work.
Example: camera, telescope, binoculars, microscopes, periscopes ,kaleidoscopes

PF.4.0

Temperature and Heat: Temperature is the average kinetic energy of particle in a
substance.

PF.4.1

Heat is the transfer of thermal energy from warmer to cooler area of matter.

PF.4.2

Materials called conductors facilitate heat transfer while substances called insulators try
to prevent it.

PF.5.0

Electrical Energy: Static electricity releases a brief burst of energy, while an
electrical currents provides a constant flow of electricity.

PF.5.1

An electrical circuit provides a path for electrons to travel.

PF.5.2

Generators convert mechanical energy to electric energy, and motors do the reverse.

(L) Life Science: This learning strand is not addressed in this course.
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(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: This learning goal is not addressed.

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process
LP.1.0 Growth: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.2.0 Cycles: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.3.0 Reproduction: This learning goal is not addressed.
(E) Earth and Space Science: This learning strand is not addressed in this course.
(S) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Structures.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: This learning goal is not addressed.

ES.2.0

Landforms: This learning goal is not addressed.

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.2.0

Living Organisms This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to depend on
science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This dependence has had
many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions. As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds, as well as the
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas. All students will develop an
understanding of personal health, population, resources and environment, natural hazards, risks and
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benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how does
this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped in
many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are reciprocal in
that science drives technological advances drive future scientific endeavors.
HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify specific fields of science and technology, major
milestones in science that have impacted science, technology, and society including
those contributions made by Montana Native Americans.
HT.1.1 Students describe scientific or technological innovation that impacts communities,
cultures, and societies including those contributed by Montana Native Americans.
Example: Native American Unit with stories from their culture
HT.1.2 Students will use everyday tools to collect graph and analyze data.
Example: TBD
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each region.
Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The search for,
processing, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on both regional and
global systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students understand how natural resources are used in society.
HR1.1

Students identify how various rocks and minerals are used by Montana Native
Americans in tribal life.
Example: TBD

HR1.2

Students research the extraction, refining, uses and economics of natural resources.
Examples: Wind energy with wind turbine installed at FHS

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions to
science and technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways.
Science, technology and human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures and
how scientific developments have impacted human activity and culture including
contributions by Montana Native Americans.

HI.1.1

Students understand Native American practices and innovations of mixed use,
sustainable living, and simple machines and medicine.
Example: http://www.healingtherapies.info/Native-American%20Medicine.htm
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Sixth Grade
Essential Question(s):
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world you
live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of sixth grade, all students understand that:
 the physical world may be described through the application of chemical reactions and physical
models;
 life and the environment are interdependent and characteristics of living things change because of
environmental change/pressure;
 the Earth has dynamic landforms and has continued to change throughout its historical record.
 the Earth has several layers including lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere that interact with
each other and the universe;
 the Earth is constantly changing as a result of a variety of factors including human impact;
 current events reflect local issues as well as regional, national and global issues;
 science and technology are the results of human activity throughout history that help us assimilate
new information that connects past to present;
 observation is a key inquiry process used by Montana American Indians;
 Montana American Indians have been affected by and made significant contributions to scientific
and technological knowledge.
Essential Skills: Throughout science students will develop skills with an emphasis on scientific
inquiry including the ability to:
 identify and communicate testable questions, safely plan and conduct experimental investigations,
communicate results, and communicate;
 utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets, projectors and data collection tools to
collect, analyze and communicate data results.
Content Standards: In sixth grade students demonstrate transfer of knowledge in the areas of physical
science, earth and space science and place-based issues with an emphasis on the natural world. Each
content standard should be addressed through inquiry-based investigations with appropriate technology
using the process standards listed above.
Process Standards: Using the inquiry process students identify a testable question, determine
dependent and independent variables, formulate testable hypotheses, plan and predict the outcome of
an investigation, safely conduct scientific investigations using appropriate tools, including
technological applications, to make measurements, gather, compare and analyze data and communicate
the results of an investigation. Emphasis is placed upon the development of inferences supported by
evidence as well as the development of effective models in order to understand and explain scientific
concepts and phenomena.
(P) Physical Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will be able to
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develop recognition of the changes of properties in matter and transfer of energy.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter,
time, space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that?
 How do things work?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms. Matter
can be classified by physical and chemical properties. Phases/states of matter are dependent
upon the quantity of energy present in the system.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students describe physical model of the atom.
PM.1.1 Students identify and describe parts of the atom.
Example: http://msteacher.org/epubs/science/science21/science.aspx
PM.2.0 Properties: Students examine, describe compare and classify matter based on
physical and chemical properties.
PMP. 2.1 Students differentiate between properties of electrons, protons and neutrons,
including electrical charge and mass.
Example: TBD
PM. 2.2 Students describe density in various physical contexts.
Example: Rock cycle, rock/mineral identification, continental vs. oceanic plates
PM.3.0 Changes: Students identify basic physical and chemical changes in matter.
PM.3.1 Students describe physical changes in matter including phase changes.
Example: Phase changes - parts of rock cycle
http://msteacher.org/return_list_science.aspx?id=1393
(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will
develop an understanding of the composition, structures, processes and interactions of the Earth
systems, Earth’s history, and objects in space.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
 Why does the Earth shake, rattle and roll?
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(S) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Structures: The universe is composed of galaxies,
stars and other astronomical bodies, including our own Milky Way galaxy and Solar System.
The Earth system is classified into structures within the Earth, hydrosphere and atmosphere.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials – Students describe and explain the structure of
the Earth system.

ES.1.1

Students identify and understand the composition of the earth’s interior.
Example: core, mantle, asthenosphere, lithosphere, plate tectonics

ES.1.2

Using inquiry processes students define and classify minerals based on characteristic
properties.
Example: hardness, luster, streak, color, density, etc.

ES.1.3

Students differentiate between types of rocks.
Example: igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary

ES.1.4

Students explain the parts and processes of the rock cycle.
Example: creation of rock cycle using Inspiration 7 on laptops

ES.2.0

Landforms: Students model and explain the external features of the earth within
the context of plate tectonics and constructive and destructive forces.

ES.2.1: Using inquiry processes students explore convection currents in the mantle and
explain how it results in plate tectonics resulting in mountain building and trenches.
Example: volcanoes, faults, ridges, etc.
ES.2.2

Students describe the process of erosion and deposition and the resulting landforms.
Example: web based exploration of rock cycle as context for erosion, moraines, and
cirques

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: Students describe and explain components of the universe
(i.e. solar system, stars, and galaxies) and how they have been discovered.
Students will describe Earth, Moon, planets, and other objects in space in terms
of size and structure.

ES.3.1

Students describe and model the motion and tilt of earth in relation to the sun and the
resulting impact on earth (including day/night, seasons).
Example: Use Starry Night Backyard to analyze angle of separation and change in
length of day

ES.3.2

Students describe the Earth, Moon, planets and other objects in space in terms of
relative size, composition, location and movement.
Example:
http://hubblesite.org/sci.d.tech/behind_the_pictures/meaning_of_color/index.sht
ml

ES.3.3

Students explain theories of the origin and evolution of the Earth and Solar System.
Example: TBD
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(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships: The dynamic
nature of the lithosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere has profound effects on processes within
Earth systems. There are common interrelationships between physical bodies in our Solar
System and the universe.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students identify and explain seasons. Students
describe change in global climate as a result of Earth’s motion and tilt.

EI.1.1

Students understand how Earth’s positioning affects seasons and climate.
Example: Using inquiry processes, investigate earth’s tilt and how this affects
seasons. Investigate why the northern latitudes have snow instead of rain in
winter.

ES.2.0

Earth’s Energy System: Students understand that radiant energy from the Sun is
a major source of energy for the Earth and know how radiation occurs.

ES.2.1

Students know how differential heating of the Earth results in circulation patterns in
the atmosphere and oceans that distribute heat globally.
Example: TBD

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: Students describe the movement and interactions of the
Earth, Moon and planets in our solar system.

EI.5.1

Students model and explain the motion and tilt of the Earth relative to the Sun,
including the concepts of day, night, seasons, and year.
Example: Use inquiry processes to explore physical models

EI.5.2

Students model and explain how the relationship of the earth, moon, and sun causes
the phases of the moon.
Example: Using inquiry processes, discover how much of a sphere is illuminated as
it revolves around the student’s head.

(I) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Interrelationships: The dynamic nature of the
lithosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere has profound effects on processes within Earth
systems. Some Earth changes happen quickly and some happen slowly. There are common
interrelationships between physical bodies in our Solar System and the universe.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students discover and explain how heating,
cooling, compression and weathering perpetuate the rock cycle.

EI.1.1

Students explore, through inquiry processes, the effects of heating, cooling,
compression and weathering on a variety of rocks.
Example: compare and contrast effects on sedimentary, metamorphic, igneous
through examination of the rock cycle

EI.1.0 Weather, Climate and Change: Students observe and describe local and global
weather and demonstrate how weather conditions are measured.
EI.1.1

Students describe the composition of the atmosphere.
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Example: http://msteacher.org/return_list_science.aspx?id=1237
EI.1.2

Students explain how the atmosphere interacts with land and oceans to impact large
scale weather patterns.
Example: Uneven heating and cooling

EI.1.3

Students identify and use tools and technology to measure weather phenomenon.
Example: thermometers, wind vanes, rain gauges and web-based exploration

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: Students study the theories of continental drift and plate
tectonics to explain Earth’s structural changes throughout Earth’s history and
connect Earth’s active, geologic landform features to lithospheric plate
movement.

EI.3.1

Students identify key structural changes and their causes throughout Earth’s history.
Example: theory of Pangaea

EI.3.2

Students understand that there is a connection between Earth’s active core,
lithospheric plate movement and formation/destruction of landforms.
Example: earthquakes and volcanoes

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: Students identify the explosive processes of earthquakes
and volcanic eruptions and their contributions to the constructive changes of
Earth’s lithosphere and know that severe weather can contribute to the
destructive changes of Earth’s lithosphere.

EI.4.1

Students identify the explosive processes of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and
their contributions to the constructive changes of Earth’s lithosphere
Examples: mountain building, ocean trenches

EI.4.2

Students know and identify types of severe weather that contributes to the destructive
changes of Earth’s lithosphere.
Examples: hurricanes, tornadoes, floods

ES.2.0

Landforms – Students understand the concept of watersheds and their key
physical components.

ES.2.1 Students differentiate between watersheds based on key physical features.
Example: inquiry activities in Project WET: Discover a Watershed
ES.2.2

Students understand that all land areas exist within a watershed.
Example: Project WET, Discover a Watershed

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an understanding
of the characteristics of organisms, life cycle and environments of organisms.
Essential Questions:
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them to
survive and interact with their environment?
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How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: Living systems encompass a diversity
of organisms that are classified according to characteristics (structure, function and
organization). Living systems involve interactions among organisms and their environment
(biotic and abiotic). Organisms evolve through genetic change leading to adaptation. Life
forms tend to arrange themselves into communities that correspond with particular climates and
landforms that provide for the needs of individual organisms.
LS1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students compare and contrast visible physical
characteristics of organisms (plants and animals) within and among particular
biomes.

LS.1.1

Students will sort signature species of plants and animals into their respective biomes.
Example: Camels and cacti in deserts, alligators and mangroves in swamps, etc

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students describe, compare, and
contrast living conditions within various biomes (i.e., the interrelationships
among climates, landforms, and resources).

LS.2.1

Students research and communicate living conditions within each of the major
biomes.
Example: TBD

LS.2.2

Students compare and contrast living conditions within various biomes.
Example: Students collectively study one national park that encompasses several of
the major biomes. Next, each student does individual research about one biome
found elsewhere in the world. Finally, pairs of students compare their research
and present their findings to the class.

L.S.2.3 Students explore the question, “Lewistown is located in which biome?”
Example: TBD
(H) Place-based Issues (Human Relationships w/the environment): As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global scientific
issues with an emphasis on the Gallatin Valley and the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. All students
develop an understanding of personal health, populations, resources and environments, natural hazards,
risks and benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped in many ways
by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are reciprocal in that
science drives technological advances that drive future scientific endeavors.
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HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify specific fields of science and technology, and
major milestones and innovations in science that have impacted science,
technology, and society.
HT.1.1 Students describe the specific fields of science and technology as they relate to
occupations within those fields.
Example: http://www.ideafinder.com/history/timeline.htm
HT.1.2 Students describe a scientific or technological innovation that impacts communities,
cultures, and societies (including Native Americans).
Example:http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/09/0914_040913_informat
ion_about_indians.html
HT.1.3 Students simulate collaborative problem solving and give examples of how scientific
knowledge and technology are shared with other scientists and the public.
Example: Internet
HT.1.4

Students demonstrate proficiency in use of hardware and software
related to
their scientific investigations.
Example: Spreadsheets and graphing, Databases, Probe ware and other data
collection devices, presentation software, word processing, simulations,
calculators, etc

(R) Essential Learning – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each region. Scientific
evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The search for, processing
of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on both regional and global
systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students use scientific knowledge to investigate problems and their
proposed solutions and evaluate those solutions while considering environmental
impacts.
HR1.1

Students discuss how natural and manmade factors affect human health.
Example: air pollution

HR1.2

Specific Proficiency: Students discuss how the use of natural resources affects their
community/world, and how overuse of resources can have adverse affects on climate
and society.
Example: TBD

(I) Essential Learning – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions to science and
technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways. Science, technology
and human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures
including how scientific developments have impacted human activity and
culture.
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HI.1.1

Students describe how Montana American Indians as well as other indigenous
cultures have contributed and impacted science and technology.
Example: Teepee structure, use of fire, land management,
medicinehttp://www.epa.gov/OSP/tribes/sciinf/projects.htm

HI.1.2

Students identify the key inquiry processes used by Montana American Indians.
Example: Observation, Native ways of knowing,
http://www.epa.gov/osp/tribes/sciinf/waysknow.htm
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
7th Grade - Life Science
Essential Question(s):
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world you
live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of seventh grade, all students understand that:
 Biotic and abiotic objects may be identified and classified through the application of common
classification schemes;
 Life and the environment are interdependent and characteristics of living things change because of
environmental change/pressure;
 Current events reflect local issues as well as regional, national and global issues;
 Science and technology are the results of human activity throughout history that help us assimilate
new information that connects past to present;
 Observation is a key inquiry process used by Montana American Indians;
 Montana American Indians have been affected by and made significant contributions to scientific and
technological knowledge.
Essential Skills: Throughout 7th grade science, and within the context of instruction, students develop
skills with an emphasis on scientific inquiry, including the ability to
 Identify and communicate testable questions, safely plan and conduct experimental investigations,
communicate results, and communicate;
 Utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets, projectors and data collection tools to collect,
analyze and communicate data results.
Content Standards: In seventh grade students demonstrate transfer of knowledge in the areas of life
science and place-based issues with an emphasis on the natural world. Each content standard should be
addressed through inquiry-based investigations with appropriate technology using the process standards
listed below.
Process Standards: Using inquiry processes students identify a testable question, determine dependent
and independent variables, formulate testable hypotheses, plan and predict the outcome of an
investigation, safely conduct scientific investigations using appropriate tools, including technological
applications, to make measurements, gather, compare and analyze data and communicate the results of an
investigation. Emphasis is placed upon the development of inferences supported by evidence as well as
the development of effective models in order to understand and explain scientific concepts and
phenomena.
The General Objectives of the Course are:
1) The student will gain a better understanding of living things.
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2) The student will gain some historical perspective for the development of the biological
sciences.
3) The student becomes aware of how scientists in various disciplines of the biological sciences
carry out the study of living things.
4) The student will be able to point out the interrelationships between various scientific
disciplines.
5) The student will be made aware of the progress that has been made in the study of living
things.
6) The student will become aware of the many applications of the biological sciences in our daily
lives.
7) The student will be able to point out how technology can be used as a positive force in
cleaning the environment.
8) The student will become aware that many careers are directly related to the biological sciences
and that knowledge of biology is helpful in people’s work and in their daily life.
9) The student knows and is able to apply basic scientific processes including, but not limited to:
a) Observing
b) Sorting and Classifying
c) Measuring
d) Communicating
e) Predicting
f) Inferring
g) Synthesizing
(P) Physical Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students develop a recognition
of the changes of properties in matter, motions and forces, and transfer of energy.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter, time,
space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes “it” “it” and why/how is it doing that?
 How do things work?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms. Matter can
be classified by physical and chemical properties. Phases/states of matter are dependent upon the
quantity of energy present in the system.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students describe physical models of atoms, molecules, pure substances
and mixtures.
PM.1.1 Students understand the molecular structure of water.
Example: http://msteacher.org/epubs/science/science21/science.aspx
PM.1.2 Students compare water as a pure substance versus as a mixture in natural aquatic
systems.
Example: http://biblioteca.universia.net/html_bura/verColeccion/params/id/281.html
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PM.2.0 Properties: Students describe, compare and classify properties of water in various
aquatic systems.
PM.2.1 Students use chemical and physical properties to compare water quality of a variety of
water sources.
Example: pH, DO,
turbidityhttp://biblioteca.universia.net/html_bura/verColeccion/params/id/281.html
PM.3.0 Changes: Students identify basic physical and chemical changes in matter.
PM.3.1 Students describe how phase changes impact watersheds and specific bodies of water.
Examples: http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/nps_edu/index.html,
http://www.cacaponinstitute.org/watershed_lesson_plan.htm
PM.3.2 Students use chemical and physical properties to describe and compare the change in
water quality of a variety of water sources.
Examples: DO, FC, pH, Temp, BOD, NO3, PO4, turbidity, TDS
(F) Essential Learning Expectation– Force, Motion and Energy: Forces act upon objects and
impact their motion. Motion can be described in terms of position, direction, and speed. Energy
is a property of many substances and is associated with heat, light, electricity, mechanical motion,
and sound. Energy is transferred in many ways.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: This learning goal is not addressed.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: This learning goal is not addressed.

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Life Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will develop an
understanding of the characteristics, structures and function of living things.
Essential Questions:
 What is life?
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them to
survive and interact with their environment?
 How did life begin, how has it changed and how might it change in the future?
 How is life interdependent on the earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning – Living Systems: Living systems encompass a diversity of organisms
that are classified according to characteristics (structure, function and organization). Living
systems involve interactions among organisms and their environment (biotic and abiotic).
Organisms evolve through genetic changes that lead to adaptation.
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students distinguish between living and nonliving things and understand how scientists classify all organisms.

LS.1.1

Students understand the five characteristics of all living things.
Example: difference between a principal and a moving fan
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LS.1.2

Students use and apply the Linnaean classification system.
Example: kingdom, phyla, class, etc.

LS.1.3

Students create and use dichotomous keys.
Example: insect collection

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students explain cause and effect
relationships between abiotic and biotic components within ecosystems.

LS.2.1

Students understand the major source of energy in an ecosystem is sunlight and that
energy passes from organism to organism in an energy pyramid (food web).
Example: http://msteacher.org/epubs/science/science17/standards.aspx

LS.2.2

Students understand the interdependent nature of populations and communities.
Example: predator/prey

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: Students identify the differences and similarities of
prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms; students will understand the process of
photosynthesis.

LS.3.1

Students identify and compare prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms.
Example: http://www.cellsalive.com/cells/3dcell.htm

LS.3.2 Students understand the process of photosynthesis to transfer solar energy into food
energy.
Example: Science in Focus: Shedding Light on Science: Sunlight to Starch,
http://www.hsdvl.org/video.php?record_serial=227
LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: Students understand that biological evolution accounts
for the diversity of species and species acquire unique characteristics through
biological adaptation, which involves selection of naturally occurring variations in
populations.

LS.4.1

Students investigate the idea that species have unique traits that allow them to survive
and reproduce in their environment.
Example: TBD

LS.4.2

Using principles of genetic modeling students understand that there are variations in
traits.
Example: Punnett Squares

LS.4.3

Students understand that the traits of species change over time and allow the species to
adapt to changes in their environment through the process of evolution.
Example: http://msteacher.org/epubs/science/science3/help.aspx

LS.5.0

Biology of the Invertebrates and Vertebrates. Students will understand basic
structures of invertebrates and vertebrates

LS.5.1

Students understand that the traits of invertebrate and vertebrate species and allow the
species to adapt to changes in their environment through the process of evolution.
Example: http://neok12.com/animals
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LS.6.0

Human Anatomy and Physiology. Students will demonstrate an understanding of
the basic structure of human anatomy in a systematic approach.

LS.6.1

Students understand the systems of Human Anatomy.
Example: http://neok12.com/Anatomy

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: Living organisms at all levels of
organization demonstrate the complementary nature of structure and function.
LP.1.0 Growth: Students describe the life cycles of plants and animals.
LP.1.1

Using inquiry processes students explore and demonstrate understanding of the life
cycles of flowering plants, insects and vertebrates.
Example: trout, native plants, butterflies vs. mayflies

LP.2.0 Cycles: Using inquiry processes students explore the role of reproduction in
maintaining life cycles in a variety of organisms.
LP.2.1

Students understand that all organisms’ life cycles depend upon successful reproductive
strategies.
Example: exploration and comparison of asexual and sexual forms of reproduction

LP.2.2

Students understand that the water cycle is a key aspect of every ecosystem and impacts
life processes in a variety of ways.
Example: TBD

LP.3.0 Reproduction: Students understand that reproduction is a characteristic of all
living organisms, is essential to the continuation of every species and that through
reproduction organisms inherit genes and specific traits.
LP.3.1

Students explain the difference between asexual and sexual reproduction.
Example: exploration and comparison of asexual and sexual forms of reproduction

(E) Essential Learning Expectation - Ecology: Living organisms at all levels of organization
and their interaction with each other and the enviroment.
LE.4.0 Ecological Relationships – Use of ecological relationships is essential to
understanding our environment and the role each organism within it.
LE.4.1

Students will define and understand environments around them and the ecology affecting
each.

LE.4.2

Students will examine and analyze environments and relate man’s responsibility to them
by listing pollution causes and listing reasons of the concern for the environment

LE.4. 3 Students will understand and apply ecological concepts in field research projects
Example: Students will use and collect local plants for mounting and identification.
They will analyze populations of plants and animals and calculating populations in
a sample plot
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LE.4.4

Students will demonstrate an understanding of stream ecology and water quality.
Example: Brewery Flats and Frog Pond environmental research- Students will
measure stream characteristics such as volume and velocity to calculate stream
discharge. Students will also collect water samples, collect and identify macroinvertebrates by using taxonomic keys.

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will
develop an understanding of the composition, structures, processes and interactions of the
Earth systems and Earth’s history.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
(S) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Structures: The universe is composed of galaxies,
stars and other astronomical bodies, including our own Milky Way galaxy and Solar System. The
Earth system is classified into structures within the Earth, hydrosphere and atmosphere.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials – This learning goal is not addressed.

ES.2.0

Landforms – Students understand streams and the concept of watersheds and their
key physical components.

ES.2.1

Students know that stream flow shapes our landscape and that water quality is
Example: Brewery Flats and Frog Pond environmental research- Students will
measure stream characteristics such as volume and velocity to calculate stream
discharge.

ES.2.2

Students differentiate between watersheds based on key physical features.
Example: inquiry activities in Project WET: Discover a Watershed

ES.2.3

Students understand that all land areas exist within a watershed.
Example: Project WET, Discover a Watershed

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(I) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Interrelationships: The dynamic nature of the
lithosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere has profound effects on processes within Earth systems.
There are common interrelationships between physical bodies in our Solar System and the
universe.
EI.1.0 Weather, Climate and Change: Students observe and describe local and global
climates and demonstrate how climate differences affect biomes.
EI.1.1

Students understand the relationship between different climates and the ecosystems that
are present within them.
Example: TBD
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EI.2.0

Living Organisms: Students investigate fossils and compare to living organisms,
making inferences about life long ago as well as how organisms are affected by the
environment.

EI.2.1

Using the fossil record, students predict what the environment was like long ago.
Example: http://science-ed.pnl.gov/teachers/plans/Fossils_Part3_1'08_v1.pdf

EI.2.2

Students examine the similarities and differences between fossils and live organisms
Example: TBD

EI.3.0

Earth History : This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to depend on
science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This dependence has had
many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions. As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds, as well as the
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas. All students will develop an
understanding of personal health, population, resources and environment, natural hazards, risks and
benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how does
this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped in
many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are reciprocal in
that science drives technological advances that drive future scientific endeavors.
HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify specific fields of science and technology, and major
milestones and innovations in science that have impacted science, technology, and
society.
HT.1.1 Students describe the specific fields of science and technology, and major milestones and
innovations in science that have impacted science, technology, and society.
Example: http://www.ideafinder.com/history/timeline.htm
HT.1.2 Students describe the specific fields of science and technology as they relate to
occupations within those fields.
HT.1.3 Students describe a scientific or technological innovation that impacts communities,
cultures, and societies (including Native Americans).
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Example:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/09/0914_040913_information_abo
ut_indians.html
HT.1.4 Students simulate collaborative problem solving and give examples of how scientific
knowledge and technology are shared with other scientists and the public.
Example: Internet, professional journals
HT.1.5 Students simulate collaborative problem solving and give examples of how scientific
knowledge and technology are shared with other scientists and the public.
HT.1.6 Students demonstrate proficiency in use of hardware and software related to their
scientific investigations.
Example: Spreadsheets and graphing, Databases, Probe ware and other data
collection devices, Presentation software, word processing, simulations,
calculators, etc.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each region.
Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The search for,
processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on both regional and
global systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students use scientific knowledge to investigate problems and their
proposed solutions and evaluate those solutions while considering environmental
impacts.
HR1.1

Students discuss how the use of natural resources effects their community or world, and
how overuse of resources can have adverse effects on climate and society.
Example: TBD

HR.1.2 Students discuss how natural and manmade factors affect watersheds and biomes.
Example: Logging- pros and cons, grazing, fertilizer and herbicides;
http://epa.gov/waterscience/tribes/index.htm
(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions to
science and technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways. Science,
technology and human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures
including how scientific developments have impacted human activity and culture.

HI.1.1

Students describe how science and technology have impacted Montana American Indians
and other indigenous people.
Example: http://www.epa.gov/OSP/tribes/sciinf/projects.htm

HI.1.2

Students identify the key inquiry processes used by Montana American Indians and other
indigenous people.
Example: Observation of light projected through a pinhole as indicator for crop
planting, http://www.epa.gov/osp/tribes/sciinf/waysknow.htm
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
8th Grade - Physical Science
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 How do learning, practicing, understanding and applying science affect you and the world you live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of 8th grade science, all students understand that
 Matter has a specific structure with chemical and physical properties that are dependent upon its
composition;
 The structure and properties of matter changes as it undergoes physical and chemical changes;
 Chemical reactions yield new substances with unique chemical and physical properties;
 the motion of an object can be described in terms of its position, velocity and acceleration;
 The forces acting upon an object can change its motion;
 Mass and energy can change form, but are conserved;
 The earth is a dynamic system;
 Scientific advances have significant impacts on our society;
 Montana American Indians have made significant contributions to scientific understanding.
Essential skills: Throughout 8th grade science students develop skills for scientific inquiry including the
ability to
 Identify and generate a testable question, safely construct, plan and implement safe, controlled
investigations, make logical inferences based on observations, accurately interpret data, form
conclusions and communicate results;
 Utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets, online applications, science software, internet
resources and data collection tools to collect, analyze data and communicate results.
Content Standards: Eighth grade content standards focus on physical science, the application of physical
science concepts to life and earth science and an understanding of the interconnectedness of the
macroscopic world of observable phenomena, the microscopic world of molecules, atoms and subatomic
particles, and the mathematical world of physics formulas, chemical formulas, equations and symbols.
Content standards emphasize students’ ability to:
 qualitatively and quantitatively describe the motion of an object and the forces that cause changes in
that motion, conservation of energy, and the interaction of energy and matter;
 describe forces and processes that affect our dynamic environment;
 describe and understand historical developments in science and technology;
 understand how local, regional and global scientific issues affect lives including contributions made
by Montana Native Americans.
Process Standards: Eighth grade science process standards focus on developing students' abilities to
gather data, make inferences and communicate results with an emphasis on scientific inquiry which
includes identifying questions and concepts that guide scientific investigations, using models to
understand scientific explanations, effective communication of results through data tables, charts, graphs
and narrative including utilization of technological applications.
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(P) Physical Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students develop an
understanding of the structure of the atom, elements, properties of matter, chemical reactions, motion,
forces, energy, and the interaction of physical and chemical systems.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter, time,
space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that?
 How do things work?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and is made of
minute particles called atoms that are composed of even smaller components. Elements are
composed of a single type of atom and atoms may be bonded together to form molecules.
Chemical bonds are created when electrons of an atom are transferred or shared to form
molecules. Chemical reactions describe how atoms and molecules are rearranged to form unique
molecules. The physical properties of matter reflect the nature of interactions between its
molecules and the pressure and quantity of energy present in a system.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students describe the history of atomic theory, structure of an atom
including the properties of the subatomic particles. Students understand the
differences between atoms, elements, molecules and compounds.
PM.1.1 Students explain role of scientists over time in the development of atomic theory.
Example: explore the website http://atomictimeline.net/index.php
PM.1.2 Students explain properties of subatomic particles.
Example: Location, mass, charge, and importance of a proton, a neutron, and an
electron – use the Internet to research http://webelements.com/
http://www.nyu.edu/pages/mathmol/textbook/atom.html
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/ElementBoxBoardNotes.pdf
PM.1.3 Students identify the differences between atoms, elements, molecules and compounds.
Example: Given atomic models represent and produce drawings of an atom, atoms of
different elements, a molecule, and a compound.
Example: Given a symbol/chemical formula identify as an element, molecule, or
compound. Use discs to represent atoms and molecules in a chemical formula for
hands on experience balancing chemical equations.
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/LessonPlans.html#FullCell
PM.2.0 Properties: Students use the periodic table to predict the similarities and differences
in the properties of elements based upon valence electrons and energy levels.
Students will be able to describe and classify objects based on their chemical and
physical properties.
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PM.2.1 Students will know the terminology associated with physical properties. They will
identify and use these physical properties in experimenting and making calculations
associated with them.
Examples of physical properties: state of matter, shape, solubility, odor,
melting/freezing point, viscosity, density
Examples of measurements: volume, mass, density, length, time, temperature
Examples of calculations: basic calculations such as V= LxWxH or finding volume
with water displacement and D=M/V
PM.2.2 Students identify elements in the periodic table and explain the properties of atoms,
molecules and ions in terms of subatomic particles and their role in number of valence
electrons and energy levels.
Example: Diagram and explain the difference between a sodium atom and a sodium cat
ion, and the difference between a chlorine atom and a chlorine anion using atomic
model structures.
PM.2.3 Students identify the trends within the periodic table with respect to valence electrons
and number of energy levels.
Example: Draw models for elements 1-20
PM.2.4 Students explain isotopes and average atomic mass
Example: Calculate number of protons, electrons, and neutrons given atomic number
and mass number.
Example: Calculate average atomic mass for an element given relative abundance of
its isotopes.
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/AtomicStructureWorksheet.pdf
PM.3.0 Changes: Students describe and predict the physical and chemical changes that
matter will undergo based on its chemical composition including the changes atoms
undergo during chemical bonding and chemical reactions based upon knowledge of
periodic trends.
PM.3.1 Students explain the difference between ionic, covalent, and metallic bonds.
Example:
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/TypesOfChemicalBonds.pdf
PM.3.2 Students identify types of chemical reactions and understand the difference between
chemical change and physical change.
Example: Demonstrations and labs including electrolysis, fuel cells and chemical
reaction labs. http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/FuelCell.html
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/ChemicalReactionLab.pdf
PM.3.3 Students describe the differences between exothermic and endothermic reactions.
Example: Vernier physical science labs http://www.vernier.com/
PM.3.4 Students calculate the amount of energy that is absorbed or released from a chemical
reaction.
Example: Use Vernier data gathering sensors to calculate temperature change
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PM.3.5 Students balance chemical equations for chemical reactions based upon conservation of
mass. Students introduced to mole ratios from balanced chemical equations.
Example:
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/BalancingEquationsActivity.pdf
PM.3.6 Students predict bond type given two or more elements.
PM.3.7 Students predict the chemical formula (including subscripts) given two elements

PM.4.0 Measurement & Principles: Students know and utilize the International System of
Units and prefixes. Students understand basic principles of fluids
PM. 4.1 Students use lab equipment to measure mass, volume, density etc. using the SI system.
Examples of equipment used: balance, thermometer, electronic probes, metric ruler &
meter stick, graduated cylinder, beaker
PM. 4.2 Students are able to make metric conversions within the metric system and between the
English and metric systems.
PM. 4.3 Students understand and identify examples of Principles of fluids.
Examples include Pascal’s, Archimedes’, Bernoulli’s, Charles’s and Boyle’s Laws
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy - An object's motion may be
described in terms of its position, velocity and acceleration. The motion of an object changes
when an unbalanced force is applied. Newton's laws of motion may be used to describe and
calculate the magnitude of the change of motion. All matter has energy and may exist in the form
of heat, light, chemical, electrical, mechanical and sound energy. Mechanical energy is classified
as either kinetic or potential energy. Heat consists of the random motion of particles. Increased
temperature is an indicator of greater motion of particles. Waves have energy and can transfer
energy when they interact with matter. Magnetism and electricity are important factors affecting
the advancement of technology and the understanding of forces.
PF.1.0

Types of Forces: Students qualitatively and quantitatively describe the motion of
an object in terms of its position, velocity and acceleration as well as the forces
acting upon it.

PF.1.1

The students know the difference between a scalar and a vector quantity.
Example: distance & displacement, speed & velocity

PF.1.2

Students calculate speed of an object if given the distance the object travels and the time
over which the distance is covered.
Example:
http://www1.teachertube.com/viewArticle.php?article_id=488&title=SpeedisDista
nceOverTimGoeswithvideo
http://www.teachertube.com/viewVideo.php?title=Mr__D___Edmonds___Speed_Is
_Distance_Over_Time_Song&video_id=118880
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PF.1.3

Students calculate velocity of an object if given the change in speed and direction and the
time over which that change occurs.
Example: Toy car lab: http://atlantis.coe.uh.edu/texasipc/units/motion/cars.pdf

PF.1.4

Students calculate the acceleration of an object if given the change in velocity of the
object and the time over which the change in velocity occurs.
Example: TBD

PF.1.5

Students interpret a distance vs. time graph to determine the relative speed of several
objects as well as calculate the average speed of an object.
Example: Students create a graph using data points from their car lab to show the
average speed determined in their lab and showing a horizontal line at the point
where their car stops.

PF.1.6

Students interpret a speed vs. time graph to determine the relative velocity of several
objects as well as calculate the average velocity of an object.
Example: Students create a graph using data points from their car lab to show the
change in velocity determined in their lab and showing a horizontal line at the
point where their car experiences a constant pace.

PF.1.7

Students know what a force is and will be able to identify the main types of forces.
Example:
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/Images/Rocket/NewtonLawsDiagram.j
pg

PF.1.8

Students demonstrate an understanding of Newton's First Law of Motion.
Example: Newton’s 1st Law demo
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/BalancingEggDemo.pdf

PF.1.9

Students demonstrate an understanding of Newton's Second Law (Acceleration is
directly proportional to the applied net force and inversely proportional to the mass of the
object).
Example: Newton’s 2nd Law demo
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/LeadBallDemo.pdf

PF.1.10 Student know how to apply the equation F = ma to solve one dimensional motion
problems that involve constant forces.
Example: Newton Car Lab
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/NewtonCarLab.pdf
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/NewtonCarlabReport.pdf
PF.1.11 Students know the relationship between the universal law of gravitation and the effects
of gravity on an object on the surface of the Earth.
PF.1.12 Students know that when forces are balanced, no acceleration occurs and the object
continues to move at a constant speed or stays at rest.
Example: Balanced forces structure lab
PF.1.13 Students interpret a free body diagram to determine the direction and magnitude of the net
force and the acceleration of the object.
Example: Draw and explain a diagram of structure lab
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PF.1.14 Students demonstrate an understanding of Newton's Third Law (Every force is
accompanied by an equal and opposite force).
Examples: Match Rocket Lab & Bottle Rocket Lab
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/MatchRocketLab.pdf
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/MatchRocketLabReport.pdf
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/BottleRocketLab.pdf
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/BottleRocketReport.pdf
PF.1.16 Students understand the history of rocketry and the implications of Newton’s Laws in the
development of rocketry and space travel.
Examples: Students understand the history of rocketry development.
http://www.physics.montana.edu/ret/sflentie/PDF/HistoryOfRocketry.pdf
PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students describe energy and compare and contrast the
characteristics of light, heat, motion, magnetism, electricity, sound and mechanical
waves, recognizing that energy can change forms.

PF.2.1

Students calculate the kinetic energy and/or gravitational potential energy of an object.
Example: Vernier physical science labs with sensors

PF.2.2

Students understand total mechanical energy consists of potential energy plus kinetic
energy and that potential energy can be transformed into kinetic energy and visa-versa
(energy is conserved).
Example: TBD

PF.2.3

Students understand that work occurs when a force acts upon an object to cause a
displacement.
Example: Calculate work done
Example: In which cases is work done

PF.2.4

Students understand that an object that possesses mechanical energy has the ability to do
work.
Example: Lego Labs

PF.2.5

Students know that the internal energy of an object includes the energy of random
motion of the object's atoms and molecules. The greater the temperature of the object,
the greater the energy of motion of the atoms and molecules. (Thermal Energy)
Example: http://www.school-for-champions.com/science/thermal_energy.htm

PF.2.6

Students know that waves carry transmit energy from one place to another.
Example: http://web.me.com/dtrapp/ePhysics.f/WDwaves.html

PF.2.7

Students know that waves can be classified as either electromagnetic or mechanical and
can identify the characteristics of transverse versus mechanical waves in real world
examples.
Example: http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/waves/u10l1c.cfm
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PF.2.8

Students understand that the electromagnetic spectrum shows the characteristic
distribution of electromagnetic radiation emitted or absorbed by an object.
Example: http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/light/u12l2a.cfm

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: Students identify the basic characteristics of electricity and
magnetism.

PF.3.1

Students understand that physical science core concepts revolve around transfers of
energy within and between systems and energy availability regulate what can occur in
any process.
Examples: Electrical energy: The flow of charged particles called electrons or ions.
Chemical energy: Energy that is stored in molecular bonds, the forces that hold
molecules together. (van der Waals force, ionic bonds and covalent bonds).
Magnetic force: The magnetic force is exerted through a magnetic field. Like
gravitational and electric force, a magnetic force can be exerted even when objects
are not touching.

PF.3.2

Students will understand how alternating current works in a simple motor.
Example: Construct a simple motor to observe how the current changes from positive
to negative as it spins.

PF.3.3

Students know that charged particles are sources of electric fields and are subject to the
forces of the electric fields and other sources.
Examples: Electrons swarm around the nucleus of an atom, but they also spin.
Because of the movement, each electron produces a magnetic field. Magnetic Field
Demo

(L) Life Science: Biogeochemcial cycles and biological compounds have an elemental basis.
Essential Question:
How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: All living thing have basic organic
macromolecules in common.
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: The structure of biological compounds is
responsible for the characteristics of living environments.

LP.2.1

Students know that the elements found in lipids (fatty acid tails and glycerol heads),
carbohydrates (sugars), nucleic acids (nucleotides), and proteins (amino acids) determine
many characteristics of our environment.
Example: Students show how chemical elements are used in living environments as
part of their chemical element research project.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: This learning goal is not addressed.
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(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: Living organisms at all levels of
organization are part of biogeochemical cycles.
LP.1.0 Growth: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.2.0 Cycles: Simple biogeochemical cycles are the basis for much of life.
LP.2.1

Students describe simple biogeochemical cycles in terms of their chemical basis and
function in living things.
Example: Carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus cycles, photosynthesis & respiration

LP.3.0 Reproduction: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Earth and Space Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will develop
an understanding of the composition, processes and interactions of Earth's systems, as well as an
understanding of Earth's history.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar System and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
(S) Essential Learning – Earth and Space Structures: The Earth and its systems are composed
many different materials including liquids, solids and gases. These systems are separated into
different systems based the chemical and physical properties of the materials.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students identify Earth materials based on their
chemical and physical properties.

ES.1.1

Students identify mineral samples based on their density and other physical properties,
such as color, hardness and crystal shape.
Example: Lab activities involving mass, volume and density

ES.2.0

Landforms: Students understand how the chemical and physical properties of
Earth's materials affect its landforms.

ES.2.1

Students know that water running downhill is the dominant process in shaping the
landscape and that different earth material are more resistant to erosion.

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: Students understand that radiant energy from the Sun is a
major source of energy for the Earth and know how radiation occurs.

ES.3.1

Students know how differential heating of the Earth results in circulation patterns in the
atmosphere and oceans that distribute heat globally.
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(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships: Interrelationships
between the objects in space affects the motion of those objects as well as the transfer of energy
within the system. The accepted age of the Earth is based on the definite chemical properties of
the matter that makes up the system.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students understand that energy transfer in Earth's
systems affects our weather and climate.

EI.2.0

Living Organisms This learning goal is not addressed in this course.

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: The Solar System and original elements formed from a nebular
cloud of dust and gas 4.6 billion years ago.

EI.3.1

Students know how half-lives and radioisotopes are used to determine the age of the
Earth and historical artifacts including those of Montana Native Americans.
Example: Half Life Lab using pennies to demonstrate the half life of an element

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed in this course.

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: Student understands that the force of gravity in different
planetary systems will affect the motion of an object and the gravitational forces
acting on that object.

EI.5.1

Students will understand and calculate the gravitational force between the objects in our
Solar System.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to depend on
science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This dependence has had
many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions. As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds, as well as the
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas. All students will develop an
understanding of personal health, population, resources and environment, natural hazards, risks and
benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how does
this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped in
many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are reciprocal in
that science drives technological advances drive future scientific endeavors.
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HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify specific fields of science and technology, major
milestones in science that have impacted science, technology, and society including
those contributions made by Montana Native Americans.
HT.1.1 Students identify specific fields of science and technology and relate current technology
to occupations within each field.
Example: GIS applications using ArcGIS software and GPS units
HT.1.2 Students describe scientific or technological innovation that impacts communities,
cultures, and societies including those contributed by Montana Native Americans.
Example: Native American Unit with stories from their culture
HT.1.3 Students will use scientific tools to collect graph and analyze data.
Example: Water Quality monitoring using Vernier sensors
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each region.
Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The search for,
processing, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on both regional and
global systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students understand how natural resources are used in society.
HR1.1

Students identify how various rocks and minerals are used by Montana Native
Americans in tribal life.
Example: Native American unit

HR1.2

Students research the extraction, refining, uses and economics of natural resources in
Montana.
Examples: Wind energy with wind turbine installed at HS and Fuel Cell Car
(hydrogen energy)

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions to
science and technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways.
Science, technology and human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures and
how scientific developments have impacted human activity and culture including
contributions by Montana Native Americans.

HI.1.1

Students understand Native American practices and innovations of mixed use,
sustainable living, and simple machines and medicine.
Example: http://www.healingtherapies.info/Native-American%20Medicine.htm

HI.1.2

Students understand how trappers and homesteaders brought new knowledge and tools to
Native American culture and visa versa.
Example: GIS mapping of Native American influences

HI.1.3

Students understand the role various immigrants played in the development of Montana
societies and industries.
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Examples: Gold and silver mining – Irish, English, German, Scandinavian
Coal mining – Welsh, Slavic, Italian, Finns;
Agriculture – Germans, Scandinavians, Dutch, Hutterites
Lumber – Norwegians, Swedes, Danes, Finns
Industrial mining & railroad – African Americans, Japanese, Italian
Reference: Montana – A History of Two Centuries by Michael P. Malone, Richard
B. Roeder & William L. Lang
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Earth Science
Essential Question(s):
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
you live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of ninth grade, all students understand that
 the physical world may be described through the application of chemical reactions, chemical
formulas, and physical, theoretical and mathematical models;
 abiotic objects may be identified and classified through the application of common classification
schemes;
 the Earth has several layers including lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere that interact
with each other and the universe;
 the Earth is constantly changing as a result of a variety of factors including human impact;
current events reflect local issues as well as regional, national and global issues;
 science and technology are the results of human activity throughout history that help us
assimilate new information that connects past to present;
 observation is a key inquiry process used by Montana American Indians;
 Montana American Indians have been affected by and made significant contributions to
scientific and technological knowledge.
Essential Skills: Throughout ninth grade science students develop skills with an emphasis on
scientific inquiry including the ability to
 identify and communicate testable questions, safely plan and conduct experimental
investigations, communicate results, and communicate
 utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets, projectors and data collection tools to
collect, analyze and communicate data results.
Content Standards: In ninth grade students demonstrate transfer of knowledge in the areas of
physical science, earth and space science and place-based issues with an emphasis on the natural
world. Each content standard should be addressed through inquiry-based investigations with
appropriate technology using the process standards listed below.
Process Standards: Using the inquiry process students identify a testable question, determine
dependent and independent variables, formulate testable hypotheses, plan and predict the outcome
of an investigation, safely conduct scientific investigations using appropriate tools to make
measurements, gather, compare and analyze data and communicate the results of an investigation
using technological applications. Emphasis is placed upon the development of inferences supported
by evidence as well as the development of effective models in order to understand and explain
scientific concepts and phenomena.
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(P) Physical Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will develop an
understanding of properties and the changes of properties in matter, motions and forces, and transfer
of energy.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter,
time, space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes “it” “it” and why/how is it doing that?
 How do things work?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms. Matter
can be classified by physical and chemical properties. Phases/states of matter are dependent
upon the quantity of energy present in the system.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students describe the history of atomic theory, structure of an
atom including the properties of the subatomic particles. Students
understand the differences between atoms, elements, molecules and
compounds.
PM.1.1 Students explain role of scientists over time in the development of atomic theory.
Example: explore the website http://atomictimeline.net/index.php
PM.1.2 Students explain properties of subatomic particles.
Example: Location, mass, charge, and importance of a proton, a neutron, and an
electron – use the Internet to research
http://www.nyu.edu/pages/mathmol/textbook/atom.html
PM.1.3 Students identify the differences between atoms, elements, molecules and
compounds.
Example: Given ball and stick models represent and produce colored drawings
of an atom, atoms of different elements, a molecule, and a compound.
Example: Given a symbol/chemical formula identify as an element, molecule, or
compound.
PM.1.4 Students will know the terminology associated with the periodic table.
Example: Know what horizontal rows and vertical columns are called on the
periodic table.
PM.1.5 Students explain the properties of atoms and ions in terms of subatomic particles
and their role in number of valence electrons and energy levels.
Example: Diagram and explain the difference between a sodium atom and a
sodium cat ion, and the difference between a chlorine atom and a chlorine
ion using Bohr models.
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PM.1.6 Students identify the trends within the periodic table with respect to number of
valence electrons and number of energy levels.
Example: Draw Bohr models for elements 1-20
PM.1.7 Students explain isotopes and average atomic mass
Example: Calculate number of protons, electrons, and neutrons given atomic
number and mass number.
Example: Calculate average atomic mass for an element given relative
abundance of its isotopes.
PM.2.0 Properties: Students use the periodic table to predict the similarities and
differences in the properties of elements based upon valence electrons and
energy levels. Students will be able to describe and classify objects based on
their chemical and physical properties.
PM.2.1 Students identify objects based on physical and chemical characteristic properties.
Example: density, magnetism, boiling pt., solubility, combustibility, etc.—Inquiry
activities
Example: Using inquiry processes, students analyze a density column
PM.2.2 Students understand that mixtures can be separated as a result of the different
physical properties of the component parts.
Example: Separate a solid mixture based on solubility, density, and/or
crystallization into its component substances
PM.2.3 Students understand that in a closed system mass does not change regardless of
physical or chemical changes that may occur (Conservation of Mass).
Example: physical change (ice melting), chemical change (baking soda and
vinegar)
PM.3.0 Changes: Students describe forms of energy, energy transformations, and the
impact of energy on states of matter.
PM.3.1 Students understand that the state of matter is dependent upon amount of energy
present in the substance.
Example: heat transfer, phase change
PM.3.2 Students understand that substances have unique melting/freezing and boiling
points.
Example: Using probe ware, students explore these concepts.
PM.3.3 Students identify and compare simple chemical and physical changes.
Example: rust, boiling and baking soda/vinegar
PM.3.4 Students explain the difference between ionic, covalent, polar, hydrogen and
metallic bonds.
Example: TBD
PM.3.5 Students identify types of chemical reactions.
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Example: TBD
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Forces act upon
objects and impact their motion. Motion can be described in terms of position, direction,
and speed. Energy is a property of many substances and is associated with heat, light,
electricity, mechanical motion, and sound. Energy is transferred in many ways.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: Students identify the basic characteristics of motion.

PF.1.1

Students identify Newton’s Laws of Motion.
Example: emphasize concepts through Earth in Space

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students describe energy in relation to the characteristics
of heat and recognize that energy can change forms.

PF.2.1

Students understand that heat moves in predictable ways – conduction, convection
and radiation.
Example: relate to electromagnetic radiation and movement of heat energy in the
solar system
Example: http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/cosmic_classroom/
light_lessons/thermal/transfer.html
Example: www.wisc-online.com/objects/index_tj.asp?objID=SCE304 - 23k

PF.2.2

Students recognize that energy is conserved but can change forms such as light to
heat, electricity to light, motion to heat (friction).
Example: greenhouse effect

PF.2.3 Students understand the difference between heat and temperature.
Example: relate to infrared astronomy and thermal radiation
http://coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/cosmic_classroom/
light_lessons/thermal/differ.html
PF.2.4

Students know how to identify the characteristic properties of waves, such as
diffraction, refraction and the Doppler effect.
Example: TBD

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Life Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will develop an
understanding of the characteristics, structures and function of living things, the processes and
diversity of life, and how living organisms interact with each other and their environment.
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: This ELE is not addressed.
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: This learning goal is not addressed.
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LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: This learning goal is not addressed.

(P) Essential Learning - Life Process: This ELE is not addressed.
LP.1.0 Growth: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.2.0 Cycles: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.3.0 Reproduction: This learning goal is not addressed.

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will
develop an understanding of the composition, structures, processes and interactions of the Earth
systems, Earth’s history, and objects in space.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
 Why does the Earth shake, rattle and roll?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: The universe is
composed of galaxies, stars and other astronomical bodies, including our own Milky Way
galaxy and Solar System. The Earth system is classified into structures within the Earth,
hydrosphere and atmosphere.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students identify Earth materials based on
their chemical and physical properties.

ES.1.1

Students identify mineral samples based on their density and other physical
properties, such as color, hardness and crystal shape.
Example: TBD

ES.2.0

Earth Structures: Students model and explain the external features of the
earth within the context of plate tectonics and constructive and destructive
forces. Students understand how the chemical and physical properties of
Earth's materials affect its landforms.

ES.2.1

Students know that water running downhill is the dominant process in shaping the
landscape and that different earth material are more resistant to erosion.
Example: TBD
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ES.2.2

Using inquiry processes students explore convection currents in the mantle and
explain how it results in plate tectonics resulting in mountain building and
trenches.
Example: volcanoes, faults, ridges, etc.

ES.2.3

Students describe the process of erosion and deposition and the resulting
landforms.
Example: web based exploration of rock cycle as context for erosion, moraines,
and cirques

ES.2.4

Students will describe bathymetric features common to ocean basins.
Example: Charting a common profile of the ocean floor.

ES.2.5

Students will distinguish chemical and physical properties of ocean water.
Example: Density as it compares to temperature and salinity.

ES.2.6

Students will analyze the cause and effects of waves, tides, and currents.
Example: Interaction of water motions as it pertains to specific oceanic
structures.

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: Students describe and explain components of the universe
(i.e. solar system, stars, and galaxies) and how they have been discovered.
Students will describe Earth, Moon, planets, and other objects in space in
terms of size and structure.

ES.3.1

Students describe and model the motion and tilt of earth in relation to the sun and
the resulting impact on earth (including day/night, seasons).
Example: Use angle of separation and change in length of day.

ES.3.2

Students describe the Earth, Moon, planets and other objects in space in terms of
relative size, composition, location and movement.
Example:
http://hubblesite.org/sci.d.tech/behind_the_pictures/meaning_of_color/index.
shtml

ES.3.3

Students explain theories of the origin and evolution of the Earth and Solar System.
Example: TBD

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships: The dynamic
nature of the lithosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere has profound effects on processes
within Earth systems. There are common interrelationships between physical bodies in our
Solar System and the universe.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students identify and explain seasons.
Students observe and describe local and global weather and demonstrate how
weather conditions are measured. Students describe change in global climate
as a result of Earth’s motion and tilt.
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EI.1.1

Students describe the composition of the atmosphere.
Example: http://msteacher.org/return_list_science.aspx?id=1237

EI.1.2

Students explain how the atmosphere interacts with land and oceans to impact
large scale weather patterns.
Example: Uneven heating and cooling

EI.1.3

Students identify and use tools to measure weather phenomenon.
Example: thermometers, wind vanes, rain gauges, psychrometers, barometers,
anemometers, weather balloons, weather station models, weather maps, and
web-based exploration

EI.1.4

Students will investigate factors that affect local weather conditions.
Example: Orographic lifting and water sources.

EI.1.5

Students understand how Earth’s positioning affects seasons and climate.
Example: Using inquiry processes, investigate northern hemisphere’s tilt toward
or away from the sun and the resulting seasons.
Example: Investigate why the northern latitudes have snow instead of rain in
winter.

EI.2.0

Earth’s Energy System: Students understand that radiant energy from the
Sun is a major source of energy for the Earth and know how radiation occurs.

EI.2.1Students know how differential heating of the Earth results in circulation patterns in
the atmosphere and oceans that distribute heat globally.
Example: TBD
EI.3.0

Living Organisms: Students investigate fossils and compare to living
organisms, making inferences about life long ago as well as how organisms are
affected by the environment.

EI.3.1

Using the fossil record, students predict what the environment was like long ago.
Example: http://science-ed.pnl.gov/teachers/plans/Fossils_Part3_1'08_v1.pdf

EI.3.2

Students examine the similarities and differences between fossils and live
organisms
Example: TBD

EI.4.0

Earth’s History: Students will acknowledge the age of the earth and notice
how age is proportionate to current earth structures.

ES.4.1

Students will relate surface features to the tectonic movement resulting from
internal forces.
Example: Mountains, folding and faulting.

ES.4.2

Students will interpret major concepts used to describe the geologic history of the
earth.
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Example: Rocks, fossils, radioactive dating, depositional layering, and
uniformitarianism.
EI.5.0

Catastrophic Events: Students will be introduced to various theories that have
made instantaneous changes to the earth.

ES.5.1

Students analyze the possibility of catastrophic events on different portions of the
earth’s surface.
Example: Global warming, tsunamis, earthquakes, and impacts.

EI.6.0

Planetary Systems: Students describe the movement and interactions of the
Earth, Moon and planets in our solar system.

EI.6.1

Students model and explain the motion and tilt of the Earth relative to the Sun,
including the concepts of day, night, seasons, and year.
Example: Use inquiry processes to explore physical models

EI.5.2

Students model and explain how the relationship of the earth moon and sun causes
the phases of the moon.
Example: Using inquiry processes, discover how much of a sphere is illuminated
as it revolves around the student’s head.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised
of diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to
depend on science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This
dependence has had many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions.
As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze
local, regional and global scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith
River watersheds, as well as the surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain
areas. All students will develop an understanding of personal health, population, resources and
environment, natural hazards, risks and benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are
shaped in many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology
are reciprocal in that science drives technological advances that drive future scientific
endeavors.
HT.1.0 Technology: Students identify specific fields of science and technology, and
major milestones and innovations in science that have impacted science,
technology, and society.
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HT.1.1 Students describe the specific fields of science and technology as they relate to
occupations within those fields.
Example: http://www.ideafinder.com/history/timeline.htm Research: Tsvetl,
Galileo, Newton, Archimedes
HT.1.2 Students describe a scientific or technological innovation that impacts
communities, cultures, and societies (including Native Americans).
Example:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/09/0914_040913_informatio
n_about_indians.html, Stonehenge, medicine wheels, Anasazi
HT.1.3 Students simulate collaborative problem solving and give examples of how
scientific knowledge and technology are shared with other scientists and the public.
Example: Internet, professional journals
HT.1.4 Students demonstrate proficiency in use of hardware and software related to their
scientific investigations.
Example: Spreadsheets and graphing, Databases, Probe ware and other data
collection devices, Presentation software, word processing, simulations,
calculators, etc.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each
region. Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The
search for, processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on
both regional and global systems.
HR.1.0 Resources: Students use scientific knowledge to investigate problems and their
proposed solutions and evaluate those solutions while considering
environmental impacts.
HR1.1

Students discuss how the use of natural resources effects their community/world,
and how overuse of resources can have adverse effects on climate and society.
Example: Mining on the moon, Mars and Earth

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions
to science and technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways.
Science, technology and human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Culture: Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures
including how scientific developments have impacted human activity and
culture.

HI.1.1

Students describe how science and technology have impacted Montana American
Indians and other indigenous people.
Example: http://www.epa.gov/OSP/tribes/sciinf/projects.htm
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HI.1.2

Students identify the key inquiry processes used by Montana American Indians and
other indigenous people.
Example: Observation of light projected through a pinhole as indicator for crop
planting, http://www.epa.gov/osp/tribes/sciinf/waysknow.htm
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Biology
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world
you live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of tenth grade, all students understand that:
 Scientific inquiry is an essential process that allows students to conduct meaningful
investigations;
 The results of a scientific investigation are always open to revision by further investigations;
 Populations evolve through genetic change that leads to adaptation, speciation and the diversity
of life.
 The structure in living organisms is directly related to function;
 Living systems involve interactions among organisms and their environment;
 There are connections and interactions among technology, science and society;
 Science and technology are the results of human activity throughout history, including many
examples from Montana American Indian cultures.
Essential Skills: By the end of tenth grade, students will develop skills for scientific inquiry
including the ability to:
 Design, safely conduct, evaluate, and summarize the results of scientific investigations;
 Utilize technology to collect, analyze and communicate data and results;
 Review evidence, draw logical conclusions, and communicate and defend results;
 Develop inferences supported by evidence;
 Effectively use models in order to understand and explain scientific concepts and phenomena.
Content Standards: By the end of tenth grade students will have developed an understanding of
the characteristics, structures and function of living things, the processes and diversity of life, how
living organisms interact with each other and their environment, and how populations evolve
through genetic change. Each content standard should be addressed through inquiry-based
investigations with appropriate technology using the process standards listed above.
 Biology content standards focus on the following areas of study:
 Science as a process, including the scientific method;
 Cellular and molecular biology, including biochemistry and cell structure and function;
 Ecology, including ecosystems, populations and communities and the environment;
 Genetics, including meiosis, Mendelian genetics and molecular genetics;
 Evolution, including mechanisms of evolution, population genetics and the history of life on
Earth;
 Diversity of life, including microbes, plants and animals.
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Process Standards: Using scientific inquiry students will generate testable questions and
hypotheses, identify independent and dependent variables as well as other variables that must be
controlled, and gather data, and perform experiments. Using technology, students will analyze data,
draw conclusions and communicate their findings. Students will understand and use safety
precautions when working in the laboratory.
(P) Physical Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities students in Biology will
develop an understanding of how chemistry and physics directly apply to our knowledge of living
systems.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter,
time, space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms. Matter
can be classified by physical and chemical properties. Organisms are a dynamic system of
elements, compounds and organic macromolecules.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students classify, describe, and manipulate physical models of
matter in terms of atoms, elements, molecules and compounds.
PM.1.1 The student will identify the building blocks of matter.
Example: The students create a model of an atom.
PM.1.2 The student will differentiate between chemical bonds.
Example: The students identify bonds in molecules found in organisms.
PM.2.0 Properties: Students classify, describe, and manipulate physical models of
compounds.
PM.2.1 The student will describe the four major organic macromolecules.
Example: The students construct a paper model of DNA.
PM.2.2 The student will apply the principles of biochemistry.
Example: The students create a model of glucose.
PM.3.0 Changes: Students examine and identify simple chemical and physical
changes and describe forms of energy and energy transformations.
PM.3.1 The student will explain the processes involved in chemical reactions.
Example: The students correctly balance the photosynthetic reaction.
PM.3.2 The students analyze an enzyme-catalyzed reaction.
Example: The students design and conduct an experiment to measure the effects
of catalase concentration on reaction rate.
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(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Energy
transformations are essential to life on Earth.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: This learning goal is not addressed.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students describe energy and recognize that energy can
change forms.

PF.2.1

The students predict the results of an endothermic reaction.
Example: The students design and conduct an experiment to measure the effect
of various conditions on the rate of photosynthesis.

PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Life Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will develop an
understanding of the characteristics, structures and function of living things, the processes and
diversity of life, and how living organisms interact with each other and their environment.
Essential Questions:
 What is life?
 How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them
to survive and interact with their environment?
 How did life begin, how has it changed and how might it change in the future?
 How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: The structure in living organisms is
directly related to function. Organisms evolve through genetic changes that lead to
adaptation. Living systems are interactions between organisms and their environment.
LS.1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: Students describe the specific characteristics
shared by all living things.

LS.1.1

The students define the seven characteristics of life.
Example: The students distinguish between living and non-living examples.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students explain cause and effect
relationships between nonliving and living components within ecosystems and
individual response to the changes in the environment.

L.2.1

The student understands that abiotic factors play a role in living systems.
Example: Using climographs students correctly identify biomes.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: Students identify structures and systems of living
organisms and relate those structures to function.

L.3.1

Students correlate structure and function of adaptations.
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Example: Students compare and contrast features of homologous structures.
LS.3.2

Students recognize that all living organisms require energy to grow and develop,
respond to their environment, and reproduce. The cell is the basic component for
maintaining life.
Example: Students trace energy flow through a cell and through an entire
ecosystem.
Example: Students create a self-sustaining ecosystem.
Example: Students identify the parts of the cell that are involved in capturing and
using energy

LS.3.3

Students coorelate structure and function of plants and animals and how those are
used to classify organisms.
Example: Students show the difference between the major divisions of plants and
growing an angiosperm.
Example: Student show the difference between the major phylums of animals
through dissecions.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: Students understand that populations evolve
through genetic change that leads to adaptation, speciation and the diversity
of life.

L.4.1

Students understand the principles of population genetics.
Example: Students model genetic equilibrium in a gene pool.

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: All living organisms are made of cells
that grow and develop. All living organisms obtain materials and use energy. Living things
reproduce, grow and develop. Taken as a group, living things change over time.
LP.1.0 Growth: Students describe and explain the complex processes involved in
energy use in cell maintenance, growth, repair and development.
LP.1.1

Students understand that ATP is required for cellular metabolism.
Example: The students compare respiration rates between various organisms.

LP.1.2

Students apply principles of diffusion to living systems.
Example: Students utilize a semi-permeable membrane to measure osmosis.

LP.2.0 Cycles: Students compare and contrast the life cycles of various organisms.
LP.2.1

Students examine the cell cycle.
Example: Using microscopes students identify phases of the cell cycle in onions
and whitefish.

LP.2.2

Students compare the life cycles of plants and animals.
Example: Students correctly identify differences in animal and plant life cycles.
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LP.3.0 Reproduction: Students understand that reproduction is essential to the
continuation of every species. Students comprehend the molecular basis of
heredity (DNA) and explain how it contributes to the diversity of life.
LP.3.1

Students appreciate how meiosis contributes to genetic diversity in sexually
reproducing individuals.
Example: Students are able to differentiate between meiosis and mitosis.

LP.3.2

Students understand that DNA contains instructions for gene expression.
Example: Students model transcription and translation in protein synthesis.

LP.3.3

Students apply principles of genetics.
Example: Using Punnett squares students predict inheritance patterns in genetic
crosses.

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will
develop an understanding of the processes and interactions of the Earth systems, Earth’s history,
and objects in space.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships: The dynamic
nature of the lithosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere has profound effects on processes
within Earth systems.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students explain the difference between local
and global weather and climate.

EI.1.1

Students will explain the components of the atmosphere and hydrosphere and how
they interact to create weather and climate.
Example: Students examine the impact humans have on global climate change.

EI.2.0

Living Organisms: Students describe how climate affects living systems.

EI.2.1

Student understands how precipitation and temperature determine the composition
of communities.
Example: Students research a specific biome and construct a poster.

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: Students investigate fossil evidence and make inferences
about the history of life on Earth.

ES.2.1

Students examine the history of life on Earth.
Example: Students construct a timeline illustrating the history of life on Earth.

ES.2.2

Students compare and contrast characteristics of relative and absolute dating.
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Example: Students determine the relative age of rock layers based on the law of
superposition.
EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: Students describe how catastrophic events have shaped
life on Earth.

EI.5.1

Students explain the impacts of geologic change on biological systems.
Example: Students examine the impacts of continental drift on major extinctions
and adaptive radiations.

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised
of diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to
depend on science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This
dependence has had many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions.
As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze
local, regional and global scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith
River watersheds, as well as the surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain
areas. All students will develop an understanding of personal health, population, resources and
environment, natural hazards, risks and benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how
does this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are
shaped in many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology
are reciprocal in that science drives technological advances that drive future scientific
endeavors.
HT.1.0 Students identify major milestones in science that have impacted science,
technology, and society, including those contributed by Montana Native
Americans.
HT.1.1 Students analyze how individual events can have a profound effect on the
progression of science, such as the discovery of DNA structure.
Example: Students view a program on the discovery of DNA.
HT.1.2 Students appreciate how different worldviews can influence the progression of
science.
Example: Students compare and contrast the environmental practices of Native
Americans and European immigrants on Montana ecosystems.
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HT.2.0 Students describe specific fields of science and technology as they relate to
occupations within those fields.
HT.2.1 Students apply technology to lab activities and realize that the effective use of
technology is critical to many career paths.
Example: Using gel electrophoresis, students analyze bacterial genetics.
HT.3.0 Students describe a scientific or technological innovation that impacts
communities, cultures, and/or societies.
HT.3.1 Students appreciate the impact technology has had on scientific advancement.
Example: Using class activities and the internet, students research the
development of technology that has led to major discoveries, such as the
Human Genome Project.
HT.4.0 Students simulate collaborative problem solving and give examples of how
scientific knowledge and technology are shared with other scientists and the
public.
HT.4.1 Students use technology to create and share findings of their group’s experiment.
Example: Students use a spreadsheet application to compile, share, and interpret
experimental data.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each
region. Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural resources. The
search for, processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or detrimental impacts on
both regional and global systems.
HR.1.0 Students use scientific knowledge to investigate problems and their proposed
solutions and evaluate those solutions while considering environmental
impacts.
HR1.1

Students analyze local natural resource policies.
Example: Students will engage in a panel discussion on bison management.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions
to science and technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways.
Science, technology and human activity are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures and how
scientific developments have impacted human activity and culture including
Montana Native Americans.

HI.1.1

Students recognize the impacts that Native Americans have had on modern
ecological practices.
Example: Students describe the use of fire as a range management tool.
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Applied Biology/Chemistry
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world you
live in?
Essential Understandings: By the end of Applied Bio-Chemistry, all students will demonstrate an
understanding of the interaction of matter and energy and use current models to make predictions and
evaluate the impact of science and technology on human societies. This interaction is investigated through
the use of laboratory techniques, manipulation of chemical properties, patterns, chemical quantities, and
problem solving with practical applications that should include examples from environmental, nuclear,
and inorganic content areas.
Essential Skills: Throughout Applied Bio-Chemistry students develop skills for scientific inquiry
including the ability to:
 Identify and generate a testable question, safely construct, plan and implement safe controlled
investigations, make logical inferences based on observations, accurately interpret data and
communicate results;
 Utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets, projectors and data collection tools to collect,
analyze and communicate data results.
Content Standards: Students will use existing models of matter and energy to develop and form models
for understanding chemical systems. These models will emphasize the following topics:
 Atomic structure and the Periodic Table;
 Chemical names, formulas, quantities, bonding and equations;
 States of matter;
 Water and aqueous systems;
 Acids, bases, salts and buffers and;
 Conservation of Mass and Energy;
 Polar and nonpolar molecules;
 Inter and intra molecular forces;
 Exothermic and exothermic reactions;
 Cells, including diffusion, photosynthesis and cellular respiration;
 Renewable and nonrenewable energy sources;
 Ecology
 Forensic science
Process Standards: In meeting the Applied BioChemistry standards students will use scientific inquiry
and technology as a means of problem solving, effective communication and evaluation of learning.
Students will utilize the languages of biology and chemistry, discuss problem-solving strategies, and use
safety precautions with chemicals and equipment.
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(P) Physical Sciences: As a result of the curriculum activities in science all students should develop an
understanding of properties of objects and materials, position and motion of objects and light, heat,
electricity and magnetism.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter, time,
space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that?
 How do things work?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter can be described using characteristics
including shape, density, pH, charge, electronegativity, ionization energy, bonds,
state and energy. Given one or more of these characteristics, predictions can be
made about other characteristics.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students classify, describe, evaluate and manipulate models of matter in
terms of phases of matter, atomic structure, types of bonding, arrangement on the
periodic table, molecular geometry, and electron configurations/orbital diagrams.
PM.1.1 Students identify the parts and properties of the parts of an atom in the current atomic
model.
PM.1.2 Students understand the molecular structure of water.
Example: http://msteacher.org/epubs/science/science21/science.aspx
PM.1.3 Students compare water as a pure substance versus as a mixture in natural aquatic
systems.
PM.2.0 Properties: Students explore, define, categorize and evaluate properties of matter,
bonding, physical and chemical properties, and periodic trends.
PM.2.1 Students know how to use the periodic table.
Example: Students will be able to make predictions about an element based on its
placement on the periodic table. Predictions will include mass, charge, electro
negativity, ionization energy, valence electrons, oxidation numbers and bonding
abilities.
PM.2.2 Students demonstrate an understanding that molecules are described as matter, have mass
and take up space.
PM.2.3 Students use chemical and physical properties to compare water quality of a variety of
water sources.
Example: pH, DO, turbidity
PM.2.3 Students demonstrate and understanding of and be able to recognize acids and bases.
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Example: Using chemical formulas and inquiry, students will be able to predict which
compounds are acids and which compounds are bases.
PM.2.4 Students recognize that fresh water is a limited resource with unique characteristics
essential to life on Earth.
Example: Students identify the unique characteristics of water.
PM.3.0 Changes: Students describe, analyze, and evaluate energy changes due to physical
changes, chemical reactions and changes, and nuclear changes.
PM.3.1 Students demonstrate an understanding of the Law of Conservation of Matter.
PM.3.2 Students demonstrate an understanding of polar molecules and solubility.
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Energy is an important
variable in determining the forces that affect the interaction of atoms and molecules.
PF.1.0

Types of Force: Students will identify and explain types of bonding, intermolecular
forces, intramolecular forces, strong nuclear forces, and hydrogen bonding.

PF.1.1

Students demonstrate an understanding of the role of various forces on bonding.
Example: Using inquiry and an understanding of intermolecular and intramolecular
forces students will be able to make predictions about the physical properties of
unknown substances.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students calculate, compare and contrast energy types in the
form of potential, kinetic, radiant, and transfer related to conservation of energy.
Students will also calculate and analyze graphs of energy.

PF.2.1

Students demonstrate an understanding that chemical potential energy is due to the
arrangement of atoms in a system and that energy is conserved in chemical reactions.
Example: Using an understanding of exothermic and endothermic reactions students
will create hot and cold packs.

PF.2.2

Students predict changes in relative energy associated with changes in states of matter.

PF.2.3

Conservation of energy and matter is expressed in chemical formulas and balanced
equations.
Example: Students predict potential reactants or products in a chemical equation
write and name the chemical formulas for those reactants or products and
identify reaction type and probable bonds.

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an understanding of
the characteristics of organisms, life cycle and environments of organisms.
Essential Question:
How is life interdependent on the Earth's conditions or other life?
LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: Students explain cause and effect
relationships between abiotic and biotic components within ecosystems.
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LS.2.1

Students understand the major source of energy in an ecosystem is sunlight and that
energy passes from organism to organism in an energy pyramid (food web).

LS.2.2

Students understand the interdependent nature of populations and communities.
Example: predator/prey

(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students should develop an
understanding of properties of earth materials, objects in the sky and changes in earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
 What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
 What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials – Students understand and explain the special
properties of water in terms of hydrogen bonding and relate hydrogen bonding to
properties of polarity in terms of di-pole interactions. Students predict if a
substance will dissolve in another substance.

ES.1.1

Students recognize that fresh water is a limited resource with unique characteristics
essential to life on Earth.
Example: Students will be able to identify the unique characteristics of water.

ES.2.0

Landforms – Students understand the concept of watersheds and their key physical
components.

ES.2.1

Students differentiate between watersheds based on key physical features.
Example: inquiry activities in Project WET: Discover a Watershed

ES.2.2

Students understand that all land areas exist within a watershed.
Example: Project WET, Discover a Watershed

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems – This learning goal is not addressed.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships – Patterns, Cycles
and Change; Climate is dependent on the interaction of matter and energy.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: Students observe and describe local and global
climates and demonstrate how climate differences affect biomes.

EI.1.1

Students understand the relationship between different climates and the ecosystems that
are present within them.

EI.4.0

Earth’s History – This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.5.0

Catastrophic Events– This learning goal is not addressed.
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EI.6.0

Planetary Systems– This learning goal is not addressed.

(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to depend on
science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This dependence has had
many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions. As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds, as well as the
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas. All students will develop an
understanding of personal health, population, resources and environment, natural hazards, risks and
benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how does
this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped
in many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are
reciprocal in that science drives technology advances that drive future scientific endeavors.
HT.1.0 Students identify major milestones in science that have impacted science,
technology, and society, including those contributed by Montana Native Americans.
HT.1.1 Students analyze how individual events can have a profound effect on the progression of
science, such as the advancement of modern surgery.
HT.2.0 Students describe specific fields of science and technology as they relate to
occupations within those fields.
HT.2.1 Students apply technology to lab activities and realize that the effective use of
technology is critical to many career paths.
Example: Using the Internet as a resource, students will research an assigned topic
and create a multimedia presentation for the class.
HT.3.0 Students describe a scientific or technological innovation that impacts communities,
cultures, and/or societies.
HT.3.1 Students appreciate the impact technology has had on scientific advancement.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources; The Earth has many renewable and
nonrenewable resources that are available to human societies. How we use these resources
create positive and/negative impacts that can be influenced by our actions.
HR.1.0 Students will explore local resources and relate data found, with the use of Internet,
virtual chemistry lab, and news articles to compare local versus worldwide impacts
of water quality.
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HR1.1

Students recognize that fresh water is a limited resource with unique characteristics
essential to life on Earth.
Example: Students will be able to identify the unique characteristics of water.
Example: Using inquiry and an understanding of water students will identify threats to
the sustainable use of water and present possible solutions to alleviate those
threats.

HR.1.2 Conservation of energy and matter is expressed through the use of chemical formulas
and balanced equations in which potential reactants or products are predicted and
correctly identified.
Example: Students will be able to predict potential reactants or products in a
chemical equation write and name the chemical formulas for those reactants or
products and identify reaction type and probable bonds.
Example: Students will examine the effect of fossil fuels on the environment and
climate. Students will evaluate other sources of energy and present findings based
on cost, efficiency and impact on environment, climate and society.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture; Science and technology impact and are
impacted upon by culture and society.
HI.1.0

Students will explore native peoples' applications of scientific ideologies for use in
their daily lives.

HI.1.1

Students recognize observation as an important part of science and the impact of
observation on American Indian life in Montana.
Example: Students will identify example of chemistry used by American Indians in
Montana (i.e. dyes, medicines and shelters) and explain how those examples work.
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Chemistry
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world you live in?

Essential Understandings: By the end of Chemistry, all students will demonstrate the ability to understand the
interactions of matter and energy using the inquiry process. This interaction is investigated through the use of
laboratory techniques, manipulation of chemical properties, patterns, chemical quantities, and problem-solving
applications. Scientific methodology is employed in experimental and analytical investigations, and concepts are
illustrated with practical applications that should include examples from environmental, nuclear, and inorganic
content areas.

Essential Skills: Throughout Chemistry students develop skills for scientific inquiry including the ability to:
 Identify and generate a testable question; safely construct, plan and implement safe controlled investigations:


make logical inferences based on observations; accurately interpret data and communicate results;
Utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets, projectors and data collection tools to collect, analyze
and communicate data results.

Content Standards: The Chemistry standards focus on student growth in understanding the nature of science.
This scientific view defines the idea that explanations of nature are developed and tested using observations,
experimentation, models, evidence, and systematic processes. The nature of science includes the concepts that
scientific explanations are based on logical thinking; are subject to rules of evidence; are consistent with
observational, inferential, and experimental evidence; are open to rational critique; and are subject to refinement
and change with the addition of new scientific evidence. The nature of science includes the concept that science
can provide explanations about nature, can predict potential consequences of actions, but cannot be used to answer
all questions. Chemistry content standards emphasize focus on content in the study of the following:
 Science as a process;
 Matter and change;
 Scientific measurement;
 Atomic structure, including electrons;
 Nuclear Chemistry;
 Periodic Table;
 Ionic, metallic and covalent bonding;
 Chemical names and formulas, quantities and reactions;
 Stoichiometry;
 States of matter, including behavior of gases and solutions;
 Thermochemistry;
 Reaction Rates and Equilibrium, including oxidation-reduction reactions;
 Acids, Bases and Salts.

Process Standards: Technology will be employed, where feasible, to measure, make observations, and evaluate
data collected in laboratory activities. Students will understand and use safety precautions with chemicals and
equipment. The process standards emphasize qualitative and quantitative study of substances and the changes that
occur in them. In meeting the chemistry standards, students will be encouraged to make inquiries, share their ideas,
use the language of chemistry, discuss problem-solving strategies, and communicate effectively.
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(P) Physical Sciences: As a result of the curriculum activities in science all students should develop an
understanding of properties of objects and materials, position and motion of objects and light, heat,
electricity and magnetism.
Essential Questions:
 How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter, time,
space & energy?
 What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
 What gives matter its unique qualities?
 How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
 What makes different sorts of matter distinct and why/how is it doing that?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter: Matter exists in a variety of forms and exhibits a
variety of properties. Matter can be classified according to phases, types of chemical bonding,
molecular geometry, and electron configurations. Matter is arranged accordingly on the periodic
table using these classifications.
PM.1.0 Structure: Students classify, describe, evaluate and manipulate models of matter in
terms of phases of matter, atomic structure, types of bonding, arrangement on the
periodic table, molecular geometry, and electron configurations/orbital diagrams.
PM.1.1 Students name and list all parts of the atom.
Example: Analyze and complete charts counting protons, neutrons and electrons for
atom, ions and isotopes.
PM.1.2 Students understand early experiments that lead to the current model of the atom and
their historical significance.
Example: Aristotle, Dalton, Thompson, Rutherford, Chadwick & Bohr
PM.1.3 Students differentiate between, and name, ionic, covalent and metallic bonds.
Example: Chemical Names and Formulas, Bonding properties lab, model single,
double, triple bonds; Draw structural formulas of molecules using Lewis dot
structures
PM.1.4 Students determine geometry of simple molecules.
Example: explain molecular geometry of VSEPR Theory
PM.1.5 Students write and interpret electron configurations and orbital diagrams for any atom, or
ion.
Example: Discuss Aufbau Principle, Hund’s Rule and Pauli “Exclusion Principle”,
and Quantum Mechanical Model
PM.2.0 Properties: Students explore, define, categorize and evaluate properties of matter,
bonding, physical and chemical properties, colligative, and periodic trends.
PM.2.1 Students explore chemical and physical properties and changes of matter.
Example: Chemical and Physical Changes Lab; Copper Wire in a Solution of Silver
Nitrate Lab
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PM.2.2 Students understand the properties of the states of matter.
Example: Phase change labs; Gas Law equations and calculations; Gas law labs
PM.2.3 Students understand the physical and chemical properties of elements, compounds and
mixtures.
Example: Aluminum Lab, Solutions Lab, Density
PM.2.4 Students understand basic periodic trends.
Example: Worksheets for practicing trends
PM.2.5 Students understand chemical properties of elements are determined by the number of
valence electrons.
Example: Formation of ions
PM.2.6 Students understand, apply and identify properties of acids and bases and neutralization
reactions.
Examples: Titration labs 1, 2 and 3, Properties of Acids and Bases Lab, pH
calculations
PM.3.0 Changes: Students describe, analyze, and evaluate energy changes due to physical
changes, chemical reactions and changes, and nuclear changes.
PM.3.1 Students understand endothermic and exothermic reactions.
Example: Specific Heat Labs
PM.3.2 Students understand and make predictions of nuclear reactions.
Example: students write nuclear reactions for alpha and beta decay reactions
Example: fission and fusion discussions and examples
PM.3.3 Students understand and calculate quantitative measurements based on balanced chemical
reactions.
Example: Percent Yield labs and calculations, Quantitative Analysis Lab, practice
stoichiometric calculations
PM.3.4 Students write, balance, interpret and identify types and parts of chemical reactions.
Example: Examples of Chemical Reactions Lab, Precipitation Reactions, OxidationReduction reactions, Acid-Base reactions
PM.3.5 Students distinguish and write the common types of chemical reactions.
Example: Write and predict chemical for synthesis, decomposition, singlereplacement, double-displacement and combustion reactions.
PM.3.6 Students identify and know how to manipulate factors that control reaction rates.
Example: Calculations for Kw, Ka, Kb, Keq and Q, Le Chatelier’s Principle,
application of Haber Process
(F) Essential Learning Expectation – Force, Motion and Energy: Intermolecular and
intramolecular forces are responsible for chemical bonds. Energy is associated with all bonding
and the making and breaking of bonds.
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PF.1.0

Types of Force: Students will identify and explain types of bonding, intermolecular
forces, intramolecular forces, strong nuclear forces, and hydrogen bonding.

PF.1.1

Students describe or define inter- and intramolecular forces.
Example: Classroom discussions about types of inter- and intramolecular forces.

PF.1.2

Students understand that nuclear reactions depend on the strong nuclear force.
Example: Students will practice nuclear decay reactions and gain knowledge through
discussions of nuclear decay.

PF.2.0

Forms of Energy: Students calculate, compare and contrast energy types in the
form of potential, kinetic, radiant, and transfer related to conservation of energy.
Students will also calculate and analyze graphs of energy.

PF.2.1

Students calculate, relate and apply relationship betweens frequency, wavelength and
energy of parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Example: E = h and c =  calculations

PF.2.2

Students construct and analyze graphs of energy.
Example: Phase change diagrams, Phase diagrams,

PF.2.3 Students relate and transfer knowledge of the Kinetic Molecular Theory to states of matter.
Example: Behavior of Gases Lab,
PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(L) Life Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students begin to develop an understanding of
the characteristics of organisms, life cycles and environments of organisms.
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems: This ELE not addressed.
LS1.0

Characteristics of Living Things: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.2.0

Characteristics of Living Environments: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.3.0

Structure and Function: This learning goal is not addressed.

LS.4.0

Diversity and Adaptation: This learning goal is not addressed.

(P) Essential Learning Expectation - Life Process: This ELE not addressed.
LP.1.0 Growth: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.2.0 Cycles: This learning goal is not addressed.
LP.3.0 Reproduction: This learning goal is not addressed.
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(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students should develop an
understanding of properties of earth materials, objects in the sky and changes in earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
What is our world made of, how has it changed and how will it continue to change?
What evidence is used to help us interpret Earth's history?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: Many concepts in space
have been determined by the use of spectroscopy and evaluation of light properties.
Radioactive decay is commonly used to date geologic structures. Water is a unique substance
with special properties including a permanent di-pole moment.
ES.1.0

Earth and Planetary Materials: Students explore spectroscopy, describe the
electromagnetic spectrum and identify individual elements from analyzing line
spectra. Students understand and explain the special properties of water in terms of
hydrogen bonding and relate hydrogen bonding to properties of polarity in terms of
di-pole interactions. Students predict if a substance will dissolve in another
substance.

ES.1.1

Students transfer knowledge of spectroscopy to the identification of elements using their
spectra, both on Earth and in space and in the field of forensics science.
Example: Flame Test Lab

ES.1.2

Students understand the unique properties of water.
Example: Class discussion of polarity, specific heat, density, geometry; Solutions Lab
(like-dissolves-like); Phase change diagrams and lab

ES.2.0

Landforms (geomorphology): This learning goal is not addressed.

ES.3.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships – Patterns, Cycles
and Change: The half-life of radioactive substances may be used to determine the
age of specific materials found on the Earth’s surface.
EI.1.0

Weather, Climate and Change: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.2.0

Living Organisms: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.3.0

Earth’s History: Students understand the concept of half-life to determine the age
of Earth materials and artifacts.

EI.3.1

Students calculate and understand the concept of half-life of radioactive substances.
Example: Half-life calculations, discuss which radio-isotopes are appropriate for
aging specific materials

EI.4.0

Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed.

EI.5.0

Planetary Systems: This learning goal is not addressed.
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(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to depend on
science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This dependence has had
many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions. As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds, as well as the
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas. All students will develop an
understanding of personal health, population, resources and environment, natural hazards, risks and
benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how does
this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped
in many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology
are reciprocal in that science drives technology advances that drive future scientific
endeavors.
HT.1.0 Students explore how science has impacted society and technology.
HT.1.1 Students understand that the advancement of our understanding of the atom is directly
dependent on the advancement of technology and vice versa.
Example: MRI, STM, Annenberg video series, Waves and Particles video
(R) Essential Learning Expectation – Resources: Natural resources are unique to each
region. Scientific evidence can be used to understand and manage natural
resources. The search for, processing of, and use of resources has beneficial and/or
detrimental impacts on both regional and global systems.
HR.1.0 Students will explore local resources and relate data found, with the use of Internet,
virtual chemistry lab, and news articles to compare local versus worldwide impacts.
HR1.1

Students read and/or discuss local current events that relate to natural resources in Fergus
and surrounding counties.
Example: Dependent upon current events (for example: Big Spring Creek, Snowy
Mountains, MSU and UM research).

(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Culture: Many different cultures make contributions
to science and technology. These advances affect different societies in different ways as
science, technology and human activities are interrelated.
HI.1.0

Students will explore native peoples' applications of scientific ideologies for use in
their daily lives.
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HI.1.1

Students explain some of the ways Native Americans utilized chemistry in their daily
lives in the past and in the present.
Example: Students will provide a writing sample explaining some aspect of the way
Native Americans utilized chemistry in their daily lives in the past or in
the
present.
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Lewistown Public Schools

Science Curriculum
Physics
Essential Questions:
 What is science and why is it important?
 How do we explain the interactions in our world through our understanding of science?
 What does learning, practicing, understanding and applying science mean to you and the world you live in?
Essential Understandings: Through laboratory investigations and other experiences students understand that
 An unbalanced force results in acceleration within a system;
 The motion that results from the unbalanced force can be in one and two dimensions;
 The duration that the unbalanced force is proportional to the change in momentum of the system;
 Mechanical energy in an isolated system is conserved and experiences transformations between various forms
of kinetic and potential energies;
 Wave motion is one way in which energy can be transferred within a system;
 Optics is the study of how electromagnetic waves in the visible spectrum transfer energy within a system;
 Unbalanced forces can occur in nature at the atomic level in the form of static electricity;
 When the resulting unbalanced forces are too great for electrons to remain in the static state, electron motion
"current" occurs. In most metals, this current is governed by Ohm's Law.
Essential Skills: Throughout Physics, students develop skills for scientific inquiry including the ability to
 Identify and communicate a testable question;
 If appropriate, formulate or recognize, and then apply, a suitable mathematical algorithm that resolves the
testable question;
 Create a safety plan if a laboratory investigation is to be implemented;
 Conduct an array of experimental investigations;
 Utilize technological applications such as spreadsheets and data collection tools (sonic wave generators,
graphing calculators, computers, photo-gates, etc) to collect, analyze and communicate data results.
Content Standards: Physics content standards emphasize a focus on content in the study of the following:
 Measurements and calculations using metric units;
 Motion corresponding to kinematics equations related to distance, displacement, speed, velocity, and
acceleration;
 Interpretation of graphs involving any combination of distance, time velocity, acceleration, and force;
 Newton’s laws, including trajectories;
 Addition and subtraction of vectors including collinear, non-collinear, sine, cosine, tangent, Pythagorean
Theorem, law of Sines, law of Cosines;
 Centripetal force and centripetal acceleration;
 Linear momentum including conservation of momentum, change of momentum, impulse;
 Kinetic, potential, and thermal energy;
 Simple Harmonic Motion;
 Wave properties related to water, sound, and light (frequency, wavelength and velocity);
 Reflective properties of light related to plane and curved mirrors;
 Refractive properties of light related to convex and concave lenses;
 Static electricity (Coulomb’s Law, induction and conduction);
 Simple circuit constituents (voltage, current, and resistance) as they relate to series and parallel DC-circuits.
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Process Standards: Physics process standards emphasize the use of conceptual and mathematical modeling and
laboratory investigations. By the end of physics, all students will utilize the essential skills enumerated above to
explore the content standards through inquiry and pre-designed laboratory investigations as well as the Internet,
learning through a variety of educational experiences.

(P) Physical Science: Students demonstrate understanding of properties, forms, changes, and interactions
of physical systems.
Essential Questions:
How does our understanding of physical science help us explain the connections among matter, time,
space & energy?
What are energy and matter and what is their relationship?
What gives matter its unique qualities?
How do the properties of matter affect its behavior?
(M) Essential Learning Expectation - Matter is the material substance of the universe that has mass,
occupies space, and is convertible to energy. There are four states of matter: solid, liquid, vapor, and
plasma. Phases/states of matter are dependent upon the quantity of energy and/or the pressure present in
the system.
Essential Questions:
What matters in the study of Matter?
How do we explain the interactions between Matter?

PM.1.0 Structure: Matter consists of small building blocks of protons, neutrons, and
electrons. Students will explore the structure in the atom in the study of electricity.
PM.1.1 The student will able to explain the electron movement necessary to charge objects by
conduction and induction.
Example: Students will perform an electroscope experiment in which they will charge
an electroscope by conduction and induction and explain the processes involved.
PM.1.2 The student will be able to explain the electron flow that takes place in series and parallel
DC circuits.
Example: Castle Labs
PM.2.0 Properties: Students will be introduced to a unit of thermodynamics and develop
an understanding of temperature and heat as another form of energy.
P.2.1

The student should be able to state with words and symbols the First Law of
Thermodynamics.
Example: The students will perform simple calculations related to the increase of
internal energy as work or heat is added to a system: U = Q – W.

P.2.2

The student should be able to state with words and symbols the Second Law of
Thermodynamics.

P.2.3

The student should be able to state with words and symbols the Third Law of
Thermodynamics.
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PM.3.0 Changes: Students will observe, measure and calculate the thermodynamic changes
that take place as materials of differing temperatures are added to one another and
as an external heat source is added to the system.
PM.3.1 The student should be able to analyze various thermodynamic situations and be able to
choose an appropriate mathematical model to explain the energy needs of that situation.
Example: The student should be able to perform a lab to calculate the specific heat of
an unknown material using conservation of energy.
(F) Essential Learning Expectation - Force, Motion, Energy: There are four classifications of
forces in nature: gravitational, electro-magnetic, and strong and weak nuclear forces. They can be
further characterized as a contact force or non-contact force. Motion is the change in position over
time. Concepts related to motion include uniform velocity, uniform accelerated motion, centripetal
motion, one and two-dimensional motion, and wave motion. Work, energy, and power are utilized
in various systems by applying the work-energy relationships.
PF.1.0

Types of Force – There are four classifications of forces in nature: gravitational,
electro-magnetic, and strong and weak nuclear forces. They can be further
characterized as a contact force or non-contact force. Students will study contact
and non-contact forces and their interaction with matter.

PF.1.1

Students investigate the main forces in nature: Gravitational, electromagnetic, and
nuclear.
Example: The students will calculate magnitude of the attractive or repulsive force
between to charged bodies.

PF.1.2

Students apply basic trigonometric functions of sine, cosine, and tangent to resolve force
vectors when analyzing kinematics and dynamics concepts related to one-dimensional
motion and two-dimensional motion (projectile and uniform circular motion.
Example: Students will add vector quantities arithmetically when the angle between the
vectors is either 0°or 180°.

PF.1.3 Students demonstrate an understanding of Newton’s First Law (Inertia):
Example: Students will displace objects of various masses horizontally to determine
which object has the greatest inertia.
PF.1.4 Students demonstrate an understanding of Newton’s Second Law (Acceleration is directly
proportional to force and inversely proportional to mass).
Example: Students will perform a dynamics lab using computers and photo-gate
materials where they will apply various forces to a dynamics cart and measure the
acceleration, verifying Newton's 2nd law via summation of forces.
PF.1.5 Students demonstrate an understanding of Newton's Third Law (Every force is
accompanied by an equal and opposite force of the same type).
Example: Use Newton's Third Law in the concept development of the normal force.
PF.2.0 Motion: Motion is the change in position over time. Students study several types of
motion including uniform velocity, uniform accelerated motion, centripetal motion,
one and two-dimensional motion, and wave motion.
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PF.2.1 Students interpret displacement versus time graphs and the connections to average and
instantaneous velocity.
Example: Students use a GLX program to investigate this relationship: as the slope
between two points on the graph represents the average velocity and
the
tangent to the curve represents the instantaneous velocity.
PF.2.2

Students will be able to interpret velocity versus time graphs.
Example: Students use a GLX program to investigate this relationship: as the slope
between two points on the graph represent the average acceleration and the
tangent to the curve represents the instantaneous acceleration and the area
underthe curve represents the change in position.

PF.2.3 Students interpret acceleration versus time graphs.
Example: Students use a GLX program to investigate this relationship: as the area
under the curve represents the change in velocity.
PF.3.0

Mechanical Systems: Students understand that work, energy, power utilized in
various systems by applying the work-energy relationships. Further, students will
study the relationships between wave properties and mechanical systems.

PF.3.1

Students demonstrate an understanding of the Energy transformation from potential
energy to kinetic energy and visa-versa.
Example: Students perform a laboratory experiment to investigate the energy
transformations of a pendulum ball from its highest point to its lowest point.

PF.3.2

Students demonstrate an understanding of work and it relationship to power and energy.

PF.3.3

Students calculate the angle of reflection and refraction using the Law of Reflection and
Snell’s Law.
Example: The student will perform a lab to analyze a light beam as in strikes an airglass interface and measure the reflected angle and the refracted angle within the
glass. The refracted angle will be used to calculate the index of refraction of the
glass.

PF.3.4

Students construct ray diagrams for convex and concave mirrors to predict where the
image of an object will be located.
Example: The student will perform a lab to locate the image of object in front of a
concave mirror. They will verify the actual location of the image by creating a ray
diagram.

PF.3.5

Students construct ray diagrams for convex and concave lenses to predict where the
image
of an object will be located.
Example: The student will perform a lab to locate the image of object in front of a
convex lens. They will verify the actual location of the image by creating a
ray diagram.

PF.3.6

Students predict the location of an image of an object for a convex and concave mirror
using the mirror equations.
Example: The student will perform a lab to locate the image of object in front of a
concave mirror. They will verify the actual location of the image by using
the mirror equations.
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PF.3.7

Students predict the location of an image of an object for a converging and diverging
lens using the lens equations.
Example: The student will perform a lab to locate the image of object in front of a
convex lens. They will verify the actual location of the image by using the
lens equation.

PF.3.8

Students predict the charge on an electroscope or other objects resulting from induction
and conduction.
Example: The student perform a lab in which the student will investigate the final
charge on an electroscope when charging the electroscope by conduction
and induction using a rubber rod and charged with wool.

PF.3.9

Students determine the force between charges using Coulomb’s Law: F = kQ1Q2/d2.
Example: The student will calculate the force between charges of 10.0C and
20.0C when separated by 30.0cm.

PF.3.10 Students investigate series and parallel circuits.
Example: Castle Lab
P.3.11

Students investigate magnetic fields, electric fields, and the relationship between them.
Example: Castle Labs

P.3.12

Students evaluate the relationship between momentum and impulse.

P.3.13

Students demonstrate an understanding of the conservation of linear momentum in one
and two dimensions.
Example: The students will perform a laboratory investigation with marbles that
will collide in one-dimensional and two-dimensional dimensions. The
students analyze the initial and final momentums of the system.

P.3.14

Students define simple harmonic motion and locate points of greatest acceleration and
velocity of the oscillating body.
Example: Identify the points of greatest acceleration and velocity of a vertically
oscillating spring system.

P.3.15

Students evaluate the relationships between the frequency, period, wavelength, and speed
of a wave in regard to sound and light both qualitatively and mathematically.
Example: The student will perform a lab to investigate the wavelength of sound.

(L) Life Science: As a result of inquiry-based curriculum activities all students will develop an
understanding of the characteristics, structures and function of living things, the processes and diversity of
life, and how living organisms interact with each other and their environment.
Essential Questions:
How do systems, structures (form and function) and behavior patterns of organisms enable them to
survive and interact with their environment?
How is life interdependent on the earth's conditions or other life?
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(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Living Systems – Living systems encompass a diversity of
organisms that are classified according to characteristics (structure, function and organization).
Living systems involve interactions among organisms and their environment (biotic and abiotic).
Organisms evolve through genetic changes that lead to adaptation.
Essential Question:
What mechanical and electromagnetic waves are perceived by living organism, and what is the
process?
LS1.0 Characteristics of Living Things: Students understand that physics plays an
important and vital role in how we as humans interact with our surroundings. Students
acquire a basic understanding of the nature of eyesight and hearing.
LS.1.1 Students understand how physics is related to eyesight.
Example: The student will learn how the eye detects various electromagnetic
radiation and how the eye structure creates images.
LS.1.2 Students understand how physics is related to sound perception.
Example: The student will learn how the ear detects sound waves of different
intensities and frequencies.
LS.2.0 Characteristics of Living Environments This learning goal is not addressed.
LS.3.0 Structure and Function: Students identify some human system abnormalities related
to sight and hearing and explain possible corrective measures.
LS.3.1
Students understand the difference between myopia and hyperopia eye
abnormalities.
Example: The student will perform labs to determine focal lengths of converging
and diverging lenses and how it applies to correcting myopia and
hyperopia.
LS.3.2 The student will understand how sound waves in air are detected by the human ear.
Example: The student will perform resonance experiments, which will allow the
student to predict the most sensitive frequency to the human ear.
LS.4.0 Diversity and Adaptation: This learning goal is not addressed.
(P) Essential Learning Expectation – Life Process: This essential learning is not addressed.
(E) Earth and Space Science: As a result of the curriculum activities all students should develop an
understanding of properties of earth materials, objects in the sky and changes in earth and sky.
Essential Questions:
 Why do we need to know about the Solar system and planets?
 How do we explain where we are in space and time?
(S) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Structures: The universe is composed
of galaxies, stars and other astronomical bodies, including our own Milky Way galaxy and Solar
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System. The Earth system is classified into structures within the Earth, hydrosphere and
atmosphere.
ES.1.0 Earth and Planetary Materials: This learning goal is not addressed.
ES.2.0 Landforms (geomorphology): This learning goal is not addressed.
ES.3.0 Planetary Systems: Students demonstrate the ability to use the Universal
Gravitational Law to calculate the interactive forces between masses and be able to apply
the Universal Gravitational Law to satellite and planetary motion.
E.3.1 Students calculate the force of gravity acting on a body using the earth's mass, object's
mass, and the distance between their centers.
Example: The student will become proficient at using the universal gravitational
force equation.
ES.3.2 Students apply Kepler's Second Law of Planetary Motion to satellite motion.
Example: The students will calculate a satellite's height to obtain a
geosynchronous orbit.
(I) Essential Learning Expectation – Earth and Space Interrelationships: The dynamic nature
of the lithosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere has a profound effect on processes within earth
systems. There are common interrelationships between physical bodies in our solar system and
the universe.
EI.1.0 Weather, Climate and Change: This learning goal is not addressed.
EI.2.0 Living Organisms: This learning goal is not addressed.
EI.3.0 Earth’s History: This learning goal is not addressed.
EI.4.0 Catastrophic Events: This learning goal is not addressed.
EI.5.0 Planetary Systems: Students explain that planetary systems are held together by
gravitational forces.
E.5.1 Students understand that planetary and satellite motion is the result of gravitational forces.
Further, the student will understand that the gravitational force is centripetal in nature and by
applying the Universal Gravitational Law formula and the centripetal formula the student will find
the period of rotation of satellites, the force necessary to keep the satellite in a particular orbit,
and the velocity necessary to maintain a given orbit.
Example: The students will calculate a satellite's height to obtain a geosynchronous orbit.
(H) Place Based Issues (Human Relationships with the Environment): The Earth is comprised of
diverse limited resources that are essential to life and our society. Our society has grown to depend on
science and technology as well as these resources to maintain our way of life. This dependence has had
many positive and negative impacts, which can be influenced by our actions. As a result of inquiry-based
curriculum activities all students will use scientific evidence to analyze local, regional and global
scientific issues with an emphasis on the Big Spring Creek and Judith River watersheds, as well as the
surrounding Judith, Snowy, Little Belt and Moccasin mountain areas. All students will develop an
understanding of personal health, population, resources and environment, natural hazards, risks and
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benefits and science, technology and society.
Essential Questions:
 How did I get here, how do I explain what is going on here, how do I impact this place and how does
this place impact me?
 Which impact is more significant – humans on the earth or the earth on humans?
 How do developments in science and technology affect our lives and where we live?
 How can we be a part of nature, not apart from it?
(T) Essential Learning Expectation – Technology: Our lives and our community are shaped in
many ways by the advances in science and technology. Science and technology are reciprocal in
that science drives technological advances that drive future scientific endeavors.
HT.1.0 Students identify specific fields of science and technology, major milestones in science
that have impacted science, technology, and society including those contributions made by
Montana Native Americans.
HT.1.1 Students describe renewable energy technologies being explored today.
(R) Essential Learning Expectation - Resources – Resources are a critical part of today’s
society. Many of our natural resources are non-renewable and the students will be able to provide
several ways to conserve energy.
HR.1.0 Students understand how natural resources are used in society.
HR.1.1 Students evaluate some advantages of using florescent bulbs over incandescent bulbs.
(I) Essential Learning Expectation - Culture: Historically, Native Americans, as a culture, had
to apply many physics concepts in their everyday survival. The students will explore some of the
ways Native Americans utilized physics in their daily lives in the past and in the present.
HI.1.0 Students identify scientific contributions made by different cultures and how
scientific developments have impacted human activity and culture including contributions
by Montana Native Americans.
HI.1.1 Students describe some of the ways Native Americans utilize(d) physics in their daily lives
in the past and in the present.
Example: The students will provide a writing sample for the second
semester of physics by explaining some aspect of the way Native Americans
utilized physics in their daily lives in the past or in the present.
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Science Adoption Materials
Grade Level

Topic

Title

Publisher

Kindergarten

General Science

HSP Science

Harcourt

2009

First Grade

General Science

Houghton Mifflin
Science

Houghton Mifflin

2007

Second Grade

General Science

Houghton Mifflin
Science

Houghton Mifflin

2007

Life, Earth & Physical
Science
Life, Earth & Physical
Science

Houghton Mifflin
Science
Houghton Mifflin
Science

Houghton Mifflin

2007

Houghton Mifflin

2007

Fifth Grade

Physical Science

Houghton Mifflin
Science - Physical
Science

Houghton Mifflin

2007

Sixth Grade

Earth Science

Glencoe Science –
Earth Science

Glencoe/McGraw-Hill

2008

Seventh Grade

Life Science

Glencoe

2002

Eighth Grade

Physical Science

Glencoe/McGraw-Hill

2008

Ninth Grade

Earth Science

Tenth Grade

Biology

Glencoe Biology

Glencoe/McGraw-Hill

2009

Tenth-Twelfth
Grades

Chemistry

World of Chemistry

McDougal/Little

2002

Tenth-Twelfth
Grades

Physics

Physics: Principles &
Problems

Glencoe

2008

Eleventh & Twelfth Applied Bio-Chemistry Environmental
Grade
& Forensics
Science

Pearson

2008

Eleventh & Twelfth Applied Bio-Chemistry
Forensic Science
Grade
& Forensics

Prentice Hall

2007

Eleventh-Twelfth
Grades

Biology

Campbell

2009

Eleventh & Twelfth Advanced Placement
Grade
Chemistry

Chemistry: The
Central Science

Pearson

2009

Eleventh & Twelfth Advanced Placement
Grade
Physics

Physics for Scientists
& Engineers

Pearson

2008

Third Grade
Fourth Grade

Advanced Placement
Biology

Glencoe Life Science
Introduction to
Physical Science
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Montana Science Content Standards
Introduction
In 2005 the Montana Board of Public Education initiated the Standards Revision Project to assure
Montana citizens that its public schools are providing all children of our great state with challenging
academic expectations. The Montana Board of Public Education is charged with the responsibility of
leading a process of standards revision that meets the following guiding principles.
Revised learning standards which are academic in focus, rigorous but attainable, readily
understandable, and designed to measure the progress of students toward meeting them, will lead to
the improvement of Montana's schools and a brighter future for our people.
Revised standards must clearly and consistently identify what students should know, understand and
be able to do. Parents, educators, and the greater Montana community must be involved in the
revision process. Revised standards will provide a framework to help guide local curriculum and
instruction, encouraging school districts and teachers to place emphasis on critical areas of learning.
In addition, standards should be measured and made known to the Montana public.
With the vital purpose of improving Montana's schools as our goal, the Montana Board of Public
Education sets forth the following criteria to guide the Standards Revision:
1. Standards will be academic in nature and content specific.
2. Standards will be challenging and rigorous.
3. Standards will be clear, understandable and free of jargon.
4. Standards will be measurable.
5. Standards will address diversity specifically fulfilling the commitment to implementing
MCA 20-1-501, Indian Education for All.
With the purpose of developing a successful and useful product, the Montana Board of Public
Education sets forth the following process to guide the Montana Standards Revision:
1. 1Use the existing Montana Standards Framework - current accreditation program delivery and
foundation standards, content and performance standards and
a. benchmarks, and existing structure (4th, 8th, and upon graduation);
2. Use proven practices from Montana classrooms;
3. Consider international, national and other states' standards;
4. Consider entrance expectations for workplace and postsecondary education;
5. Consider achievement and other related data;
6. Consider other research e.g., Education Northwest, School Redesign Network, National Study
of School Evaluation, etc.;
7. Consider comments from professional education associations;
8. Consider comments from tribal and school district educators;
9. Consider recommendations from the Montana Advisory Council for Indian Education; and
10. Involve the Montana public.
Pursuant to Article X Sect 1(2) of the Constitution of the state of Mo ntana and statutes §201-501 and §20-9-309 2(c) MCA, the implementation of these standards must incorporate th
e
distinct and unique cultural heritage of Montana American Indians.
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Components of the Science Content Standards Framework
The Science Content Standards Framework is a set of agreements, rationales, and rules that provides
the foundation for standards-based science education in Montana. This framework is the blueprint for
further development of key components, such as Essential Learning Expectations, Performance
Rubrics, and curriculum. The content standards framework contains:
 K-12 content standards;
 rationale for each content standard;
 benchmarks at the end of grade 4, end of grade 8, and upon graduation;
 performance descriptors at the levels of novice, nearing proficiency, proficient and advanced;
 a glossary; and
 works cited.
In order to use this framework effectively, it is essential to understand the distinctions between and
intended purpose of its various components.
Content Standards: The six science content standards indicate what all students should know,
understand, and be able to do in science. Their purpose is to guide the science curriculum and to
communicate the breadth of the science to be taught to all students. A district’s curriculum should be
designed so that learning encompasses all six standards.
Rationales: Outlines the fundamental reasons for each of the content standards and provides the
basis for the knowledge and skills included in the benchmarks.
Benchmarks: The benchmarks define expectations for students’ scientific knowledge and skills along
a developmental continuum. They define expectations for proficient students at the end of grade 4,
end of grade 8, and upon graduation. Their purpose is to state clearly and specifically what the
students should know and be able to do within each content standard. A district’s curriculum should
include the entire progression of knowledge contained in the benchmarks.
Performance Descriptors: Performance descriptors define how well students apply the knowledge
and skills they have acquired. They gauge the level to which benchmarks have been attained in terms
of range, frequency, facility, depth, creativity and quality. Achievement of curricular goals is assessed
by the performance descriptors.
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Preface to Science
Content Standards

Science is an inquiry process used to investigate natural phenomena, resulting in the formation of
theories verified by directed observations. Inquiry challenges students to solve problems by observing
and collecting data and constructing inferences from those data. In doing so, students acquire
knowledge and develop a rich understanding of concepts, principles, models, and theories (National
Research Council, National Science Education Standards 214). Inquiry requires the use of scientific
thinking skills to address open-ended problems through non-prescriptive procedures and allows
students to construct their own knowledge of the specific concepts. This validates different ways of
gathering, synthesizing and communicating knowledge. Scientific theories are challengeable and
changeable. Data used to support or contradict them must be reproducible.
A goal of science education “. . . is to help students recognize the difference between personal
opinion and knowledge gained through scientific investigation and debate” (Science Framework for
the 2005 National Assessment of Educational Progress 8). “Inquiry is a multifaceted activity that
involves making observations; posing questions; examining books and other sources of information to
see what is already known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in light of
experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data; proposing answers,
explanations, and predictions; and communicating the results. Inquiry requires identification of
assumptions, use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations.
Students will engage in selected aspects of inquiry as they learn the scientific way of knowing the
natural world, but they also should develop the capacity to conduct complete inquiries" (National
Research Council, National Science Education Standards 23).
Although science as a body of knowledge is ever changing, the processes of science are constant. In
scientific inquiry, a problem is identified, pertinent data is gathered, hypotheses are formulated,
experiments are performed, the results are interpreted, and conclusions are drawn. Science education
strengthens students’ investigative skills and fosters their understanding of the world. Students
acquire and apply critical thinking and problem-solving skills necessary to participate as citizens in
dynamic, global technological societies. Thinking skills, for example, observing, measuring,
classifying, predicting, deducing, and inferring are given meaning by the context of the subject matter
being studied (Science Framework for the 2005 National Assessment of Educational Progress 8).
The unifying concepts and processes of science provide connections between and among traditional
scientific disciplines. The unifying concepts and processes woven into the Montana Standards for
Science include: systems, order, and organization; evidence, models and explanation; constancy,
change, and measurement; evolution and equilibrium; and form and function. These concepts and
processes must be experienced in a developmentally appropriate manner during K-12 science
education.
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Science Content Standard 1
Students, through the inquiry process, demonstrate the ability to design, conduct, evaluate, and
communicate the results and form reasonable conclusions of scientific investigations.
Rationale
Students must understand the process of science—how information is gathered, evaluated and
communicated to others. Learning by inquiry mirrors the process of science itself. The knowledge and
skills related to scientific inquiry enable students to understand how science works. Inquiry allows
students to construct an understanding of scientific facts, principles, concepts and applications. In
addition, scientific inquiry stimulates student interest, motivation and creativity.
Safety is a fundamental concern in all experimental science. Appropriate safety procedures must be
applied when storing, using, and caring for materials.
Benchmarks
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

1.1 develop the abilities
necessary to safely conduct
scientific inquiry, including (a
step-by-step sequence is not
implied): (a) asking questions
about objects, events, and
organisms in the environment,
(b) planning and conducting
simple investigations

1.1 identify a question,
determine relevant variables
and a control, formulate a
testable hypothesis, plan and
predict the outcome of an
investigation, safely conduct
scientific investigation, and
compare and analyze data

1.1 generate a question, identify
dependent and independent
variables, formulate testable,
multiple hypotheses, plan an
investigation, predict its
outcome, safely conduct the
scientific investigations, and
collect and analyze data

1.2 select and use appropriate
tools including technology to
make measurements (including
metric units) and represent
results of basic scientific
investigations

1.2 select and use appropriate
tools including technology to
make measurements (in metric
units), gather, process and
analyze data from scientific
investigations

1.2 select and use appropriate
tools including technology to
make measurements (in metric
units), gather, process and
analyze data from scientific
investigations using appropriate
mathematical analysis, error
analysis, and graphical
representation
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Science Content Standard 1
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

1.3 use data to describe and
communicate the results of
scientific investigations

1.3 review, communicate and
defend results of investigations,
including considering alternative
explanations

1.3 review evidence,
communicate and defend
results, and recognize that the
results of a scientific
investigation are always open to
revision by further
investigations. (e.g., through
graphical representation or
charts)

1.4 use models that illustrate
simple concepts and compare
those models to the actual
phenomenon

1.4 create models to illustrate
scientific concepts and use the
model to predict change (e.g.,
computer simulation, stream
table, graphic representation)

1.4 analyze observations and
explain with scientific
understanding to develop a
plausible model (e.g., atom,
expanding universe)

1.5 identify a valid test in an
investigation

1.5 identify strengths and
weakness in an investigation
design

1.5 identify strengths,
weaknesses, and assess the
validity of the experimental
design of an investigation
through analysis and evaluation

1.6 identify how observations of
nature form an essential base of
knowledge among the Montana
American Indians

1.6 compare how observations
of nature form an essential base
of knowledge among the
Montana American Indians

1.6 explain how observations of
nature form an essential base of
knowledge among the
Montana American Indians
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Science Content Standard 2
Students, through the inquiry process, demonstrate knowledge of properties, forms, changes and
interactions of physical and chemical systems.
Rationale
Matter exists in a variety of forms. All physical interactions involve changes in energy. Therefore,
knowledge of matter and energy is essential to interpreting, explaining, predicting, and influencing
change in our world.
Benchmarks
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

2.1 create mixtures and
separate them based on
different physical properties
(e.g., salt and sand, iron filings
and soil, oil and water)

2.1 classify, describe, and
manipulate the physical models
of matter in terms of: elements,
and compounds, pure
substances and mixtures,
atoms, and molecules

2.1 describe the structure of
atoms, including knowledge of
(a) subatomic particles and their
relative masses, charges, and
locations within the atom, (b)
the electrical and nuclear forces
that hold the atom together, (c)
fission and fusion, and (d)
radioactive decay

2.2 examine, measure,
describe, compare and classify
objects in terms of common
physical properties

2.2 examine, describe, compare
and classify objects and
substances based on common
physical properties and simple
chemical properties

2.2 explain how the particulatelevel structure and properties of
matter affect its macroscopic
properties, including the effect
of (a) valence electrons on the
chemical properties of elements
and the resulting periodic trends
in these properties, (b) chemical
bonding,(c) molecular geometry
and intermolecular forces, (d)
kinetic molecular theory on
phases of matter, and (e)
carbon-carbon atom bonding on
biomolecules
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Science Content Standard 2
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

2.3 identify the basic
characteristics of light, heat,
motion, magnetism, electricity
and sound

2.3 describe energy and compare
and contrast the energy
transformations and the
characteristics of light, heat,
motion, magnetism, electricity,
sound and mechanical waves

2.4 model and explain that
matter exists as solids, liquids,
and gases and can change
from one form to another

2.4 model and explain the states
of matter are dependent upon the
quantity of energy present in the
system and describe what will
change and what will remain
unchanged at the particulate level
when matter experiences an
external force or energy change
2.5 describe and explain the
motion of an object in terms of its
position, direction, and speed as
well as the forces acting upon it

2.3 describe the major features
associated with chemical
reactions, including (a) giving
examples of reactions important
to industry and living organisms,
(b) energy changes associated
with chemical changes, (c)
classes of chemical reactions,
(d) rates of reactions, and (e)
the role of catalysts
2.4 identify, measure, calculate,
and analyze relationships
associated with matter and
energy transfer or
transformations, and the
associated conservation of
mass

2.5 identify that the position of
an object can be described by
its location relative to another
object and its motions
described, and measured by
external forces acting upon it
2.6 identify, build, and
describe mechanical systems
and the forces acting within
those systems

2.6 identify, build, describe,
measure, and analyze mechanical
systems (e.g., simple and
complex compound machines)
and describe the forces acting
within those systems

2.7 observe, measure and
manipulate forms of energy:
sound, light, heat, electrical,
magnetic

2.7 give examples and describe
how energy is transferred and
conserved (e.g.; electric to light
and heat [light bulb], chemical to
mechanical [fuel to propulsion])
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2.5 explain the interactions
between motions and forces,
including (a) the laws of motion
and (b) an understanding of the
gravitational and
electromagnetic forces
2.6 explain how energy is
stored, transferred, and
transformed, including (a) the
conservation of energy, (b)
kinetic and potential energy and
energy contained by a field, (c)
heat energy and atomic and
molecular motion, and (d)
energy tends to change from
concentrated to diffuse
2.7 describe how energy and
matter interact, including (a)
waves, (b) the electromagnetic
spectrum, (c) quantization of
energy, and (d) insulators and
conductors

Science Content Standard 3
Students, through the inquiry process, demonstrate knowledge of characteristics, structures and
function of living things, the process and diversity of life, and how living organisms interact with each
other and their environment.
Rationale
Students gain a better understanding of the world around them if they study a variety of organisms,
both microscopic and macroscopic. Through the study of similarities and differences of organisms,
students learn the importance of classification and the diversity of living organisms. The
understanding of diversity helps students understand biological evolution and life’s natural processes
(e.g., cycles, growth, and reproduction). Structure, function, body organization, growth and
development, health and disease are important aspects to the study of life. The study of living
systems provides students important information about how humans critically impact Earth’s biomes.
Benchmarks
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

3.1 identify that plants and
animals have structures and
systems that serve different
functions for growth, survival,
and reproduction

3.1 compare the structure and
function of prokaryotic cells
(bacteria) and eukaryotic cells
(plant, animal, etc.) including the
levels of organization of the
structure and function,
particularly with humans

3.1 investigate and use
appropriate technology to
demonstrate that cells have
common features including
differences that determine
function and that they are
composed of common building
blocks (e.g., proteins,
carbohydrates, nucleic acids,
lipids)

3.2 identify, measure, and
describe basic requirements of
energy and nutritional needs for
an organism.

3.2 explain how organisms and
systems of organisms obtain
and use energy resources to
maintain stable conditions (e.g.,
food webs, photosynthesis,
respiration)

3.2 describe and explain the
complex processes involved in
energy use in cell maintenance,
growth, repair and development

3.3 describe and use models
that trace the life cycles of
different plants and animals and
discuss how they differ from
species to species

3.3 communicate the
differences in the reproductive
processes of a variety of plants
and animals using the principles
of genetic modeling (e.g.,
Punnett squares)

3.3 model the structure of DNA
and protein synthesis, discuss
the molecular basis of heredity,
and explain how it contributes to
the diversity of life
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Science Content Standard 3
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

3.4 explain cause and effect
relationships between nonliving
and living components within
ecosystems; and explain
individual response to the
changes in the environment
including identifying differences
between inherited, instinctual,
and learned behaviors

3.4 investigate and explain the
interdependent nature of
populations and communities in
the environment and describe
how species in these
populations adapt by evolving

3.4 predict and model the
interaction of biotic and abiotic
factors that affect populations
through natural selection, and
explain how this contributes to
the evolution of species over
time

3.5 create and use a
classification system to group a
variety of plants and animals
according to their similarities
and differences

3.5 create and use a basic
classification scheme to identify
plants and animals

3.5 generate and apply
biological classification
schemes to infer and discuss
the degree of divergence
between ecosystems
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Science Content Standard 4
Students, through the inquiry process, demonstrate knowledge of the composition, structures,
processes and interactions of Earth’s systems and other objects in space.
Rationale
By studying Earth, its composition, history and the processes that shape it, students gain a better
understanding of the planet on which they live. Changes in lithosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere
have profound effects on human existence. Knowledge of the Solar System and the universe helps
students make predictions about Earth and informed decisions about the future.
Benchmarks
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4
4.1 describe and give examples
of Earth’s changing features

4.2 describe and measure the
physical properties of Earth’s
basic materials (including soil,
rocks, water and gases) and the
resources they provide
4.3 investigate fossils and make
inferences about life, the plants,
animals, and the environment at
that time
4.4 observe and describe the
water cycle and the local
weather and demonstrate how
weather conditions are
measured

End of Grade 8
4.1 model and explain the
internal structure of the Earth
and describe the formation and
composition of Earth’s external
features in terms of the rock
cycle and plate tectonics and
constructive and destructive
forces
4.2 differentiate between rock
types and mineral types and
classify both by how they are
formed and the utilization by
humans
4.3 use fossils to describe the
geological timeline
4.4 describe the water cycle,
the composition and structure of
the atmosphere, and the impact
of oceans on large-scale
weather patterns
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Upon Graduation
4.1 understand the theory of
plate tectonics and how it
explains the inter-relationship
between earthquakes,
volcanoes, and sea floor
spreading
4.2 identify and classify rocks
and minerals based on physical
and chemical properties and the
utilization by humans (e.g.,
natural resources, building
materials)
4.3 explain scientific theories
about how fossils are used as
evidence of changes over time
4.4 collect and analyze local
and regional weather data to
make inferences and
predictions about weather
patterns; explain factors
influencing global weather and
climate; and describe the impact
on Earth of fluctuations in
weather and climate (e.g.,
drought, surface and ground
water, glacial instability)
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Science Content Standard 4
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

4.5 identify seasons and
explain the difference between
weather and climate

4.5 describe and model the
motion and tilt of Earth in
relation to the sun, and explain
the concepts of day, night,
seasons, year, and climatic
changes

4.5 explain the impact of
terrestrial, solar, oceanic, and
atmosphere conditions on
global climatic patterns

4.6 identify objects (e.g., moon,
stars, meteors) in the sky and
their patterns of movement and
explain that light and heat
comes from a star called the
sun

4.6 describe the Earth, moon,
planets and other objects in
space in terms of size, force of
gravity, structure, and
movement in relation to the sun

4.6 describe the origin,
location, and evolution of stars
and their planetary systems in
respect to the solar system, the
milky way, the local galactic
group, and the universe

4.7 identify technology and
methods used for space
exploration (e.g., star parties,
space shuttles, telescopes)

4.7 identify scientific theories
about the origin and evolution of
the Earth and the solar system

4.7 relate how evidence from
advanced technology applied to
scientific investigations (e.g.,
large telescopes and spaceborne observatories), has
dramatically impacted our
understanding of the origin,
size, and evolution of the
universe
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Science Content Standard 5
Students, through the inquiry process, understand how scientific knowledge and technological
developments impact communities, cultures and societies.
Rationale
Our world and human activity is shaped in many ways by the advances in science. Science and
technology are parallel in that science drives technological advances and these advances drive future
scientific endeavors. Many different cultures contribute to science and technology. These advances
affect different societies in different ways. It is vital that students understand the interrelationships of
science, technology and human activity.
Benchmarks
A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

End of Grade 8

Upon Graduation

5.1 describe and discuss
examples of how people use
science and technology

5.1 describe the specific fields of
science and technology as they
relate to occupations within those
fields

5.2 describe a scientific or
technological innovation that
impacts communities, cultures,
and societies
5.3 simulate scientific
collaboration by sharing and
communicating ideas to identify
and describe problems

5.2 apply scientific knowledge
and process skills to understand
issues and everyday events

5.1 predict how key factors (e.g.,
technology, competitiveness, and
world events) affect the
development and acceptance of
scientific thought
5.2 give examples of scientific
innovation challenging commonly
held perceptions

5.4 use scientific knowledge to
make inferences and propose
solutions for simple
environmental problems
5.5 identify how the knowledge of
science and technology
influences the development of the
Montana American Indian
cultures

5.3 simulate collaborative
problem solving and give
examples of how scientific knowledge and technology are shared
with other scientists and the
public
5.4 use scientific knowledge to
investigate problems and their
proposed solutions and evaluate
those solutions while considering
environmental impacts
5.5 describe how the knowledge
of science and technology
influences the development of the
Montana American Indian
cultures
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5.3 evaluate the ongoing,
collaborative scientific process by
gathering and critiquing
information
5.4 analyze benefits, limitations,
costs, consequences, and ethics
involved in using scientific and
technological innovations (e.g.,
biotechnology, environmental
issues)
5.5 explain how the knowledge of
science and technology applies to
contemporary Montana American
Indian communities (e.g., natural
resources development,
management and conservation)

Science Content Standard 6
Students understand historical developments in science and technology.
Rationale
Students need to understand that scientific knowledge was influenced greatly by societal influences.
They also need to know that scientific and technological advances have influenced society. For
instance, the development of the atom bomb and the discovery that microbes cause disease both had
a major impact on society. Therefore, the use of history in school science programs is necessary to
clarify different aspects of scientific discovery, to understand that scientific knowledge is publicly
shared and to understand the role that science has played in the development of various cultures.
Benchmarks

A proficient student will:
End of Grade 4

6.1 give historical examples of
scientific and technological
contributions to communities,
cultures and societies, including
Montana American Indian
examples

End of Grade 8

6.1 give examples of scientific
discoveries and describe the
interrelationship between
technological advances and
scientific understanding,
including Montana American
Indian examples

Upon Graduation

6.1 analyze and illustrate the
historical impact of scientific and
technological advances,
including Montana American
Indian examples

6.2 identify major milestones in
6.2 describe how scientific
science that have impacted
inquiry has produced much
science, technology, and society
knowledge about the world and
a variety of contributions toward
understanding events and
phenomenon within the universe

6.2 trace developments that
demonstrate scientific
knowledge is subject to change
as new evidence becomes
available

6.3 describe science as a
human endeavor and an
ongoing process

6.3 describe, explain, and
analyze science as a human
endeavor and an ongoing
process

6.3 describe and explain
science as a human endeavor
and an ongoing process
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National Science Education Standards: An Overview
In a world filled with the products of scientific inquiry, scientific literacy has become a necessity for
everyone. Everyone needs to use scientific information to make choices that arise every day. Everyone
needs to be able to engage intelligently in public discourse and debate about important issues that
involve science and technology. And everyone deserves to share in the excitement and personal
fulfillment that can come from understanding and learning about the natural world.
Scientific literacy also is of increasing importance in the workplace. More and more jobs demand
advanced skills, requiring that people be able to learn, reason, think creatively, make decisions, and
solve problems. An understanding of science and the processes of science contributes in an essential
way to these skills. Other countries are investing heavily to create scientifically and technically literate
work forces. To keep pace in global markets, the United States needs to have an equally capable
citizenry.
The National Science Education Standards present a vision of a scientifically literate populace. They
outline what students need to know, understand, and be able to do to be scientifically literate at
different grade levels. They describe an educational system in which all students demonstrate high
levels of performance, in which teachers are empowered to make the decisions essential for effective
learning, in which interlocking communities of teachers and students are focused on learning science,
and in which supportive educational programs and systems nurture achievement. The Standards point
toward a future that is challenging but attainable—which is why they are written in the present tense.
The intent of the Standards can be expressed in a single phrase: Science standards for all students.
The phrase embodies both excellence and equity. The Standards apply to all students, regardless of
age, gender, cultural or ethnic background, disabilities, aspirations, or interest and motivation in
science. Different students will achieve understanding in different ways, and different students will
achieve different degrees of depth and breadth of understanding depending on interest, ability, and
context. But all students can develop the knowledge and skills described in the Standards, even as
some students go well beyond these levels.
By emphasizing both excellence and equity, the Standards also highlight the need to give students the
opportunity to learn science. Students cannot achieve high levels of performance without access to
skilled professional teachers, adequate classroom time, a rich array of learning materials,
accommodating work spaces, and the resources of the communities surrounding their schools.
Responsibility for providing this support falls on all those involved with the science education system.
Implementing the Standards will require major changes in much of this country's science education.
The Standards rest on the premise that science is an active process. Learning science is something that
students do, not something that is done to them. ''Hands-on" activities, while essential, are not
enough. Students must have "minds-on" experiences as well.
The Standards call for more than "science as process," in which students learn such skills as observing,
inferring, and experimenting. Inquiry is central to science learning. When engaging in inquiry,
students describe objects and events, ask questions, construct explanations, test those explanations
against current scientific knowledge, and communicate their ideas to others. They identify their
assumptions, use critical and logical thinking, and consider alternative explanations. In this way,
students actively develop their understanding of science by combining scientific knowledge with
reasoning and thinking skills.
The importance of inquiry does not imply that all teachers should pursue a single approach to
teaching science. Just as inquiry has many different facets, so teachers need to use many different
strategies to develop the understandings and abilities described in the Standards.
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Nor should the Standards be seen as requiring a specific curriculum. A curriculum is the way content
is organized and presented in the classroom. The content embodied in the Standards can be organized
and presented with many different emphases and perspectives in many different curricula.
Instead, the Standards provide criteria that people at the local, state, and national levels can use to
judge whether particular actions will serve the vision of a scientifically literate society. They bring
coordination, consistency, and coherence to the improvement of science education. If people take
risks in the name of improving science education, they know they will be supported by policies and
procedures throughout the system. By moving the practices of extraordinary teachers and
administrators to the forefront of science education, the Standards take science education beyond the
constraints of the present and toward a shared vision of the future.
Hundreds of people cooperated in developing the Standards, including teachers, school
administrators, parents, curriculum developers, college faculty and administrators, scientists,
engineers, and government officials. These individuals drew heavily upon earlier reform efforts,
research into teaching and learning, accounts of exemplary practice, and their own personal
experience and insights. In turn, thousands of people reviewed various drafts of the standards. That
open, iterative process produced a broad consensus about the elements of science education needed to
permit all students to achieve excellence.
Continuing dialogues between those who set and implement standards at the national, state, and local
levels will ensure that the Standards evolve to meet the needs of students, educators, and society at
large. The National Science Education Standards should be seen as a dynamic understanding that is
always open to review and revision.
Science Content Standards
The science content standards outline what students should know, understand, and be able to do in
the natural sciences over the course of K-12 education. They are divided into eight categories:









Unifying concepts and processes in science.
Science as inquiry.
Physical science.
Life science.
Earth and space science.
Science and technology.
Science in personal and social perspective.
History and nature of science.

The first category is presented for all grade levels, because the understandings and abilities associated
with these concepts need to be developed throughout a student's educational experiences. The other
seven categories are clustered for grade levels K-4, 5–8, and 9–12.
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Indian Education for All
Lewistown Public Schools is committed to developing for all students an understanding of American
and Montana Indian people and their histories, fostering respect for their cultures. In view of the
unique role of the American Indian peoples in the development of the United States and the
experience of Montana tribes in particular, their history and culture will be integrated wherever
appropriate in the instruction of Lewistown students, in accordance with the state constitution,
statues, and curriculum standards.

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDINGS REGARDING MONTANA INDIANS
1. There is great diversity among the 12 tribal Nations of Montana in their languages, cultures,
histories, and governments. Each Nation has a distinct and unique cultural heritage that
contributes to modern Montana.
2. There is great diversity among individual American Indians as identity is developed, defined,
and redefined by many entities, organizations, and people. There is a continuum of Indian
identity ranging from assimilated to traditional and this is unique to each individual. There is
no generic American Indian.
3. The ideologies of Native traditional beliefs and spirituality persist into modern day life as tribal
cultures, traditions and languages are still practiced by many American Indian people and are
incorporated into how tribes govern and manage their affairs. Additionally, each tribe has their
own oral history beginning with their genesis that is a valid as written histories. These
histories pre-date the “discovery” of North America.
4. Reservations are land that have been reserved by the tribes for their own use through treaties
and was not “given” to them. The principle that land should be acquired from the Indians only
through their consent with treaties involved three assumptions:
a. That both parties to treaties were sovereign powers.
b. Those Indian tribes had some form of transferable title to the land.
c. That acquisition of Indian lands was solely a government matter not to be left to
individual colonists.
5. There were many federal policies put into place throughout American history that have
impacted Indian people and shape who they are today. Much of Indian history can be related
through several major federal policy periods.
6. History is a story most often related through the subjective experience of the teller. Histories
are being rediscovered and revised. History told from an Indian perspective conflicts with
what most of mainstream history tells us.
7. Under the American legal system, Indian tribes have sovereign powers separate and
independent from the federal and state governments. However, the extent and breadth of
tribal sovereignty is not the same for each tribe.
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Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.

12/12/2011
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action – Consent
Action – Indiv.

DISCUSSION—CHANGES TO FERGUS HIGH SCHOOL RENAISSANCE HANDBOOK
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Jerry Feller

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Jerry Feller, Fergus High School Principal, would like to present to the Board of Trustees
proposed changes to the selection process for Valedictorian and Salutatorian that are outlined
in the Fergus High School Renaissance Handbook.
Information being deleted from this policy has been marked with a strikethrough;
information being added has been highlighted.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

POSSIBLE CHANGES TO THE SELECTION OF
VALEDICTORIAN AND SALUTATORIAN
FHS HONOR’S CURRICULUM
To encourage our top students to take a more challenging curriculum particularly during
their junior and senior years and to recognize their accomplishment for completing it,
Fergus High School has developed an Honor’s Curriculum. In addition to meeting all FHS
graduation requirements, each student in completing this curriculum will be expected to
meet each additional Honor’s Curriculum expectation:
 Meet all College Prep requirements of the Montana University System.
 Complete four Math classes (no cross-over classes).
 Complete four Science classes (no cross-over classes).
 Complete two Foreign Language classes.
 Complete two Advanced Placement classes.
 Students may use independent courses as approved by the Academic Comm. and
Principal.

FHS VALEDICTORIAN & SALUTATORIAN
FHS will attempt to recognize a maximum of three students as both Valedictorian(s) and/or

Salutatorian(s). Valedictorian and Salutatorian selection – Continue to recognize
valedictorian and salutatorian status at graduation using our selection process and
valedictorian and/or salutatorian selections confirmed with eight semester grades. Criteria
for selection consideration are as follows:
1. Students to be considered must be in attendance their second semester of their junior
year and both semesters of their senior year. (Special circumstances will be reviewed
by the Academic Committee.)
2. Students to be considered must complete the Honors Curriculum.
3. Valedictorian and Salutatorian selections will be based on student grade point
averages through the second semester of their senior year.
4. Should a tie between students occur with grade point averages the tie will be broken
using the following tie breaker steps:
a. If the students tied all have completed the following curriculum – no tie breaking
system will be used and the students will result in a tie.
i. Meet the Honor’s Curriculum requirements;
ii. Four Advanced Placement (AP) Classes – Offered by Fergus High
School Staff;
iii. Received at least 26 credits.
b. Total number of grade points credits earned in a modified list of core classes
selected by the NCAA for eligibility purposes, or as approved by the academic
committee. (A maximum of 4 points will be given in the area of Mathematics.)
c. Quarter grade point averages earned from a modified list of core classes selected
by the NCAA for eligibility purposes, or as approved by the Academic Committee.
d. The number of credits earned from Advanced Placement Courses (AP) offered at
Fergus High School.
e. The total number of grade points credits earned overall.
f. NCAA Course grade points credits earned.

5. Online/Correspondence Coursework – Maintain current level of correspondence
coursework as specified in graduation requirements. (1.5 credits allowed the start of
junior year of high school.)
6. Appeals of individual portions of these policies to be addressed to the Academic
Committee as a whole.
7. If two or more students tie for Valedictorian, no Salutatorian will be recognized.
* Independent Advanced Placement (AP) courses to be approved annually. Courses must
not duplicate a Fergus High School Advanced Placement offering and all students would be
required to take the appropriate Advanced Placement exam at the end of the year.
** If a tie in the grade point average of students exists and one of the students meets the
curriculum stated in 4a and the other student(s) have not, the student that completed the
curriculum of 4a would guarantee themselves of at least a tie in the tie breaking system.
The student(s) that did not meet the curriculum of 4a would have to go through the other
steps of the tie breaking system.

NCAA APPROVED COURSES
The NCAA has approved the following courses for use in establishing the initial-eligibility
certification status of student-athletes from Fergus High School. These courses are also
used in our valedictorian and salutatorian selection process.
English
Advanced English 11
Advanced Placement (AP) English 12
English 9
English 10
English 11
English 12
Literature/Creative Writing
Mathematics
Advanced Math/Pre-Calculus
Advanced Placement (AP) Calculus
Algebra
Algebra II/Trig
Calculus
Geometry
Math Applications
Social Sciences
Advanced Placement (AP) Government
American History
Economics
Problems of American Democracy
Psychology
World History

Natural/Physical Science
Advanced Placement (AP) Biology
Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry
Advanced Placement (AP) Physics
Applied Bio-Chemistry
Biology
Chemistry
Earth Science
Physics

Additional Core Classes
Computer Science I – at the current time not offered at FHS
French I
French II
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish III
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DISCUSSION—REVIEW DISTRICT GOALS
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Board of Trustees

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
The Board of Trustees needs to review the 2010-2015 Goals and Strategic Objectives to see if
any changes and/or additions need to be made to any of the goal areas.
Please refer to the Goals and Strategic Objectives at the end of the agenda.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:
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DISCUSSION—FACILITIES
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Board of Trustees

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
The Board of Trustees would like to continue the discussion on facilities. The elevator project
at Lewistown Junior High School is nearing completion. The elevator is in place and final
details will hopefully be completed by the end of December 2011.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:
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DISCUSSION—2012-2013 GENERAL FUND BUDGETS
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Mike Waterman

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Mike Waterman, Business Manager/District Clerk, would like to discuss with the Board of
Trustees some preliminary information regarding the 2012-2013 General Fund Budgets.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

Lewistown Public Schools
Demographic Numbers on Title I, Special Education and Free & Reduced Lunch
As of December 5, 2011

Student
Population

School

Highland Park

217

Title I
Special Ed.
Students Students

Students in
TI and SpEd

Students
Served

Eligiblity for Lunch
Free
Reduced

Free & Reduced
Percentages

33

24

3

54

85

22

49.3%

Doesn't include PreK

Garfield

221

54

43

3

94

81

33

51.6%

Lewis & Clark

192

45

30

2

73

67

26

48.4%

Lewistown Junior High

188

44

21

4

61

45

20

34.6%

Fergus High

354

76

53

29

100

68

33

28.5%

1172

252

171

41

382

346

134

41.0%

Totals for Lewistown Schools

Note ‐ The numbers listed are unofficial. Some tend to change over time and change as students transfer, receive services or qualify for Free or Reduced Lunches.
Additionally the information is pulled from several sources so data may not be sychronized but does show general demographic information on our students.

MEMO
TO:

Lewistown Board of Trustees

FROM:

Mike Waterman, Business Manager

DATE:

December 2, 2011

SUBJECT:

BUDGET OVERVIEW AND PROJECTION

The Lewistown School District’s FY2010‐11 books have been closed and audited, and our FY2011‐12
budget is set. With the gaining process underway, the time has come to begin our work on the 2012‐
2013 budget.
At this point, neither our spending authority nor our projected costs are certain for FY13. This
document will analyze what we know about the sources and uses of Lewistown’s FY13 budget and
provide a timeline for finalizing each of these figures.

Spending Authority
Three main factors primarily determine school’s spending authority in Montana: enrollment,
entitlement rates, and voted levies.
Enrollment
Student enrollment (known as Average Number Belonging, or “ANB”) serves as the single most
important driver for Montana school funding. Although it appears Lewistown’s enrollment may now be
stabilizing, our Districts (Elementary and High School) have experienced a long period of declining
enrollment:
Current Year ANB (enrollment)
FY05‐FY12
1,000
800
600
400

Lewistown Elem

200

Fergus HS

0
FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08
(with
FTK)

FY09

FY10

FY11

FY12
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Enrollment each year is determined by averaging student counts in October and February. Schools can
base their budgets on their current year (shown in the graph above) or three‐year average enrollment.
Due to our declining enrollment trend, both our Elementary and High School districts have used the 3‐
year average enrollment for the past several years. We expect this trend to continue in FY13.
Entitlement Rates
With declining enrollment, one would expect the amount of money the District can spend to drop as
well. However, the Montana legislature determines how much money each student generates.
Separate rates exist for elementary (K‐8) and high school (9‐12) students, but both show similar trends:

Montana Elementary Per‐ANB Entitlements
6,000
5,000

Dollars

4,000
HB316 Dispute

3,000

Stimulus

2,000

Regular

1,000
0
FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13
(Current
Law)

Since the legislature will not meet this winter, we should have a relatively good idea of how the
entitlement rates—and therefore, our spending authority—will look. However, some unique
circumstances will prevent us from having as clear a picture as we otherwise might at this time.
20‐9‐326, MCA requires that the legislature increase the entitlement rates at an adjusted inflation rate.
However, 2011 legislature made a portion of the 2012‐13 school funding contingent on the receipt of
certain amounts of metal mines and tourism money in HB316. The green “HB316 Dispute” bar, above,
indicates this amount. When the governor vetoed HB316, schools were left with statutory increases in
the per‐student and per‐district entitlements below the legally guaranteed level.
Due to this discrepancy, a group of districts are suing the State of Montana to reinstate the funding
promised in statute. We expect resolution to this lawsuit by April 2012.
From our District’s perspective, it appears this lawsuit will only affect our highest budget without a vote
(i.e., the amount the district can spend if the Board chooses not to run a levy OR voters reject a levy
request). Should the lawsuit prevail, Lewistown will have to request smaller amounts to get to our
highest budgets.
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The following table details our spending authority and voting limits under the various scenarios:
Current Law
Lewistown
Fergus High
Elementary
School
FY12 Adopted General Fund
Budget
FY13 Highest Budget Without a
Vote

Veto Overturned
Lewistown
Fergus High
Elementary
School

5,464,126

3,181,424

5,464,126

3,181,424

5,442,504

3,117,684

5,464,126

3,135,963

FY13 Highest Voted Amount

21,622

63,740

0

45,461

FY13 Highest Budget (With
Voter Approval

5,464,126

3,181,424

5,464,126

3,181,424

Note that regardless of the lawsuit’s outcome, the most we can hope to achieve is spending authority
next year equivalent to what we have this year. If the Board chooses not to run a levy OR voters reject a
levy request, our spending authority will likely decline next year.
Voted Levies
The District cannot maximize its spending authority without approval from the local taxpayers. Since
2005, however, local taxes levied by the school have increased by nearly 40%:

Dollars Levied FY05 ‐ FY12
4,000,000
3,500,000
Debt Service

3,000,000

Building Reserve

2,500,000

Technology

2,000,000

Adult Ed
Tuition

1,500,000

Bus Depreciation

1,000,000

Transportation

500,000

General

0
FY05

FY06

FY07

FY08

FY09

FY10

FY11

FY12

It should be noted that many of these levies are for fixed durations or for specific projects. As these
levies expire or are allowed to lapse, the District expects local taxes to decrease significantly in coming
years.
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Nonetheless, Lewistown School District levy proposals have received mixed support from local voters.
The following table recaps the levy questions posed to Lewistown voters in recent years:

Lewistown
Elem
Fergus HS

May 2009
$123,863 Operating
Levy (defeated)
$34,998 Operating
Levy (approved)

May 2010
$111,435 Operating
Levy (approved)

Sept 2011
$10,715,000 QSCB
bond (defeated)

N/A

N/A

May 2011
$211,108 Operating
Levy (defeated)
$137,765 Operating
Levy (defeated)

Based on these results, voter approval of a levy proposal is by no means guaranteed.

Expenditures
The local Board of Trustees has sole discretion on how the General Fund is spent. Schools do not
produce a “product”; rather, we provide a service. As a result, personnel costs represent our single
largest use of funds. In FY11, employee salaries and benefits consumed 79% of our General Fund
spending authority.
Since salary and benefit costs consume the bulk of our resources, the current gaining cycle will play a
large factor in determining our projected expenditures for the coming year. To develop a starting point
for the gainers, I developed a FY13 expenditure budget based on a number of key assumptions. These
assumptions include:
•
•
•
•

•

All current staff—including one certified employee currently on extended leave—returning for
the 2012‐2013 school year.
A 0% increase on base salaries for all staff members. This item will also be addressed later in
this memo.
A 10% increase in health and dental insurance premiums in FY13. By way of reference, our
carrier’s 2010 Annual Report cited a nine‐year average annual premium increase of 8.4%.
All reductions made for FY2012 budget are not reinstated. Notable among these reductions are:
o Summer School
o All Districtwide contingency amounts
o Capital improvement budgets
All other budgeted amounts will remain unchanged from FY12 amounts.

Based on these assumptions, projected FY13 costs for the Elementary and High School Districts are
$5,528,892 and $3,227,985.
You will note that both of these figures exceed our anticipated spending authority. Under current law,
total projected expenditures and shortfalls compare to our anticipated spending limits as follows:
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Total Projected Expenditures
Highest Budget Without a Vote
Highest Budget With a Vote
Surplus/(Shortfall) Without a Vote
Surplus/(Shortfall) With a Vote

Lewistown Elementary
5,528,892
5,442,504
5,464,126
(86,388)
(64,766)

Fergus HS
3,227,985
3,117,684
3,181,424
(110,301)
(46,561)

As noted above, our Highest Budgets Without a Vote will increase if the MQEC lawsuit against the state
prevails. Such action will reduce our projected deficits if voters do not approve any additional levy
request:

Total Projected Expenditures
Highest Budget Without a Vote
Highest Budget With a Vote
Surplus/(Shortfall) Without a Vote
Surplus/(Shortfall) With a Vote

Lewistown Elementary
5,528,892
5,464,126
5,464,126
(64,766)
(64,766)

Fergus HS
3,227,985
3,135,963
3,181,424
(92,022)
(46,561)

At the end of this document, you will find our FY13 projected costs summarized by building, function,
and object.
As mentioned above, the current projections assume the District’s various pay matrices will remain
unchanged. That said, salary increases will undoubtedly be discussed as a part of the gaining process.
By way of reference, a 1% raise on base (for certified, classified, and administrators) would cost the
Elementary and High School an additional $38,000 and $20,000, respectively. The budget impact of
other increase amounts will be figured upon request.

FY13 Budget Timeline
Please remember that these budget numbers—both the expenditures and the budget limits—are by no
means final. Rather, they should be considered works in progress and we will continue to refine them as
updated information becomes available.
Following is the timeline for finalizing the upcoming year’s budget:

Date

Deadline

November 16, 2011

Collective gaining begins with Trustees and Lewistown Education Association

Ongoing
February 1, 2012

Administrators and staff discuss building budget needs
Contract proposal deadline per existing collective bargaining agreement
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February 1, 2012

Spring enrollment count date; FY13 ANB finalized.

February 1, 2012

Deadline for certified employees to declare their intent to retire

March 1, 2012

Montana Office of Public Instruction releases final budget limit information
(including maximum levy requests) for state school districts.

March 29, 2012

Deadline for trustees to call for a General Fund levy election

March – April 2012
April 13, 2012
April 2012

Anticipated notification of health insurance renewal rates
Deadline for Trustees to determine amount of General Fund levy request
Anticipated resolution of MQEC lawsuit over HB316 veto

May 8, 2012

Election Day

June 1, 2012

Teacher contracts due out

Summary
As we enter the gaining cycle, we find our budget in an all‐too‐familiar state: the Lewistown School
Board will likely need to decide whether to approach voters for a local tax increase to fund ongoing
operations. Unfortunately, that tax increase will only enable the District to maintain our current funding
levels. Without voter approval, significant reductions will likely be necessary again next year.
Please contact me with questions.
Mike
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LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FY13 GENERAL FUND BUDGET OVERVIEW
December 2, 2011
FUND

(Multiple Items)

Sum of FY13 BUDGET ‐ WITH RAISE
Building
High School

High School Total
Undistributed

Undistributed Total
Junior High

Junior High Total
Highland Park

Highland Park Total
Garfield

Garfield Total
Lewis & Clark

Lewis & Clark Total
Lincoln

Lincoln Total
Grand Total

Object
Salaries/Benefits
Purchased Property Services
Supplies
Other Purchased Services
Contracted Services
Contingency
Dues and Fees
Salaries/Benefits
Supplies
Contracted Services
Purchased Property Services
Other Purchased Services
Major Equipment
Dues and Fees
Contingency
Salaries/Benefits
Purchased Property Services
Supplies
Other Purchased Services
Contingency
Contracted Services
Salaries/Benefits
Purchased Property Services
Supplies
Contingency
Other Purchased Services
Contracted Services
Salaries/Benefits
Purchased Property Services
Supplies
Contingency
Other Purchased Services
Contracted Services
Salaries/Benefits
Purchased Property Services
Supplies
Other Purchased Services
Contingency
Contracted Services
Dues and Fees

Function
Instruction
1,390,340
8,600
84,135
10,290
4,200
1,150
1,498,715
96,656
141,735
18,900
350

Buildings and
Grounds
Administration Support Services
106,573
294,798
111,130
223,500
5,000
11,025
4,000
6,600
855
750
33,700
5,000
924
334,073
313,072
156,710
133,435
8,557
5,736
101,500
600
495
12,200
156,400
115,090
42,760
4,400
23,525

Undistributed

Extracurriculars
140,566

School Foods

Transportation

75,000

288,549

215,566
1,956

20,000

10,000
800
267,641
731,640
3,700
36,400
1,880
170
773,790
870,039
2,000
35,660

405,785
85,455
77,500
2,000

164,955
35,770
59,200

7,905
3,500
24,962
119,000
1,000
1,500
1,500
2,500
125,500
68,663
1,120
2,500

186,156
52,593

288,549

1,956
44,416

20,000
8,352

4,605
9,000
1,961
59,159
57,490

53,416

8,352
6,178

3,506

1,500
907,699
764,735
1,400
41,425

96,470
36,799
49,500

535

1,250

808,095
663,244
1,100
15,850
250

87,549
37,244
47,700

72,283
82,548
735
2,500

1,500

85,783
115,520
1,500
2,010
2,500

1,260
62,256
42,528

6,178
3,071

3,506

1,261
47,295
22,215

3,071
6,008

3,505

1,261
370
680,814

Salaries/Benefits
Purchased Property Services
Contracted Services
Supplies
Other Purchased Services
Contingency
Dues and Fees

86,444
96,039
55,800

3,000

4,936,754

154,839
1,330,114

405
121,935
505,104
10,275
35,910
17,340
12,500
3,750
1,041
585,920
1,329,455

26,981

6,008
14,489

1,500
2,250
662
4,412
542,970

288,549

270,938

14,489
38,098

20,000

Grand Total
2,043,408
232,100
100,160
96,745
38,650
5,000
2,074
2,518,137
554,889
244,330
187,500
115,440
70,685
10,000
8,705
3,500
1,195,049
1,041,456
82,200
42,505
14,380
2,500
2,131
1,185,172
1,038,141
61,200
40,286
2,500
1,500
1,260
1,144,887
929,680
50,900
45,666
2,500
1,785
1,261
1,031,792
844,230
48,800
20,855
3,760
2,500
1,261
775
922,181
615,632
66,075
35,910
18,840
17,750
3,750
1,703
759,660
8,756,877

Education coalition again files suit against state over school funding
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Education coalition again files suit against state over school
funding
By MIKE DENNISON Missoulian State Bureau | Posted: Friday, November 18, 2011 3:24 pm
HELENA - The coalition behind the 2002 lawsuit that challenged Montana's public school funding system as inadequate was
back in court Friday, asking a judge to order the state to comply with a law requiring inflationary funding increases for
schools.
The lawsuit, filed in state District Court at Helena, seeks to undo an $8 million funding glitch that occurred in the wake of
Gov. Brian Schweitzer's veto of a bill largely unrelated to school funding.
Schweitzer's veto of House Bill 316 triggered language in the 2011 Legislature's main school finance bill that ended up
cutting state funding for schools by $8 million next year.
"Both the Legislature and Gov. Schweitzer intended to provide inflationary funding for schools," said Mark Lambrecht,
executive director of the Montana Quality Education Coalition. "This situation significantly reduced the amount of funding
available to Montana's public schools."
Friday's lawsuit came as no surprise, as the coalition's board voted in September to go to court over the issue.
MQEC members include several Montana education groups, as well as school districts with two-thirds of Montana's K-12
students. It organized the 2002 lawsuit that led to the 2005 Montana Supreme Court ruling that said state funding of public
schools was unconstitutionally inadequate.
Friday's lawsuit referenced the original lawsuit and decision, noting that subsequent legislatures passed laws that defined a
"basic system of free, quality public schools" and created a "self-executing" funding formula that includes annual,
inflationary adjustments of state money for schools.
While the state provides only about half the money to run public schools - the rest comes from local property taxes and the
federal government - the state funding system essentially dictates the budget levels for schools statewide.
The new lawsuit said while the 2011 Legislature approved bills that provided for a two-year, 3.43 percent inflationary
increase in state funding, schools will get only a 2.6 percent increase because of the governor's veto. That cut would reduce
state funds for schools by $8 million next fall.
The suit asked the District Court to "compel the state to take specific steps to provide Montana public schools with the ...
mandated inflationary adjustments that are required by law."
Schweitzer's veto killed HB316, which would have transferred $9 million from various earmarked revenue sources into the
state treasury, to help balance the 2012-13 state budget.
A week earlier, House Republicans had inserted language into the session's major school-funding bill that said if the HB316
money wasn't approved, school funding for 2012 would be cut by $8 million.
Republicans said they wanted some assurance that tourism and mining money in HB316 would help fund schools, just as
some local oil-and-gas funds had been diverted for schools.
Schweitzer, when vetoing the bill, said the tourism money shouldn't be diverted when the state treasury was flush with
money. He also criticized Republican lawmakers for tying the two issues together.
The Schweitzer administration declined comment Friday.

http://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/education-coalition-again-files-suit-against... 11/22/2011

Education coalition again files suit against state over school funding
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In August, MQEC paid for a telephone survey of 501 Montanans on the school-funding issue. It explained the inflationary
adjustment in law, and asked those surveyed whether they would support legal action by the schools to enforce that provision.
Seventy-two percent of those surveyed said they would "most likely" support such an action.

http://missoulian.com/news/state-and-regional/education-coalition-again-files-suit-against... 11/22/2011

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.
12

12/12/2011
Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action – Consent
Action – Indiv.

CALENDAR ITEMS, CONCERNS, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Time is provided on the agenda for the Board to discuss calendar items, concerns,
correspondence, future agenda items, and comments for the good of the district.

SUGGESTED ACTION:

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.
13

12/12/2011
Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

REPORT—ELECTION UPDATE
Prepared By:

Requested By: ___Superintendent

Mike Waterman

Date: _12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Mike Waterman, Business Manager/District Clerk, will report on the election calendar and
procedures for 2012.
Attached are the Terms of Office Listing and the 2012 School Election Calendar.
Board members terms of office that are due to expire in 2012 include: Mary Schelle and Monte
Weeden. These are both three year terms.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Lewistown, Montana

BOARD MEMBERS TERMS OF OFFICE

As currently exists, Board members terms of office are as follows:
Expire
2012
SCHOOL DISTRICT #1

Mary Schelle
Monte Weeden

Expire
2013
Jeremy Bristol
Lisa Pierce

School District #1 Two (2) - Three (3) Year Terms:
3 year term (to expire in 2015)
3 year term (to expire in 2015)

Petitions Filed for Nomination of School Board Trustee:

Excel\Board of Trustee Term Expirations

Expire
2014
Joe Irish
Stan Monger
Barb Thomas

MAY 8, 2012
SCHOOL ELECTION CALENDAR

Trustee candidates file for election. Nomination petition and Oath of
Candidacy must be filed with election administrator. No person signing a
petition may sign more nomination petitions than there are trustee positions
open. NO CANDIDATE MAY APPEAR ON THE BALLOT UNLESS HE
OR SHE MEETS THIS DEADLINE.

December 25, 2011
through
March 29, 2012

Candidates from county high school districts with enrollments of 2,000 or more
or first-class districts in counties with populations of 15,000 or more must file a
form C-1-A, and if desired, a form C-3 with the district clerk and Montana
Commissioner of Political Practices within 5 days of filing for office. (13-10201(6), 13-37-201, 20-3-305 and 20-3-344, MCA) [No earlier than 135 days,
or no later than 40 days before election.]
Any candidate that has already filed for election, but wishes to
withdraw their name, may do so not less than 38 days before the school
election by sending a statement of withdrawal to the election
administrator. (13-10-325, MCA as amended by HB327 (2011 session)
effective 4/22/2011)

End of January

**Updated in 2009**
(SB 276) Changes

Contact the Montana Commissioner of Political Practices (MCPP) office at
(406) 444-2942 if you are in
(1) a first-class district located in a county with populations of 15,000 or more,
OR
(2) a county high school district with an enrollment of 2,000 or more and did
NOT receive a notice and a packet of information from the MCPP.
(13-37-206, MCA )
County election administrator mails address confirmation forms to
electors who have requested absentee ballots for subsequent elections.
The county election administrator will mail the address confirmation forms in
January. You still must contact your county election administrator for the
permanent absentee ballot list.
First day elector can request an absentee ballot. Voters who wish to vote
absentee may request an absentee ballot in writing or in person starting at this
date until noon the day before the election. Remember to include the
following on the application for absentee ballot:

February 23, 2012

● A section on the form allowing the voter to become part of the
permanent absentee list
(13-13-211 and 13-13-214, MCA) [75 days before election]

March 29, 2012

Trustees call for an election. At least 40 days before the election, the trustees
must pass a resolution stating: 1) the date of the election; 2) the purpose of the
election; 3) the polling site(s) (if changed from previous school election); and
4) the time the polls will open, if before noon. The trustees do NOT have to set
levy amounts at this time; however, they must be set in time for the clerk to
certify the ballot. The resolution must be delivered to the county election
administrator at least 35 days before the election, but it need NOT be posted.
The trustees must also appoint three election judges per precinct. The
resolution should appear in the board minutes. An election may also be called
by the county superintendent, county commissioners, board of public education
or the trustees of a community college. 20-20-401, 20-20-201, and 20-20-203,
MCA

March 31, 2012

April 3, 2012

Last day trustee candidates can withdraw from the election. Any candidate
that has already filed for election, but wishes to withdraw their name, may do
so not less than 38 days before the school election by sending a statement of
withdrawal to the election administrator. (13-10-325, MCA as amended by
HB327 (2011 session) effective 4/22/2011)
Last day to file resolutions for school election with county election
administrator.
(20-20-201(2), MCA) [no later than 35 days before election]

April 8, 2012
(Next Business Day is April 9, 2012)

Voter registration closes. A voter must register by this deadline to vote in the
school election. County election administrator prepares registration list. It is
not necessary to publish any notice of closing of voter registration. (20-20-311
and 20-20-312, MCA) [30 days before election]

April 8 – April 18, 2012

Notice of election is posted. The election notice must be published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the district AND posted in at least three
public places in the district, provided that in incorporated cities and towns at
least one notice must be posted in each ward or precinct. Radio or television
notice may supplement the notice. The notice must include 1) the date and
polling places of the election, 2) polling place hours, 3) each proposition to be
considered by the electorate, 4) the number of trustee positions, if any, subject
to election and the length of the terms for those positions and 5) where and how
absentee ballots may be obtained. (20-20-204, MCA) [not less than 20 days or
more than 30 days before election]

April 12, 2012

(By 5 p.m.)

Deadline for write-in candidate for a trustee position on a school board to
file declaration of intent. (13-10-211(3), MCA) [not less than 26 days
before the election]
Election by Acclamation and Cancellation of Election - Notice. If the
number of candidates filing a nomination petition or filing a declaration of
intent to be a write-in candidate is equal to or less than the number of open
trustee positions to be elected, the trustees cancel the trustee election. They
must then give notice that a trustee election will not be held.

April 12, 2012 (After 5 p.m.)
A trustee election held in single-member or trustee nominating district is
considered a separate trustee election for declaring the election by
acclamation. (20-3-313, MCA as amended by HB327 (2011 session) effective
4/22/2011.)

By April 13, 2012

Election administrator certifies ballot. The election administrator prepares
the final ballot form, listing all candidates and propositions to be voted upon.
The ballot must then be delivered to the election administrator, if other than the
clerk. See School Election Handbook for more information. Trustees must
pass a resolution stating exact levy amounts by this date in order for the
clerk to certify the ballot. This resolution must include the durational limit, if
any, on the levy.
[not less than 25 days before election] 13-12-201, 20-20-401, and 15-10-425,
MCA
Statement of withdrawal must be received before the ballot is certified by
the election administrator. Otherwise, the candidate's name must appear
on the ballot.

April 18, 2012

Absentee ballots available. The election administrator prepares ballots for
absentee voters. Remember to enclose four things in the absentee package.
● The ballot
● Instructions for voting and returning the ballot
● A secrecy envelope, free of any marks that would identify the voter
● A self-addressed, return envelope with affirmation printed on the back
of the envelope
(20-20-401, MCA) [at least 20 days prior to election]

April 26-May 28, 2012

Candidates who marked Box "C" on their form C-1-A must file form C-5 with
the district clerk and Montana Commissioned of Political Practices. (13-37226 (4), MCA) [12 days before and 20 days after the school election]

April 28, 2012
(Next Business Day is April 30, 2012)

Last day to notify election judges of appointment. (20-20-203, MCA) [not
less than 10 days before election]
Deadline for absentee requests. Absentee ballots may be requested 75 days
before the election but no later than noon the day before the election.

February 23 until noon May 8, 2012

*If the voter has a health emergency between 5 p.m. the Friday before the
election (May 4) and noon on the election day (May 8), an emergency request
for an absentee ballot may be made by noon on the election day (May 8.) (1313-211, MCA)

May 7, 2012 (By 5 p.m.)

Absolute last day for write in candidates to file a declaration of intent (1310-211, MCA) A declaration of intent may be filed after the deadline and until
5 pm the day before the election only if a candidate for the office that the write
in candidate is seeking: dies or is charged with a felony offense.

May 7, 2012

Deliver certified copy of the lists of registered electors for each polling place
to the district by election administrator before the election day. District then
delivers list(s) to election judges prior to opening of polls. (20-20-313, MCA)

May 8, 2012

Notify election judges of the names of write-in candidates

May 8, 2012

ELECTION DAY. (20-20-105, MCA) The election administrator must
prepare polling places, print ballots, ensure election judges are present and
conduct a fair and unbiased election. (Title 13, Chapter 13, and 20-20-203, 2020-401, and 20-20-411, MCA)

April 26-May 28, 2012

Candidates who marked Box "C" on their form C-1-A must file form C-5 with
the district clerk and Montana Commissioned of Political Practices. (13-37226 (4), MCA) [12 days before and 20 days after the school election]

Following receipt of the tally sheets from
all polls AND By May 23, 2012 (Next
regular or special board meeting following
the election)

Trustees canvass votes, issue certificates of election and publish results.
The canvassed results shall be published immediately in a newspaper that will
give notice to the largest number of people in the district. (20-20-415 and 416,
MCA) [within 15 days after the election]

Within 15 days after receipt of certificate
of election. (20-20-416, MCA)

Candidate completes oath of office and files with the County Superintendent.
Newly elected trustees may not be seated until the oath is filed. (20-3-307, 201-202, 1-6-101, MCA)

May 23, 2012

Deadline for trustees to hold organizational meeting. (20-3-321, MCA) [not
later than 15 days after the election] as amended by HB327 (2011 session)
effective 4/22/2011.)

June 1, 2012

Deadline for trustees to request county election administrator to conduct
school election for next year. (20-20-417, MCA)

Additional References:
Sample forms can be found at this address.
http://www.opi.mt.gov/Finance&Grants/schoolfinance/Index.html#p7GPc1_7
1-1-307, MCA. Postponement of day appointed for an action when it falls on a holiday or Saturday. Whenever any act of a
secular nature, other than a work of necessity or mercy, is appointed by law or contract to be performed upon a particular day,
which day falls upon a holiday or a Saturday, such act may be performed upon the next business day with the same effect as
if it had been performed upon the day appointed.
20-3-205, MCA. The county superintendent has general supervision of the schools of the county within the limitations
prescribed by this title and shall perform the following duties or acts: (2) administer and file the oaths of members of the
boards of trustees of the districts in the county in accordance with the provisions of 20-3-307, MCA.
1-5-416, MCA. A notary public shall: take depositions and affidavits, if the notary is knowledgeable of the applicable legal
requirements, and administer oaths and affirmations in all matters incident to the duties of the notary public's office or to be
used before any court, judge, officer, or board in this state.
(MASBO takes special care in preparation of the annual election calendar however, if you find a mistake or oversight, please
notify the MASBO office so corrections can be noted in future newsletters and in future calendars. Thank You.)
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

REPORT—INVESTMENT
Prepared By:

Requested By: ___Superintendent

Mike Waterman

Date: _12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Attached is the report on the interest earned and distributed for November 2011.
The first column of the report reflects the cash balance in various funds as of November 1, 2011.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

Lewistown School District No. One
Investment Distribution Detail Report
Criteria:

From Control#: 29

Acct Mask: ___.__.___.____.___.___

To: 30

Fiscal Year: 2011-2012
Sort By Acct
Print Internal Accounts Only

Type: Interest
Posting Date: 11/30/2011
Posting Description: Interest Distribution

Amount Distributed: $2,205.08
10/31/2011

Account Number
101.00.000.0000.101.000

Final Cash
$175,581.04

Days
31

Percent
.0596290

111.00.000.0000.101.000

$601,931.80

31

.2044217

112.00.000.0000.101.000

$810,393.83

31

.2752174

113.00.000.0000.101.000

$117,428.77

31

.0398799

114.00.000.0000.101.000

$0.00

31

.0000000

120.00.000.0000.101.000

$399,619.78

31

.1357146

121.00.000.0000.101.000

$10,459.37

31

.0035521

124.00.000.0000.101.000

$51,632.96

31

.0175350

128.00.000.0000.101.000

$85,744.02

31

.0291195

129.00.000.0000.101.000

$26,530.48

31

.0090100

150.00.000.0000.101.000

$91,407.93

31

.0310430

160.00.000.0000.101.000

$127,928.14

31

.0434456

161.00.000.0000.101.000

$9,032.89

31

.0030677

$436,868.12

31

.1483645

Control# 29 Total:

$2,944,559.13

110.00.000.0000.101.000

Amount
$131.49
$450.77

Redirect Amount Internal?
$0.00 Yes

$606.87

$601,931.80

$0.00 Yes

$87.94

$810,393.83

$0.00 Yes

$0.00

$117,428.77

$0.00 Yes

$299.26

$0.00

$0.00 Yes

$7.83

$399,619.78

$0.00 Yes

$38.67

$10,459.37

$0.00 Yes

$64.21

$51,632.96

$0.00 Yes

$19.87

$85,744.02

$0.00 Yes

$68.45

$26,530.48

$0.00 Yes

$95.80

$91,407.93

$0.00 Yes

$6.76

$127,928.14

$0.00 Yes

$9,032.89

$0.00 Yes

$2,205.08

$436,868.12

$0.00 Yes

$327.16

1.0000000

Original Cash Redirect
$175,581.04

Control#: 29
Entry#: 248

$2,944,559.13

$0.00

Balance Calculations based on Prior Month Ending Balances as of 10/31/2011
Type: HS Interest
Posting Date: 11/30/2011
Posting Description: Interest Distribution

Amount Distributed: $1,444.89
10/31/2011

Account Number
201.00.000.0000.101.000

Final Cash
$160,721.43

Days
31

Percent
.0690882

211.00.000.0000.101.000

$370,505.74

31

.1592666

213.00.000.0000.101.000

$207,023.72

31

.0889918

214.00.000.0000.101.000

$0.00

31

.0000000

217.00.000.0000.101.000

$193,249.16

31

.0830706

$0.00

31

.0000000

210.00.000.0000.101.000

Printed:

12/07/2011

12:09:27 PM

Report:

Amount
$99.82

$230.12

Original Cash Redirect
$160,721.43

Control#: 30
Entry#: 249
Redirect Amount Internal?
$0.00 Yes

$128.58

$370,505.74

$0.00 Yes

$0.00

$207,023.72

$0.00 Yes

$120.03

$0.00

$0.00 Yes

$0.00

$193,249.16

$0.00 Yes

$0.00

$0.00 Yes

rptINVDistributions

2.8.42

Page:
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Lewistown School District No. One
Investment Distribution Detail Report
Criteria:

From Control#: 29

218.00.000.0000.101.000
220.00.000.0000.101.000
221.00.000.0000.101.000

Acct Mask: ___.__.___.____.___.___

To: 30
$17,745.85

31

.0076283

$9,464.75

31

.0040685

$25,321.73

31

.0108849

228.00.000.0000.101.000

$163,555.91

31

.0703066

229.00.000.0000.101.000

$97,263.98

31

.0418102

260.00.000.0000.101.000

$97,756.06

31

.0420217

261.00.000.0000.101.000

$67,442.42

31

.0289910

281.00.000.0000.101.000

$608,978.57

31

.2617772

282.00.000.0000.101.000

$90,174.89

31

.0387628

$217,118.73

31

.0933313

Control# 30 Total:

$2,326,322.94

224.00.000.0000.101.000

$11.02
$5.88

$15.73

Sort By Acct
Print Internal Accounts Only

$17,745.85

$0.00 Yes

$9,464.75

$0.00 Yes

$25,321.73

$0.00 Yes

$60.41

$163,555.91

$0.00 Yes

$60.72

$97,263.98

$0.00 Yes

$41.89

$97,756.06

$0.00 Yes

$378.24

$67,442.42

$0.00 Yes

$56.01

$608,978.57

$0.00 Yes

$90,174.89

$0.00 Yes

$1,444.89

$217,118.73

$0.00 Yes

$101.59

$134.85

.9999997

Fiscal Year: 2011-2012

$2,326,322.94

$0.00

Balance Calculations based on Prior Month Ending Balances as of 10/31/2011
End of Report

Printed:

12/07/2011

12:09:27 PM

Report:

rptINVDistributions

2.8.42
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Minutes/Claims

Board of Trustees

ITEM TITLE:

OTHER ITEMS

Requested By:

Superintendent

Superintendent’s Report

Prepared By:

Superintendent

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.
Date: _ 12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Time is provided on the agenda for the Superintendent to discuss with the Board any calendar
items, concerns, correspondence, future agenda items, and announcements.
Roundtable Schedule—Monday, January 9, 2012—Garfield—6:00 p.m.
Superintendent’s Evaluation—Monday, January 9, 2012
LJHS Band Concert—Tuesday, December 13, 2011—7:00 p.m.—FCPA
FHS Choir Concert—Thursday, December 15, 2011—7:00 p.m.—FCPA
No School—December 21, 2011 through January 2, 2012—Winter Break
Central Office Closed—Monday, December 26, 2011 and Monday, January 2, 2012
These two days are not paid holidays—12-month employees have the
option of working or taking vacation.
 Eagle Booster Meeting—Tuesday, January 3, 2012—7:00 p.m.—Yogo Inn
 PTO Meeting—Tuesday, January 3, 2012—7:00 p.m.—LJHS
 Home Athletic Games/Meets:
BBB vs. Billings Central—Saturday, Dec 17, 2011—4:15/5:45/7:30 p.m.
BBB/GBB vs. Huntley Project—Saturday, Dec 17, 2011—2:00/3:30/5:00/6:30 p.m.
GBB vs. Fairfield—Monday, December 19, 2011—4:15/5:45/7:30 p.m.
BBB vs. Havre—Friday, January 6, 2012—4:15/5:45/7:30 p.m.
GBB vs. Belgrade—Saturday, January 7, 2012—4:15/5:45/7:30 p.m.







SUGGESTED ACTION: Informational
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

BOARD OF TRUSTEES ROUNDTABLE SCHEDULE
2011-2012

Date

Group

Time

Meeting Site

November 14, 2011

Highland Park Elementary

6:00-7:00 p.m. Highland Park Elementary School

December 12, 2011

Lewis and Clark Elementary

6:00-7:00 p.m. Lewis & Clark Elementary School

January 9, 2012

Garfield Elementary

6:00-7:00 p.m. Garfield Elementary School

February 13, 2012

FHS Staff

6:00-7:00 p.m. Fergus High School

March 12, 2012

Junior High School

6:00-7:00 p.m. Junior High School

April 9, 2012

LEA Executive Board

6:00-7:00 p.m. Lincoln Board Room

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

RECOGNITION OF PARENTS, PATRONS, AND OTHERS WHO WISH TO ADDRESS
THE BOARD

Requested By: __Board of Trustees__ Prepared By:

Date:

SUMMARY:
Time is provided on the agenda for anyone who wishes to address the Board.

SUGGESTED ACTION:

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Motion

NOTES:

Board Action

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

12/12/2011

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.

12/12/2011
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Minutes/Claims

Board of Trustees

ITEM TITLE:

MINUTES

Requested By:

Board of Trustees Prepared By:

Superintendent’s Report

Mike Waterman

SUMMARY:
The following minutes are attached for your approval:
•

Minutes of the November 14, 2011, Regular Board Meeting

SUGGESTED ACTION: Approve Minutes as Presented

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

Date:

12/12/2011

MINUTES
LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Highland Park Elementary – Gymnasium
1312 7th Avenue North
Lewistown MT 59457
MONDAY, November 14, 2011
BOARD ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION – HIGHLAND PARK STAFF
6:00 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
REGULAR BOARD MEETING
CALL TO ORDER (7:00 p.m.)
1.
ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
Board Chair Stan Monger, Barb Thomas, Joe Irish, Mary Schelle, Jeremy
Bristol, Lisa Pierce, Monte Weeden
TRUSTEES ABSENT:
None
STAFF PRESENT:
Superintendent Jason Butcher, Business Manager/District Clerk Mike
Waterman, Sandi Chamberlain, Andrea Payne, Margee Smith, Jerry Feller,
Jim Daniels, Jeff Elliott, Robin Moline
OTHERS PRESENT:
Joe Zahler-KXLO/KLCM Radio; David Murray-Lewistown News-Argus, and
other interested parties.
2.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The group recited the Pledge of Allegiance.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
3.
PRESENTATION—MONTANA STATE READING COUNCIL, LITERACY AWARD
Margee Smith, on behalf of the Montana State Reading Council, presented
the 2011 Literacy Award to the Lewistown PTO for their contributions in
promoting literacy.
4.
DISCUSSION—SOFTBALL COOP
A group of individuals from the community of Hobson discussed with the
Board of Trustees about the possibility of participating in the Fergus High
School Softball Program. The group fielded questions from the Lewistown
Board regarding the history of coop sports at Fergus High School and the
impact of the proposed coop on resident athletes. Athletic Director Jim
Daniels and Superintendent Jason Butcher recommended that the Board not
pursue the coop. The consensus of the Board was to not pursue establishing
a coop for softball at this time.
5.
REPORT—STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Student Representative Sydney Stivers was not present so there was not a
student activity report.

6.

7.

REPORT—COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
The Curriculum Committee reported on the ongoing work of their committee.
The Board Members of the Gaining Committee, Jeremy Bristol, Lisa Pierce,
and Barb Thomas met on Tuesday, November 8, 2011, at noon to go over the
2010-2012 Collective Bargaining Agreement. The Board was reminded of the
Gaining Team Training scheduled for Wednesday November 16, 2011, and
discussed what the Board would like to bring to the table for negotiations. The
Board discussed their goals for the gaining process. It was noted that
increasing students’ educational success should be the primary goals for the
Board gainers. That success might be affected by classified staffing levels,
salary and benefit increases, the evaluation process, and other items. The
insurance committee is awaiting information from our insurance group.
DISCUSSION—EIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOL BOARDS
Several Trustees attended a workshop at MCEL titled “The Eight
Characteristics of Effective School Boards”. The Board discussed these
characteristics and how they can implement them. Ideas included:
•
•
•
•
•

8.

Developing a calendar of Board presentations to ensure that the
Board is made aware of all relevant topics
Receiving greater detail of educational programs at roundtables
Revisiting goals more frequently than once a year
Increasing communication from the Board to the public
Gaining community awareness through data analysis

DISCUSSION—FACILITIES
The Board of Trustees continued the discussion on facilities. At this time
projects in process are installing an elevator at the junior high school and
replacing the roof on the Lincoln Building. Work is currently being done on the
practice football field at Fergus High School to correct the damage caused by
the spring flooding.
9.
CALENDAR ITEMS, CONCERNS, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.
No items were discussed.
SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT
10.
REPORT—INVESTMENT
Interest earned and distributed for October 2011, was reported with $1,626.49
in the elementary funds and $1,140.19 in the high school funds for a total of
$2,766.68.
11.
OTHER ITEMS
Jason Butcher, Superintendent, discussed with the Trustees regarding
Parent/Teacher Conferences and reminded them about the schedule for the
2011 Roundtable sessions.
The Superintendent’s Evaluation will be
scheduled after the regular Board meeting on January 9, 2012. The Board
also reviewed dates for upcoming District events.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
12.
RECOGNITION OF PARENTS, PATRONS, AND OTHERS WHO WISH TO
ADDRESS THE BOARD
There was no public input.
ACTION ITEMS
MINUTES
13.
MINUTES OF THE OCTOBER 24, 2011, REGULAR BOARD MEETING – approved
unanimously (Thomas/Pierce).
APPROVAL OF CLAIMS
14.
CLAIMS – The claims referenced in the 2011-12 Bill Schedule and submitted
through November 10, 2011, were approved unanimously (Irish/Pierce).

CONSENT GROUP ITEMS – approved unanimously (Thomas/Bristol).
15.
APPROVE ADDITIONS TO SUBSTITUTE LIST FOR THE 2011-2012 SCHOOL
YEAR – Substitute Teacher/Aide List—Kelly Wolfe
INDIVIDUAL ITEMS
16.
APPROVE PERSONNEL REPORT – See Exhibit A – approved unanimously
(Irish/Thomas).
17.
FIRST READING—BOARD POLICY #5333—HOLIDAYS. Due to confusion on the
proposed language, the Board tabled this issue.
18.
APPROVE RECOMMENDATION TO ENGAGE AMERICAN FIDELITY AS THE
THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS –
approved unanimously (Bristol/Pierce).
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 8:35 p.m. The next Board meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m.
on Monday, December 12, 2011, at the Lewis & Clark Elementary Gymnasium (Bristol –
unanimous).

STAN MONGER
BOARD CHAIR

MIKE WATERMAN
BUSINESS MANAGER/CLERK

“EXHIBIT A”
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LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR BOARD ACTION
DATE: November 14, 2011
EMPLOYEE NAME

POSITION

LOCATION

RECOMMENDED ACTION

EFFECTIVE DATE

COMMENTS

MILLER, Mary

Resource/Playground
Aide

Lewis & Clark
Elementary

Approve revision of contract to reflect
changes in duties assigned—AIDE II
Step 2+45 for up to 4.75 hours per day
and AIDE III Step 2+45 for up to 2.50
hours per day

November 14, 2011

See attached memo.

FINUCANE, Kristin

Food Server

Lewis & Clark
Elementary

Approve appointment on schedule—
FOOD SERVER Step 0 for up to 2.25
hours per day for up to 128 days

November 14, 2011

See attached hiring
recommendation.

WRIGHT, Joshua

Custodian

Fergus High School

Approve appointment on schedule—
MAINT II Step 0 for up to 8 hours per
day for up to 260 hours per year

November 14, 2011

See attached hiring
recommendation.

EIKE, Mandie
BREIDENBACH, Brad
DRIVDAHL, Loren
DURBIN, Karen
LEWIS, Diane
LONG, Jared

Vocational Arts
Curriculum Team

School District #1

Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of 12 hours

November 14, 2011

See attached memo.

GRUENER, Brenda
FRADLEY, Barb
FRIESEN, Jeff

Library Media
Curriculum Team

School District #1

Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of 12 hours

November 14, 2011

See attached memo.

“EXHIBIT A”
PAGE 2 OF 3
LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR BOARD ACTION
DATE: November 14, 2011
EMPLOYEE NAME

POSITION

LOCATION

RECOMMENDED ACTION

EFFECTIVE DATE

COMMENTS

BRAULICK, Doug
SMITH, Margee
GEE, Amanda
FITZGERALD, Traci
PAYNE, Andrea
MARSDEN, Bruce
REED, Jill
COLE, Rachel
FERGUSON, Krystal
KEPLER, Mary
WEINHEIMER, LeeAnne
RODGERS, Bethany
KUNTZELMAN, Rich
O’HALLORAN, Brandon
ARMSTAD, Sandy

Fine Arts Curriculum
Team

School District #1

Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of 12 hours

November 14, 2011

See attached memo.

WELSH, Devney
GIEDD, Pat
STIVERS, Germaine
KIRSCH, Beth
MARSDEN, Bruce
FOX, Sandy
LENSING, Lynn
COLE, Rachel
FRADLEY, Barb
FLENTIE, Suzy
MILLER, Kim
BREIDENBACH, Brad
FRIESEN, Jeff
LEWIS, Diane

Technology Curriculum
Team

School District #1

Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of 12 hours

November 14, 2011

See attached memo.

“EXHIBIT A”
PAGE 3 OF 3
LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR BOARD ACTION
DATE: November 14, 2011
EMPLOYEE NAME
BJELLAND, Annette
JENNESS, Ashley
BUEHLER, DeeAnn
ARMSTRONG, Chad
BREIDENBACH, Sherry
MANGOLD, Mike
OLSON, Steve

POSITION
Health Enhancement
Curriculum Team

LOCATION
School District #1

RECOMMENDED ACTION
Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of 12 hours

EFFECTIVE DATE
November 14, 2011

COMMENTS
See attached memo.
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Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:
Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

CLAIMS
Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Sherry Martin

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
Approve claims paid through December 8, 2011, as approved by the Finance Committee.
Members of the Finance Committee for October-December 2011 include: Stan Monger, Joe
Irish, Lisa Pierce, and Barb Thomas.
**Need to select new Finance Committee members for January-March 2012.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Approve Claims as Presented

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.

12/12/2011

19

Additional Information

Agenda Items
19. Approve Additions to the Substitute List for the
2011-2012 School Year

SUGGESTED ACTION: Approve All Items

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.
19

12/12/2011
Minutes/Claims
ITEM TITLE:

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

APPROVE ADDITIONS TO THE SUBSTITUTE LIST FOR THE 2011-2012 SCHOOL YEAR

Requested By:

Prepared By:

Board of Trustees

Sandi Chamberlain

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
The Board of Trustees needs to approve the additions to the substitute list for the 2011-2012
School Year. The substitutes being added to the list are:
Substitute Teacher/Aide List:
Vernon Fletcher
Kendra Smith
Substitute Custodian List:
Andrew James-Bruno

SUGGESTED ACTION: Approve Additions to the Substitute List for the 2011-2012 School Year
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
BOARD AGENDA ITEM
Meeting Date

Agenda Item No.

12/12/2011

20

Minutes/Claims

Board of Trustees

Superintendent’s Report

Action - Consent
Action - Indiv.

ITEM TITLE:

APPROVE REQUEST TO APPLY FOR THE SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL GRANT

Requested By:

Board of Trustees

Prepared By:

DeeAnn Buehler

Date:

12/12/2011

SUMMARY:
The Board of Trustees needs to approve the request from DeeAnn Buehler, Elementary Physical
Education Teacher, to apply for the “Safe Routes to School” (SRTS) Grant. Information regarding
the grant is attached for your review.

SUGGESTED ACTION: Approve Request to Apply for the Safe Routes to School Grant

Additional Information Attached

Estimated cost/fund source

Bristol
Irish
Monger
Pierce
Schelle
Thomas
Weeden

Other

Abstain

Nay

Aye

Second

Board Action

Motion

NOTES:

Overview
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) programs are sustained efforts by parents, schools, community
leaders and local, state, and federal governments to improve the health and well-being of children,
including children with disabilities, by enabling and encouraging them to walk and bicycle to school.
Montana’s SRTS program is an investment in changing perception and behavior by allowing
children to choose a safer, healthier, and more attractive way to get to school.
SRTS programs examine conditions around schools and conduct projects and activities that work to
improve safety and accessibility, and reduce traffic and air pollution in the vicinity of schools. As a
result, these programs help make bicycling and walking to school safer and more appealing
transportation choices thus encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle from an early age.
The Montana SRTS Program is funded through an annual Federal-aid highway apportionment that
includes expenditures for non-infrastructure (behavioral) and infrastructure (construction) projects.
The program is a reimbursement program that is 100 percent federally funded and requires no
local match. The SRTS program is administered by the Montana Department of Transportation
(MDT). Eligible applicants for SRTS infrastructure funding include local and tribal governments and
school districts. Eligible applicants for non-infrastructure funding include state, tribal, local and
regional government agencies, school districts, private schools, and nonprofit organizations.
Information and resource material on Montana’s SRTS program can be found on the web page,
http://www.mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/saferoutes/.
Non-infrastructure-related projects will encourage students to safely walk and bicycle to elementary
and middle school (K-8). Public awareness campaigns and outreach to the press and community
leaders, traffic education and enforcement in the vicinity of schools, student sessions on bicycle
and pedestrian safety, health, and environment, SRTS training and program development are just a
sampling of non-infrastructures project ideas supportable by the Montana SRTS program.
Infrastructure projects will enable students to safely walk and bicycle to elementary and middle
school. Crosswalks, sidewalks, pathways and bike racks are just a sampling of infrastructure
project ideas supportable by the Montana SRTS program. All infrastructure projects must be
publicly accessible (ADA compliant), within two miles of a K–8 school, and maintained by a local
government. Local governments are encouraged to use their SRTS funds to supplement CTEP
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure projects within two miles of a school serving K-8th grade.
Successful Montana SRTS applications will be administered through the Montana Community
Transportation Enhancement Program (CTEP). For additional information on CTEP, contact Mike
Wherley at 444-4221 or go to http://www.mdt.mt.gov/business/ctep.

Please make sure you’ve included the following in your application:

• An assessment demonstrating the need for the project. Include tallies from surveys
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

completed by students and parents. www.saferoutesinfo.org\data
A list of members on your SRTS project team. Please include their roles in the local school,
school system, and/or community as well as contact information.
Letters of intention of participation and/or to maintain facilities from a governing body.
Evidence of the public participation process used (flyers, letters, etc.).
A general map showing the location of all proposed improvements and their proximity to the
school and school routes.
A map of the school area and/or photographs of school or safety issues being addressed.
A statement of ADA compliance
Environmental documentation (for infrastructure projects)

Send 3 copies of your application to:
Taylor Lonsdale, Montana’s Safe Routes to School Coordinator
C/o Rail, Transit & Planning Division
Montana Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 201001
Helena, MT 59620-1001
For additional information call Taylor Lonsdale (406)-994-7031
For additional resources go to www.mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/saferoutes.

Application Deadline: December 31, 2011
MDT attempts to provide accommodations for any known disability that may
interfere with a person participating in any service, program or activity of the
Department. Alternative accessible formats of this information will be provided
upon request. For further information call (406)444-3423 or TTY (800)335-7592,
or the Montana Relay at 711.
June 2010

At any point in the application process, when questions or comments arise, contact the Taylor
Lonsdale -Montana SRTS Coordinator at (406) 994-7031 or the Montana Bicycle/Pedestrian
Coordinator at (406) 444-9273.
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LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR BOARD ACTION
DATE: December 12, 2011
EMPLOYEE NAME

POSITION

LOCATION

RECOMMENDED ACTION

EFFECTIVE DATE

COMMENTS

SCHNITZMEIER, KC

Resource/Playground
Aide

Lewis & Clark
Elementary

Approve revision of contract to reflect
changes in duties assigned—AIDE II
Step 3 for up to 5.50 hours per day
and AIDE III Step 3 for up to 2.00
hours per day

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

HUTCHINS, Mandie

Playground Aide

Garfield Elementary

Approve revision of contract to reflect
changes in duties assigned—AIDE III
Step 3 add up to .50 hours per day

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

MAXWELL, Shannon

Playground Aide

Garfield Elementary

Approve revision of contract to reflect
changes in duties assigned—AIDE III
Step 1+30 change hours from up to
3.50 hours per day to up to 1.50 hours
per day

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

WRIGHT, Beau

Central Montana Youth
Mentoring Co-Advisor

Fergus High School

Approve appointment on schedule—
(0.0175)

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

BREIDENBACH, Sherry

Weight Room CoCoordinator

Fergus High School

Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of $900.00

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

OLSON, Steve

Weight Room CoCoordinator

Fergus High School

Approve appointment at $15.00 per
hour for up to a maximum of $900.00

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

PHILLIPS, Ty

Volunteer Boys
Basketball Coach

Fergus High School

Approve appointment on a volunteer
basis

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR BOARD ACTION
DATE: December 12, 2011
EMPLOYEE NAME

POSITION

LOCATION

RECOMMENDED ACTION

EFFECTIVE DATE

COMMENTS

FELLER, Vic

Volunteer Wrestling
Coach

Fergus High School

Approve appointment on a volunteer
basis

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

SAUER, Dianna

Choral Accompanist

Fergus High School

Approve appointment on schedule—
AIDE I Step 0 for up to 3.00 hours per
day

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

IRWIN, Robert “Denny”

Homebound Tutor

School District #1

Approve appointment at $12.00 per
hour on an as-needed basis

December 12, 2011

See attached memo.

Memorandum
To:

Jason Butcher, Superintendent

From:

Michelle Trafton, Lewis & Clark Principal

Date:

November 22, 2011

Re:

Contract Revision

Following is a recommendation for a contract revision for KC Schnitzmeier to reflect new duties
assigned at Lewis & Clark Elementary:
KC Schnitzmeier:
Current Contract –

AIDE II Step 3
AIDE III Step 3

Up to 4.50 hours per day
Up to 2.50 hours per day

Up to 180 days
Up to 180 days

Up to 5.50 hours per day
Up to 2.00 hours per day

Up to 180 days
Up to 180 days

Revised Contract –
AIDE II Step 3
AIDE III Step 3

KC is now covering playground duty from 7:30-8:00 a.m. Therefore, a half hour was added to the
total number of hours worked per day. The hours have been adjusted to reflect the duties performed.

Thank you.

LEWIS & CLARK ELEMENTARY
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Memorandum
To:

Jason Butcher, Superintendent

From:

Matt Lewis, Garfield Elementary Principal

Date:

December 7, 2011

Re:

Contract Revisions

Following is a recommendation for contract revisions for Mandie Hutchins and Shannon Maxwell to
reflect duties performed:
Mandie Hutchins
ADD

Playground Aide (AIDE III Step 3)

Up to .50 hour per day

Playground Aide (AIDE III Step 1+30)

2.00 hours per day

Shannon Maxwell
REMOVE

Mandie is helping to fill the extra time needed on the playground after school while waiting for the
buses. Shannon was originally contracted for up to 3.50 hours per day but is only able to work 1.50
per day. Lindsey Rickl is picking up some of the time needed on the playground.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Matt Lewis
Elementary Principal

EXCELLENCE TODAY, SUCCESS TOMORROW
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FERGUS HIGH SCHOOL
Jim Daniels, Athletic Director
Jeff Elliott, Activities Director
Wendy Pfau, Athletic Secretary
(406) 535-2321 Fax: (406) 535-3835

TO:

Jason Butcher, Superintendent of Schools

FROM:

Jim Daniels, Athletic Director / Jeff Elliott, Activities Director

DATE:

December 6, 2011

RE:

Extracurricular Contract(s)

Please recommend to the Board of Trustees the following individual(s) for extracurricular
activities for the 2011-2012 School Year. Stipends and salaries are taken from the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.

Fergus High School:
CMY Mentoring Program
Beau Wright

Co-Advisor

(0.0175)

$526.63

Rachel Stansberry was approved as the co-advisor on June 13, 2011. But she has decided not to
assist with the program this year. Beau Wright has consented to fill this vacancy.

Boys Basketball
Ty Phillips

Volunteer Coach

Wrestling
Vic Feller

Volunteer Coach

Weight Room
Sherry Breidenbach
Steve Olson

Co-Coordinator
Co-Coordinator

$15/hour up to
$15/hour up to

$900.00
$900.00

Memorandum
To:

Board of Trustees, Lewistown Public Schools

Cc:

Jason Butcher, Supt.

From:

Jerry Feller, FHS Principal

Date:

December 6, 2011

Re:

Hiring Recommendation

Following is a hiring recommendation for Choral Accompanist at Fergus High School:

Dianna Sauer :
AIDE I Step 0

Up to 3 hours per day for remainder of 2011-2012

EXCELLENCE TODAY, SUCCEESS TOMORROW
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Memorandum
To:

Jason Butcher, Superintendent

From:

Tim Majerus, Principal

Date:

December 5, 2011

Re:

Hiring Recommendation

Following is a hiring recommendation for a Homebound Tutor:

Robert “Denny” Irwin

Homebound Tutor

$12.00/hour on an as-needed basis

Denny is working with a student who requires instruction outside of the normal classroom setting.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Tim Majerus
Principal

LEWISTOWN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
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THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Lewistown, Montana
2010-2015 GOALS AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Lewistown Public Schools, as entrusted by the Lewistown Community, provides children with an
accountable, high quality, rigorous education in a safe, nurturing environment; developing the full potential
of each child and preparing them for lifelong success in their personal lives and careers, wherever they may
be in the world.
Goal Area 1: Measurable Student Achievement
Statement of Intended Outcome, 2010-2015: Lewistown Public Schools has developed an outstanding
educational program that ensures that every student achieves the highest academic performance possible and
has multiple opportunities to actively participate in both co-curricular and extra-curricular activities offered
by our District. We use a multitude of measures to gauge student performance based on district-created
progress goals. We adequately prepare students for their career/job choices and life choices. Our staff is
highly supporting and enthusiastic about our differentiated approach to instruction.
Strategic Objectives:
1. Response to Intervention (RTI) is embraced and consistently implemented by staff in every
building in the district and is used to monitor and improve student achievement.
2. The District is consistent in each building in developing and implementing both curricula as well
as intervention programs to insure student achievement and success.
3. The District has evaluated the high school graduation requirements and its processes for
allowing deviation from the requirements for both college bound and vocation bound students.
4. The District is consistent at all levels in developing and implementing differentiated instruction
techniques.
Goal Area 2: Facilities
Statement of Intended Outcome, 2010-2015: Lewistown Public Schools has developed a state-of-the-art
facilities program that meets the needs of our students and staff on a long-term basis. We have prioritized our
facility needs and have a plan in place for resources necessary to achieve our facilities program. Our facilities
program is fully supported by our community. In planning for our facilities, we have adequately addressed
the issue of technology and incorporated that in to our facilities plan.
Strategic Objectives:
1. Develop a comprehensive plan to address the District’s building and facilities needs to insure our
physical plant can effectively and efficiently address the needs of our students, staff and
community for the next 20 years.
2. Secure community support and funding necessary to implement the comprehensive facilities
plan.
3. Use gifting and fund-raising via the Central Montana Foundation to assure long-term funding
for critical needs in our buildings and grounds.
Goal Area 3: Community / Parental Engagement
Statement of Intended Outcome, 2010-2015: Lewistown Public Schools has created an environment of
collaboration and transparency with families of students and with our community as a whole. Families of
students are actively involved in their children’s education. The community is highly engaged in helping
provide the best education possible for our children. As a result of our community’s and family’s commitment
to public education, we have established a collaborative approach to solving public education issues that
includes our local legislators.
Lewistown Public Schools Strategic Plan
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Strategic Objectives:
1. Develop, implement and maintain a consistent, district-wide effort to involve parents and
interested community members in our schools.
2. Implement an accepted and used communication system so that information can be shared
quickly and effectively with parents and interested community members and to allow easy and
effective communication from parents and interested community members with the Board,
administration and district staff.
3. Implement a program whereby those parents and community members interested and willing to
advocate for public schools with the legislature and state agencies are empowered to do so.

Goal Area 4: Technology
Statement of Intended Outcome, 2010-2015: Lewistown Public Schools has developed a technology plan
that incorporates regular upgrades of both hardware and software and training of staff on existing and new
programs. We have successfully incorporated technology into our facilities and all aspects of our educational
program in a methodical and effective manner that prepares our students for the real world. We have systems
in place to ensure the safety of our students and compliance with District standards.
Strategic Objectives:
1. Keep technology infrastructure current and sound (routers, switchers, servers, internet service
and work stations). Continue to prevent problems and keep technology accessible (security,
filtering, preventative updates).
2. Have implemented steps to leverage social networking and other technology to support better
teaching and learning by expanding student-to-student and student-to-faculty connections for
collaborating beyond the classroom.
3. Provide staff development to ensure that technology standards are implemented in classrooms
district wide.
4. Develop and implement efforts to develop a consistent approach/philosophy by our staff to the
use of technology in the classroom as an effective and proven learning tool.
5. Determine how the district should help educate parents about the ways their children use
technology (in and out of school, for good and bad reasons).
Goal Area 5: Highly Qualified Staff
Statement of Intended Outcome, 2010-2015: Lewistown Public Schools has developed a recruitment and
retention program to ensure that the District hires and retains high quality, effective personnel. Our teachers
and other staff have been provided professional development opportunities that directly correlate to the high
academic standards set by the District. Our teachers and other staff have embraced the use of technology into
all aspects of our educational programs. The staff shares the vision of the Board in providing differentiated
educational programs in order to meet the needs of our students and in achieving the District’s high academic
standards.
Strategic Objectives:
1. Implement a consistent, rigorous and fair assessment and evaluation process for staff that is
understood and supported by administrators and staff.
2. Professional development is tailored to meet the needs of teachers, administrators, and staff.
They are part of the planning and assessment of these opportunities.

Lewistown Public Schools Strategic Plan
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Goal Area 6: Fiscal Management/Responsibility
Statement of Intended Outcome, 2010-2015:
Lewistown Public Schools has secured adequate,
sustainable funding from the State and has developed a process to prioritize the financial resources that we
have according to the educational goals set by the District. We have secured funding sources that are not
earmarked for specific causes and have the discretion to determine where funds are needed in order to achieve
our high standards and our goals. Through our community engagement initiative, our community
understands our budgeting process, they support our schools and they understand our needs and the strategic
direction of our District.
Strategic Objectives:
1. Review all financial processes; streamline and consolidate these processes where possible; find
ways to improve efficiencies and accountability in our financial processes while reducing, if
possible, staff frustration with them.
2. Seek ways to better involve staff in budget development.
3. Carefully assess specific ways in which we can involve community, staff and the Board in better
maintaining a strong and influential presence in the next Montana Legislature (2011).
4. The Lewistown Schools leadership team works with outlying communities to determine what
cooperative efforts can be made to make the best use of limited resources.
5. Conclude, prior to August 15, 2011, a review of the Strategic Plan’s 1-5 year goals and objectives
and insure they still represent appropriate and realistic milestones on our way to our 20-year
vision.

Lewistown Public Schools Strategic Plan
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School District #1 Mission Statement:

Excellence Today, Success Tomorrow

Core Values of the Lewistown Public Schools:
1. High Standards: Lewistown Public Schools upholds high standards and expectations for the
Board, staff and students of the District. We strive to provide challenging curriculum taught by
innovative leaders in the field of education, utilizing research-based curriculum and implementing
best practices.
2. Student-Centered: The motivation for everything we do is based upon what is right and best for
the children of our community. We ensure the development, well-being and education of students
through a variety of academic and extracurricular activities. We assist students in overcoming
challenges and help them celebrate their successes, all as part of a plan to maximize the potential of
each student.
3. Effective and Efficient Practices:
efficient stewardship of our resources.

Lewistown Public Schools is committed to effective and

4. Accountability:
Lewistown Public Schools is accountable for all that we do from fiscal
management to the performance of students, staff, administration and the Board.
5. Community Support: Lewistown Public Schools understands that community support is vital,
earned and continually renewed through consistent dedication to quality service. We believe the key
to success is found through mutual engagement of the community and the schools, effective
interaction between parents, students, staff, administrators, trustees and all elements of the
Lewistown Community. We value the trust the community has invested in our public schools and
we strive to earn and maintain that trust.
6. Communication: Lewistown Public Schools values effective and open communication with parents,
students, staff, trustees and the community.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Stan Monger, Board Chair
Jeremy Bristol
Joe Irish
Lisa Pierce
Mary Schelle
Barbara Thomas
Monte Weeden

LEWISTOWN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

2011-2012 SCHOOL CALENDAR
A.

Pupil Instruction
First Semester

B.

90 Days

Second Semester

89 Days

FIRST QUARTER
First Week
Second Week
Third Week
Fourth Week
Fifth Week
Sixth Week
Seventh Week
Eighth Week
Ninth Week
Tenth Week

Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

24
29
6
12
19
26
3
10
17
24

-----------

Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

26
2
9
16
23
30
7
14
19
28

DAYS
3
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
45

THIRD QUARTER
First Week
Second Week
Third Week
Fourth Week
Fifth Week
Sixth Week
Seventh Week
Eighth Week
Ninth Week

Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar

23
30
6
13
20
28
5
12
19

----------

Jan
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

27
3
10
17
23
2
9
16
23

DAYS
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
43

SECOND QUARTER
First Week
Second Week
Third Week
Fourth Week
Fifth Week
Sixth Week
Seventh Week
Eighth Week
Ninth Week
Tenth Week
Eleventh Week

Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan

31
7
14
21
28
5
12
19
3
9
17

------------

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Jan
Jan
Jan

2
11
18
22
2
9
16
20
6
13
20

DAYS
3
5
5
2
5
5
5
2
4
5
4
45

FOURTH QUARTER
First Week
Second Week
Third Week
Fourth Week
Fifth Week
Sixth Week
Seventh Week
Eighth Week
Ninth Week
Tenth Week

Mar
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
May
May
May
May

26
2
10
16
23
30
7
14
21
29

-----------

Mar
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
May
May
May
May
Jun

30
4
13
20
27
4
11
18
25
1

DAYS
5
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
46

Pupil Instruction Related Days (No School for Students)
August 22
August 23
October 20-21
November 2-3
January 16
February 27
April 7

Totals

All Staff Orientation/PIR
PIR
Staff Development Days - Teachers Convention
Parent Teacher Conferences
(Evening Only on 2nd, All Day on 3rd)
PIR
PIR
Parent Teacher Conference
Evening ONLY (Regular School Day for Students)

1.0
1.0
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
8.0

C.

Holidays (Dates Inclusive)
September 5
October 20-21
November 3
November 4
November 23-25
December 21 - January 2
January 16
February 24
February 27
April 5-9
May 28

Labor Day
Fall Vacation (Teachers -- Convention)
Parent Teacher Conferences (Vacation Day for Students)
Vacation Day
Thanksgiving Vacation
Christmas Vacation
PIR (Vacation Day for Students)
Vacation Day
PIR (Vacation Day for Students)
Spring Break
Memorial Day

2011-2012
Regular Board Meetings
July
Aug
Aug**
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June

25
8
23
12
26
10
24
14
12
9
13
12
9
14
11

5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

